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THERMALLY ACTUATED VGA VOT’ COLOR CODED LABELS FOR INDIVIDUAL PACKAGING OF 
PROTECTIVE DEVICE POSITIVE VOLTAGE IDENTIFICATON FLUORESCENT LAMP BALLASTS 

ROVANCE see \ FLB SERVICE TRANSFO 
courant ae ' WARRANTY PROGRAM 

TRANSFORMER CO . 
2950 NO WESTERN AVE CHICAGO 18 Iki USA 



A recessed troffer with half-inch aluminum louvers was needed for 
Welton Becket’s striking modular lighting plan for the offices in the 
spectacular 28-story Kaiser Center in Oakland, California. 

TT ‘IN {HTT 
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Caen 

/f OW BIGGER 

CABLE PROFITS 

Imprint on every foot 

tells you at a glance the gauge, 

number of conductors, type of 

insulation 

Self-dispensing carton 

for heavy cords, with Inventory 

Keeper, minimizes short lengths. 

Heavy cords also available on 

.no-charge plywood reels 

Color-coded carton labels 

identify insulation— 

¢ red and white for neoprene 

¢ black and white for rubber 
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Floyd S. Green 
(left), Frank Adam 
Electric Co., and 
John S. Withers, 
Bussmann Mfg. 
Co., find Shutibrak 
Switch undamaged | 
after a series of | 
100,000-amp. short — 
circuit tests. | | 

} ees | 

SHUTLBRAK SWITCHES 

TYPICAL TESTS MADE WITH 

@® 3-POLE 

SHUTLBRAK SWITCHES 

Switch 
Capacity 

100-amp. 250-v. 
Same switch 

200-amp. 250-v. 
Same switch 

100-amp. 600-y. 
Same switch 

200-amp. 600-v. 
Same switch 

400-amp. 250-v. 

600-amp, 250-v. 

Fuse 
Type 

KTN Limitron 
LPN Low Peak 

KTN Limitron 
LPN Low Peak 

KTS Limitron 
LPS Low Peak 
KTS Limitron 
LPS Low Peak 

LPN Low Peak 

LPN Low Peak 

(SHUTTLE BREAK) 

In recent tests at Bussmann Manufacturing Company’s 
test station, Frank Adam Shutlbrak Switches, equipped with 

Bussmann high interrupting type fuses, went through a 
series of tests with switches ‘‘closed’’ on a 100,000-amp. 

short circuit. NOT A SINGLE BREAKDOWN OCCURRED! 

Here’s a powerful demonstration of the safety and dependability insured 
by Frank Adam’s famous Shutlbrak mechanism. @ Safety Switches 
give positive protection to both men and equipment against every 

hazard that might be caused by the tremendous overloads 
and shorts that can occur in any distribution and feeder circuit. 

It costs no more for the extra vital margin of safety provided 
by Frank Adam Switches. Specify this better equipment. 

A new brochure is just off the press—write for yours! 

See our catalog 
in SWEET’S Pa 

WK 

AM ELECTRIC COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 357. MAIN P.O - ST. LOUIS 66, MO 

busduct + panelboards + switchboards + service equipment + safety switches + load centers « Quikheter 
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APPLETON 2/ 2i:mmum 

Hoodlioh, ac Permanent Efficiency is 

Built-in to this Latest APPLETON- 

Engineered Addition to the Growing Line 

of APPLETON Lighting Equipment 

Trouble-free nighttime visibility for small or large 

areas is yours with APPLETON All Aluminum Flood- 

lights. The adjustable focusing mechanism allows 

movement of the lamp forward or backward for greater 

selection of beam spreads. Easy to mount, simple to 

: é focus and rugged throughout, these new floodlights are 

6050 rt. ideal for shipyards, storage areas, warehouses, lumber 

yards, construction areas, building exteriors, etc. 

Se — Features of this practical floodlight include: wide range 

S F RI ES = of focusing through unique, adjustable dial mechanism; 

% a free swinging cast aluminum cover ring and heat- 

resistant lens assembly for quick lamp changing and 

maintenance; weather-tight construction; horizontal 

and vertical degree adjustment; lead-in wiring 

furnished with water-tite cord gland. Optional 

use of 300 or 500 watt incandescent Mogul 

base lamps or mercury vapor lamps. 

Wide variety of accessories for pole 

and wall mounting. 

Sold Through 

Franchised 
For full details 

on this latest addi- seg: 

Distributors 
tion to the complete } 

APPLETON line of flood- Only 

lights incorporating the best of 

APPLETON engineering skills and 

years of experience... write today! 

Industrial 
Lighting 

Malleable Equipment 
tron Unilets 

‘ i. Aviomate 701 Wellington Avenue, Chicago 13 pa. Reelites 
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CABLE, WIRE, AND CORD—Cata- 
log 71A, punched for filing in loose- 
leaf binder, has been made available 
by Caro] Cable Co., Division of the 
Crescent Co., Inc., Pawtucket, R. I. 
Contained in its 24 pages is a com- 
plete listing of most of the types of 
wire and cable offered by the firm. 

Write in No, C100 on card, Pg. 17. 

ELECTRICAL TAPES—LEight-page 
Accurate Tape bulletin details data 
on rubber, friction and plastic tapes. 
Bulletin features laboratory test re- 
sults, includes complete packaging 
information. Immediately available 
from Accurate Manufacturing Com- 
pany, Garfield, New Jersey. 

Write in No, C101 on card, Pg. 17. 

SMALL WIRE STRAPS—~/ dded to 
the one-hole Viking strap | ne are 
three new Midget straps fc small 
wires. The #616 for faster ing RX 
and UF2/14, 2/12, and BX 2 14; the 
#416 for wires to “4” OD; ard #316 
for wires of 3/16” and %4’. These 
galvanized straps, designed to take 
several sizes of wires, are featured in 
literature released by W. W. Cross & 
Co., Viking Cable and Fastening De- 
vices, Greenville, R. I. 

Write in No. C102 on card, Pg. 17. 

ELECTRICAL ENCLOSURES — 
Adjustable and non-adjustable floor 
boxes, watertight outlets for floor 
use, and conduit hangers are shown 
in the 20-page revised catalog #750 
available from Fullman Mfg. Co., 
Latrobe, Pa. Adjacent to each photo- 
graph in the catalog are specifica- 
tions for the product pictured. 

Write in No. C103 on card, Pg. 17. 

FUSE CUTOUTS — Extra-heavy- 
duty fuse cutouts of single-vent. 
small-bore design are described in 
detail as to operation, advantages, 
mechanical loadbreak, dielectric val- 
ues, and ratings in the 8-page illus- 
trated Catalog EHD-1258 offered by 
Hubbard and Co., 200 South Michi- 
gan Ave., Chicago 4, III. 

Write in No, C104 on card, Pg. 17. 

LINE GUN—A two-color, fold-out 
bulletin illustrated with step-by-step 

6 

diagrams points out features and ad- 
vantages of the line gun manufac- 
tured by Jet Line Gun Co., Inc., 730 
Seigle St., Charlotte, N. C. Also avail- 
able are loose-leaf filler-type pages 
describing contents of the line gun 
kit and the box adapter kit. 

Write in No. C105 on card, Pg. 17. 

CONDUIT AND DUCTS—Orange- 
burg Mfg. Co., Inc., Orangeburg, N. 
Y., has made available informative 
literature. Catalog No. 52 includes 
complete details concerning advan- 
tages, installation, and properties of 
Orangeburg fibre conduit, standard 
conduit—type I, and Nocrete conduit 
—type II. Catalog 202 offers specifi- 
cations, installation data, and dia- 
gram of the complete Orangeburg 
Underfloor duct system. Descriptions 
and catalog numbers of components 
are also given. 

Write in No. C106 on card, Pg. 17. 

CABLE PRODUCTS — Folders, 
punched for binding filing, and de- 
scribing four types of Triangle cables 
have been published by Triangle 
Conduit & Cable Co., Inc., Triangle 
and Jersey Ave., New Brunswick, N. 
J. Products discussed in these folders 
are the Type RR cable, sheather in 
Trioprene; asbestos varnished cam- 
bric insulated power cables; flexible 
interlocked armor cable; and control 
cables. 

Write in No. C108 on card, Pg. 17. 

HEAVY-DUTY WIRING—lIllustra- 
tions and detailed descriptions of 27 
types of Circle industrial and com- 
mercial wiring products are featured 
in a four-page folder available from 
Circle Wire & Cable Corp., 5500 Mas- 
peth Ave., Maspeth, N. Y. 

Write in No. C109 on card, Pg. 17. 

MOTOR STARTERS—Design and 
construction features of their auto- 
matic reduced voltage starters are 
described in a new bulletin released 
by Allis Chalmers, Milwaukee 1, Wis. 
Included is motor control engineered 
for centrifugal compressors, hammer 
mills, pumps, large conveyors, large 
fans, motor-generator sets, and other 
applications. 

Write in No. C110 on card, Pg. 17. 

CORD CATALOG—A complete 38- 
page catalog is available from Cor- 
nish Wire Co., 50 Church St., New 
York 7, N. Y. It contains pertinent 
data on flexible and portable cords, 
lamp cords, heater cords, cordsets, 
radio and electronic wires. 

Write in No. C-112 on card, Pa. 17. 

POWER SWITCHES—A new bul- 
letin describing its Type PV power 
switches, is now available from Line 
Material Industries, Milwaukee 1, 
Wis. The bulletin gives complete in- 
formation on switches rated at 600 or 
1200 amperes and having voltage rat- 
ings from 7.5 kv to 69 kv. 

Write in No. C113 on card, Pg. 17. 

TRANSFORMER HOIST— Litera- 
ture is now available from Morrison- 
Pelsue Co., 2255 South Delaware St., 
Denver 23, Col., describing the Mo- 
PeCo Transformer Hoist—a time sav- 
ing device that permits hanging up to 
three transformers in thirty minutes. 

Write in No. C1l4 on card, Pg. 17. 

UNDERFLOOR DUCT— Formerly 
known as Howarduct, the Spang 
Standard Underfloor Duct, is intro- 
duced by the Spang-Chalfant Divi- 
sion of the National Supply Co., Two 
Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa., in 
an eight-page, illustrated bulletin 
featuring its simplicity in the distri- 
bution systems for electric power, tel- 
ephones, and inter-coms. 

Write in No. C115 on card, Pg. 17. 

CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL- 
BOARD—A descriptive folder fea- 
turing Quicklag lighting circuit pan- 
elboards is available through Frank 
Adam Co., 3650 Windsor PI., St. 
Louis, Mo. This folder includes illus- 
trations, ampere capacities, voltage 
ratings, and all internal construction 
features of these panelboards. 

Write in No. C118 on card, Pg. 17. 

ADEQUATE WIRING — “Bright 
Ideas for Ladies” is the title of a new 
booklet from American Metal Mould- 
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exclusive dual-element 

fuses reduce heating 

and eliminate 

nuisance blowing 

Using an exclusive thermal-alloy element which reduces complexity and 2. INSTANTANEOUS ACTION ON SHORT CIRCUITS—Fuse links at 
2 REM either end open the circuit immediately when a dangerous ‘‘short”’ 
improves reliability—ECON Dual-Element fuses blow only when they are develops. Fuse links (A) melt away instantly causing heavier sections 

oat . > om B) to drop away, completely interrupting circuit. 
supposed to blow. You get: Positive protection of equipment...minimum eo ee 

fuse replacement costs...reduced downtime. Loose or corroded connections 2. TIMED DELAY ON MOMENTARY OR HARMLESS OVERLOADS—Exclu- 
* - sive ECON-Alloy thermal element takes harmiess overloads up to 

which cause high temperatures open ECON Dual-Element fuses before the  500%...calibrated delay action prevents needless fuse blowing... 
" : ne rw a unnecessary downtime. 

temperature can become destructive. Result—cooler operation. Available in 

Knife Blade or Ferrule type from 0 to 600 amps, 250 and 600 v. For complete 3. Quick, POSITIVE ACTION ON DANGEROUS OVERLOADS —When 
- 3 <u os a overload exceeds predetermined heat and time limits, ECON-Alloy (A) 

details write: Economy Fuse Division, Federal Pacific Electric Company, changes instantly from solid to liquid, positively interrupting circuit. 
. i oe NOTICE: EXTRA WIDE GAP (B) PROVIDES “‘SAFE-BREAK"’ DISTANCE 

Dept. 336, Chicago, Illinois. ...PREVENTS ARCING. 

ae ECONOMY FUSE DIVISION cricaco, numols 
FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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ing Co., 146 Coit St., Irvington 11, N. 
J. The booklet was prepared by the 
Armored Cable Section of the Na- 
tional Electrical Manufacturers Asso- 
ciation to acquaint homemakers with 
the electrical wiring their homes 
need for full electrical living now 
and in the future. 

Write in No. C119 on card, Pg. 17. 

ELECTRICAL TAPES— Plymouth 
Rubber Co., Inc., Canton, Mass., is 
offering a new catalog on friction, 
rubber, and plastic tape. The full 
color folder gives descriptions, sizes, 
and packing information on their 
complete line of Slipknot electrical 
insulating tapes. Detailed specifica- 
tion data charts are included in the 
6-page bulletin. 

Write in No. C120 on card, Pg. 17. 

SATURABLE REACTORS — This 
efficient method of regulating and 
controlling electric power for various 
manufacturing processes is described 
in a new folder available from Sorgel 
Electric Co., 838 West National Ave., 

PROTECTION AND BEAUTY, TOO | tssss:'"=: + | Write in No. C121 on card, Pg. 17. 

S| _ - 
There’s No Other Paint Like Subox 

mode Division of Commercial Con- 
++eBecause Subox is the only paint in the United States trols Corp., 570 Culver Rd., Rochester 

made with chemically-active lead-suboxide. Unlike the 3, N. Y., is now offering their new 
: ! . , / catalog EC-199 describing a complete 

pigments of inert paints, lead-suboxide changes chemi- line of electric heaters and heating 
j P : 2 systems for the home. Descriptions, 

cally after Gry ing © fom wip manpeasingty tough ae specifications and illustrations are in- 
tective coating — rust inhibitive, acid and alkali resistant. cluded for wall and portable heaters 

i : iar ee for large and small rooms, radiant 
Subox effectively safeguards metal surfaces: buildings, ahick Manta: ncbeedl hentels and 

transformers, fences. radiant cable heat. 
Write in No. C122 on card, Pg. 17. 

ELECTRIC HEATING — Electro- 

ess Because Subox paint comes in modern, bright pastel 

shades, as well as darker colors, painting for normal 
: : : LIGHTING FIXTURES — A new 

maintenance can produce attractive decoration appro- catalog of recessed lighting fixtures 
: fi : ood ndings. has been released by Atlas Electric 

priate for neighborh surround g Products, 319 Ten Eyck St., Brook- 
. " . lyn 6, N. Y., manufacturers of Atlite 

«+e Because Subox covers with a dense, impervious film, lighting equipment. The 24-page, 

a single coat often is sufficient. Subox is both economical color catalog features over 100 new 
i lighting fixtures that have been add- 

and good looking. ed to the Atlite line. 
Write in No. C123 on card, Pg. 17. 

Write today for technical 

literature and color card. 
PIPE BENDERS—Gustave Lidseen, 

Inc., 1000 First St., Hayesville, N. C., 
offers a new revised folder which 
illustrates the complete line of Lid- 
seen “Chicago” pipe benders featur- 
ing the calibrated degree scale for 
making accurate bends with ease. 
The folder includes prices of units 
and parts. 

Write in No. C124 on card, Pg. 17. 
Established 1924 

23 Fairmount Plant 
saps Hackensack, N. J. TIME SWITCHES—A general cat- 

Subox Company of Canada — Toronto 15 alog, TS-89, available from Interna- 
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Love that 

SLATER 

FLIP 

LID 

> oe 
> 

MARINAS ¢ BOATYARDS « HOMES « BUILDINGS 

TRAILERS © TRAILER CAMPS « MOTELS 

The Only Weatherproof Cover today that’s easy to install...easiest to use!... flips 

i. a ee rt ett seen oe ‘ a i es | / 

open.,. flips closed...extra thick aluminum section and lids...special stainless steel 

springs! Patents pending. * 

WRITE FOR NEW 1960 SLATER WIRING DEVICE CATALOG AVAILABLE SOON (over 400 devices) 

Slater Flip Lid 

SLATER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO., INC. © 45 SEA CLIFF AVENUE * GLEN COVE, N:Y. © ORiole 6-1100 



CORNISH 

Growtx in volume 

and in national stature — in 

engineering and production 

know-how-in happy accept- 

ance by distributors, whole- 

salers and dealers alike. 

CORNISH Wire Products 

have kept pace with the in- 

dustry—truly a Blue Chip 

line of no regrets, for every 

segment of the electrica! 

business. 

... and CORD SETS 

for replacement and for original use. 
Skillfully developed in Rubber, Neo- 
prene and Plastic—in COLORS too. 
Do YOU fully realize the merchan- 
dising potential of this versatile 
QUALITY line? 

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY, wc. 
50 Church Street New York 7, N.Y. 

SOUTHERN REPRESENTATIVES 

<f 

ire Products for Home, Farm and Industry 

tional Register Co., 2620 West Wash- 
ington Blvd., Chicago 12, Ill, de- 
scribes their complete line of time 
switches. Also available is a market 
catalog sheet, TS-138, that gives spe- 
cific information on how Intermatic 
time switches can be uSed in con- 
nection with swimming pools. 

Write in No. C125 on card, Pg. 17. 

DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT — 
Kuhlman Electric Co., P. O. Box 288, 
Birmingham, Mich., offers an eight- 
page catalog, CS-201, describing their 
line of distribution transformers of 
the single phase conventiona] type, 
167 kva and below. Also available is 
an information sheet, CS-204, on the 
Kuhlman externally operated series- 
multiple switch for pole-type trans- 
formers 5-167 kva. : 

Write in No. C126 on card, Pg. 17. 

VENTILATING FANS — Hunter 
Division of Robbins & Myers, Inc., 
Memphis 14, Tenn., announces their 
new catalog, Form No. V-591, on 
their line of home ventilating fans. 
The two-page booklet contains the 
features, specifications, and dimen- 
sions of R&M-Hunter fans for attic 
and basement installation. 

Write in No. C127 on card, Pg. 17. 

LAMP GUIDES — Sylvania Light- 
ing Products, 60 Boston St., Salem, 
Mass., offers a series of guide books 
containing general information, tech- 
nical data, and catalog listings on 
their lines of fluorescent lamps, in- 
candescent lamps, and mercury 
lamps. 

Write in No. C128 on card, Pg. 17. 

FASTENING DEVICES — The 
Paine Co., 501 Westgate Rd., Addison, 
Ill., offers a new catalog on their line 
of hanging and fastening devices. 
The 3l-page bulletin is indexed for 
easy reference, and contains informa- 
tion on design features, prices, and 
packaging. 

Write in No. C129 on card, Pg. 17. 

WIRING EQUIPMENT— Keystone 
Manufacturing Co., 23328 Sherwood 
Road, Center Line, Mich, has issued 
a new catalog (158 March 1, 1958) 
giving complete specifications and il- 
lustrations on their line of wiring 
installation equipment. Included in 
the 70-page catalog are wireways and 
auxiliary fittings, cutout boxes, outlet 
boxes, switch boxes, and cabinets, 
giving Code requirements, and price 
sheets. 

Write in No, C130 on card, Pg. 17. 

ELECTRICAL FITTINGS—A wide 
range of lugs, terminals, crimping 
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from 100 to 

3 BOXES rep.ace 100 

ASSEMBLED FUSIBLE 

SERVICE EQUIPMENT DEVICES! 

*’ BOX AHEAD 

Only 3 boxes in your stock are all 
you need to rough-in any 100 am- 
pere service. No excess inventory 
in the shop or on the truck. 

ce INTERCHANGEABLE 

INTERIORS 

2 interiors, interchanging in each 
box, contain the neutral, basic pull- 
outs and plugs, plus space to plug 
in extra branches. No need to buy 
the interior or cover until you are 
ready to trim-out. 

PLUG-IN UNITS 

Plug fuse sections and pullouts plug @/sé¢e for FSP Bulletin $D-II1. 
on to basic interiors, building the Square D Company, 6060 Rivard 
service to fit thejob. No excesscost. Street, Detroit 11, Michigan 

SQUARE TL) COMPANY 
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You've been waiting for! 

LEVITON is the first to bring you four entirely 
new devices in the combination duplex line... 
the now popular mechanical Quiet Switch in 
combination with power outlets or pilot lights. 
The Quiet Switches are all precision-balanced 
with heavy special silver contacts, magnetic 
arc-snuffing action. The movement? So quiet 
you can hardly feel it! 

The features? All these: 

U-GROUND POWER OUTLETS offer maximum safety. Conform 
to N.E.C. requirements. Also accepts any 2-wire plug. 
ALL POWER OUTLETS have bronze double-wiping contacts 
for longer life and pressure grip. Can be wired inde- 
pendent of, or controlled by switch. 
PILOT LIGHT takes standard S-6 candelabra lamp that’s 
caaty unscrewed. Nickel-plated protective hood over 
amp. 
RUGGED CONSTRUCTION! Base molded of brown phenolic... 
covers of either brown phenolic or ivory thermosetting 
lastic. Heavy gauge rustproofed underslung steel strap 
riveted through cover and body to form a permanent 

assembly. 
EASY TO INSTALL! Large head No. 8 terminal screws have 
deep milled slots for easy wiring. Accommodate up to 
No. 10 conductors. Wiring dia furnished with unit. 
Wide plaster ears on strap wall alignment easier. 
ECONOMY! Save installation costs and wall space—single 
gang box and wall plate are all that is needed. 

+ No. $222 Ne. $225 
SINGLE POLE  - SINGLE POLE 
Quiet Switch  . Quiet Switch 
with * WITH POWER 
U-GROUND OUTLET 
OUTLET ° 

Ne. 5224 
TWO SINGLE 

Quiet Switches 
ON SAME 
CIRCUIT 
Rating Rating 
Quiet Switches: Quiet Switch: 
15A—120-277V 15A—120V 
AC only AC only 

* Pilot Light: 
+ 75W-125V 

No, 5223 LB 
SINGLE POLE 
Quiet Switch 
with 
PILOT LIGHT 

Rating + Rating 
Quiet Switch: . Quiet Switch: 
15A—120V , 15A—120V 
AC only AC only 
U-Ground Outlet: ° Power Outlet: 
15A—125V * 15A—125V 

Listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. 

YOUR BEST JOBS ARE DONE WITH... 

Write for full details today! 

LEVITON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Brooklyn 22, N. Y. 
Chicago « Los Angeles « Leviton (Canada) Ltd., Montreal 

For your wire needs, contact our subsidiary: American Insulated Wire Corporation 

tools, connectors and other fittings 
for wire and cabie are described in 
the electrical catalog available from 
H. B. Sherman Mfg. Co., Battle 
Creek, Mich. Complete information 
is included in the catalog. 

Write in No. C132 on card, Pg. 17. 

INDUSTRIAL FIXTURES—A four- 
page, two-color catalog, made avail- 
able by All-Brite Fluorescent Fixture 
Co., 352 Shaw Rd., South San Fran- 
cisco, Calif., describes its Deluxe in- 
dustrial fixtures, series 80 and 81. 
Special features and specifications of 
the fixtures are included in the cata- 
log. 

Write in No. C133 on card, Pg. 17. 

THERMOSTATS— White-Rodgers, 
St. Louis 6, Mo., has recently issued 
a booklet describing their electric 
heat thermostats. It contains infor- 
mation on design features, catalog 
data, and applications, stressing the 
decorator sttyling of the thermostats. 
The booklet is illustrated and in full 
color. 

Write in No. C134 on card, Pg. 17. 

WIRING DEVICES—Slater Elec- 
tric and Manufacturing Co., Inc., 
Glen Cove, L. I., N. Y., has made 
available a catalog including com- 
plete information on their lines of ap- 
pliance switches, lampholders, power 
outlets, receptacles, switches, weath- 
erproof devices, wall plates, and au- 
tomatic kloz-a-lite. 

Write in No. C135 on card, Pg. 17. 

FREIGHT COMPUTER — Pitts- 
burgh Standard Conduit Co., Verona, 
Pa., announces a four-page bulletin 
for computing freight charges on 
rigid steel conduit. The bulletin is 
useful in figuring freight to jobs and 
warehouses. 

Write in No. C136 on card, Pg. 17. 

CONDUCTORS — The Seal Wire 
Co., Shelby, N. C., announces the 
availability of a new price list on 
copper coated steel-copper conduc- 
tors. 

Write in No. C137 on card, Pg. 17. 

BOXES AND TROUGHS—Catalog 
No. 8 has just been issued by Circle 
A-W Products Co., P. O. Box 1171, 
Modesto, Calif., distributors for prod- 
ucts manufactured by Alwalt Mfg. 
Co., of Modesto. This 44-page covers 
a wide range of wiring gutter and 
fittings, meter troughs, meter and 
breaker assemblies, and a wide range 
of boxes of various types. 

Write in No. C138 on card, Pg. 17. 
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MIGHT ine 

PRESENTS 

——— oe 

..- SWEPT-WING BEAUTY 

WITH MORE THAN 

A TOUCH OF GLAMOR! 

3 Washington sf. Louis 3. Mo 

ELECTRICAL SOUTH for AUGUST, 1959 

The high-style, eye-comfort luminaire . .. 

designed in the fashion of a Paris Original... 

to bring new glamor to lighting. 

Polystyrene side fins emit soft beams of light to 

emphasize the graceful fixture lines. 

Color-fashioned in three beautiful finishes . . 

sun drenched bronze, satin silvan or gloss 

white. Chrome end fins add a decorator’s flair. 

4‘ and 8’ lengths. Two and four light widths. 

Choice of GrateLite, Prismoid or metal cross-baffle 

bottoms. Apparent depth only 1”. The finest 

for slim contemporary, close-ceiling installations. 



Economic comment 

Business climate 

One of the most important, yet 
least understood, concepts of mod- 
ern economic life is that of the 
business climate. This is the condi- 
tion under which business must 
operate and hope to achieve suc- 
cess, It has social and political con- 
notations as well as economic. It 
may, in many cases, spell the dif- 
ference between business success 
or failure for many firms. 

The average small businessman 
may take this climate as a matter 
of course, and, if it is bad, he may 
complain about the difficulties he 
encounters. Too often, however, he 
takes no action for he believes that 
it is a situation over which he has 
no control. He may feel that this 
climate improvement job is a fac- 
tor for large industries and busi- 
nesses to consider for they have 
greater impact on the public mind. 

Such a thought cannot be farther 
from the truth. The small business- 
man has as much at stake in the 
improvement of business climate 
as does the manager of the largest 
industrial giant and, as will be 
seen, can be an important factor 
in remedying unsatisfactory con- 
ditions. 

Factors involved 

Business climate is made up of 
a host of factors in a community 
that reflect the opportunity for 
growth and development of the 
business enterprise. The attitude of 
the community government and 
political leadership to business, in 
general, is a vital factor that can 
affect the nature of economic life. 

For example, a too heavy tax 
burden imposed by the govern- 
ment can squeeze profits to noth- 
ing and thus force many companies 
to either close their doors per- 
manently or to move to other, more 
hospitable, areas. 

Failure of responsible govern- 
mental authorities to provide prop- 

Dr. Bunting is a well-known econ- 
omist and educator having special 
knowledge of the South. 

by J. Whitney Bunting, Ph.D. 

er protection to plant facilities 
and workers in the event of labor 
unrest is another consideration of 
great importance. 

Lack of willingness on the part 
of political administrations to help 
local businessmen develop codes of 
good ethical practice in the busi- 
ness community can react very 
unfavorably upon the growth of 
sound business practice in the com- 
munity. 

Restrictive legislation that does 
not improve the economic stature 
of the community may harass 
business operations. 

All of these factors are control!- 
ed, basically, by the electorate and 
here every small businessman has 
a voice. Moreover, through his in- 
fluence upon customers, suppliers, 
associates and the like, his voice 
can swell the opinions of the com- 
munity. 

In the social area there is the 
basic responsibility of making tha 
community a good place in which 
to live. This, of course, includes 
adequate housing facilities, proper 
educational institutions of high 
standard, satisfactory recreational 
programs that can provide whole- 
some and healthy leisure activities 
for all ages, and many other assets 
for the better life of the citizenry. 
Again, these values can be achiev- 
ed not by a few big donors or big 
industries but by the concerted 
interest and action of all members 
of the business community. 

Good climate, no accident 

Regardless of popular belief, a 
good climate in a community for 
business progress is not realized 
through wishful thinking. Rather 
it requires a determined and vig- 
orous effort on the part of all citi- 
zens. It requires above all a co- 
operative spirit in which employers 
and employees, merchants and 
professional people, wives, and 
even children, all desire a common 
goal for the community. 

In a manner of speaking, it is the 
“town meeting” approach to com- 
munity affairs. Through inter- 

Contributing Economics Editor 

change of opinion and open dis- 
cussion, the common goals of the 
community in the economic, politi- 
cal and social areas are formalized 
and an action program developed. 
Then an industrious effort must be 
made to achieve the desired re- 
sults. 

Carrying this thesis one step 
further, every community should 
have a Better Business Climate 
Committee composed of repre- 
sentatives of all segments of the 
population. A formal organization 
such as this can make the program 
a continuing one thus assuring 
progress toward desired goals well 
into the future. 

It is surprising how added goals 
will be recognized as past ones are 
achieved. There is no end to po- 
tential community progress toward 
better business conditions. But un- 
less every businessman recognizes 
and accepts his responsibility in 
this matter, the potential gains 
will be limited by inertia. 

Security strength 

In spite of sporadic reverses the 
stock market continues to reflect 
strength particularly in the so- 
called growth industries. Down- 
ward readjustments have not been 
affecting the entire market in re- 
cent months and there is every 
reason to believe that the peak of 
the market has not yet been reach- 
ed for the time being. 

The only major cloud on the 
horizon at this writing is the length 
of the current steel strike. If such 
should extend beyond ninety days, 
the impact of shortened steel sup- 
plies may affect the productivity 
and earnings of other industries 
thus creating a general depressed 
condition in the market. This is a 
condition that cannot be foreseen 
with any degree of certainty now, 
but careful investment practice 
should be the order of the day un- 
til this situation becomes more 
clarified. 

There is little indication of im- 
mediate federal action to stop the 

(Continued on page 125) 
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EASIER TO DO... . 

and costs less too! 

Cross 
Section 

Red Throat 
BM-21B8 

Yo" Connector 

INDENTER 

FITTINGS and TOOLS 

Here is the combination that is unbeatable when 
it comes to easier E.M.T. installation at less cost. New 

lightweight plier size indenters make setting up thin wall SO 6O GF OC CTR E HS ¢ 6 
conduit a breeze. B-M fittings are neater too! No unsightly 

nuts or projecting set screws. 
A few more of the plus features of B-M fittings 
are Concrete tight—Vibration resistant — Extra 
heavy bright zinc plate, salt spray and acid 
drip tested for corrosion resistance — 

Extra heavy positive bonding lock- 
nuts — Smooth rounded edges or 
bushed throat type connectors 
that prevent insulation 
damage — All steel 

construction with 
extra heavy 
gauge wall 
thickness. 

Red Throat 
BM-226 

¥%,” Connector 
BM-23B 

1” Connector 

BM-41 
Yo” Coupling 

BM-42 
%" Coupling 

BM-43 
1” Coupling 

BM-22 
%,” Connector 

BM-51 
Yo" Offset Connector 

BM-21 
Yo" Connector 1” Connector 
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All B-M indenter type 
fittings far exceed the 
requirements of U. L. 
file card E 10863 and 
Federal Specifications 
W-F-406. 
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Yo" indenter GALVA * hb. 
BM-No. 608 
%" indenter 

BM-No. 1000 
Handvise for 2”, 
%" and 1” E. M.T. 

BM-No. 600 
Changeable 
Jaw Indenter 

BM-No. 100 
Cutter for 2", 

%,”" and 1" E.M.T. 
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Diamond has all 

portable cords 

Red-D-Prene® Black Diamond Signal Yellow 
Neoprene Sheathed Rubber Sheathed 

for hot, oily locations for general purpose use for all locations where heat 
is no problem 

Red-D-Prene for mill and plant use is designed with tough, oil, heat and 

flame resistant Type MD (Mill Duty) neoprene jacket in industrial red for ready identification. 

Biack Diamond has durable rubber jacket protecting against alkalies, 

acids and moisture. Very flexible construction prevents kinking in service. 

Signal Yellow has a jacket of yellow thermoplastic that is quickly seen... clean 

to handle... smooth sheath will not readily collect dirt. Easy to pull. 

DIitiAM™M On DBD 1's Alls oO Ae PRItIM™ & SU PPL i 

DTW Small Diameter DTX® Non-Metallic Type SE Service . 
Building Wire White Sheathed Cable Entrance Cable ~ pure Type UF oe eer Range Cord Sets 

(Armored & unarmored) us able 

DIANMON D 

WIRE and CABLE Company 

Sycamore, Illinois 

WAREHOUSE: BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 
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INFORMATION CENTER 

Help yourself to free literature 

and more details on any prod- 

uct mentioned in this issue. 

Instead of writing a dozen different manufacturers for free 

literature and more information on products, tools, or services, 

just insert on the cards below the appropriate key numbers 

of the items in which you are interested. These cards may be 

used to get information on products mentioned in the following 

departments (see Contents Page for page number): 

Catalogs and Bulletins © New Electrical Products 

New Utility Equipment Manufacturers’ Literature 

Be sure to print or write legibly your name and address— 

drop it in the nearest mail box and 

AUGUST, 1959 

‘Send free Information on these MEW PRODUCTS and/or services (fill a key numbers): 



ite. 

These cards 

can help 

you get 

valuable 

information 

Postage No Postage 
Will be Paid Stamp Necessary 

If Mailed 
by in the 

Addressee > United States 

LY CARD 
. 4.9, P. L. & RK. ATLANTA, GA. 

Electrical South 

806 PEACHTREE ST, 0. E 

ATLANTA 8, GEORGIA 
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Postage 

Will be Paid 

Electrical South 

806 PEACHTREE ST., N. E 

ATLANTA 8, GEORGIA 
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 BY LINELITE 

APPLICATION: U. L. Approved 

Specifically designed for highlighting spe- 

cial areas, or over-all ceiling illumination. 

Also used in conjunction with or above 

suspended ceilings. 

TYPE: 

Slimline only. Four, six, eight, ten or 

twelve lamp. Unshielded general distribu- 

tion. 

CONSTRUCTION: 

Heavy gauge steel construction. Spring . 

loaded push type sockets. Completely 

wired, requires mounting of spacers only. 

Ballast housing cover plates easily re- 

moved for maintenance. Special lamp 

spacing available. Ample knockouts. Sine 

receptacles in eds available. 

MOUNTING: 

Surface or suspended mounting. Designed 

for continuous row or single unit installa- 

tion. 

“4 ee Cat. Series EF 

For catalog and 
price sheets, 
write or phone today to 

A LIGHT & POWER UTILITIES CORP. 

© 1035 FIRESTONE BLVD. ° MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 

AN) 

a 

a’ 
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LIGHTING A STORE? 

suggest the 

Available in Cat. Numbers: 

2544—100 W 
2545—150 W 
2546—200 W 
2547—300 W 

With Louvers 
or Fresnel Lens 

L & P DELTA DOWN LIGHT 

All the quality, tested performance and economy that have 

earned Light & Power an enviable reputation in fluorescent 

fixtures are also available in the complete L & P Delta line of 

incandescent fixtures. 

For your next store installation check these features of the 

Delta Down Light before you select your incandescent fixtures! 

at gga heavy gauge spun aluminum housing, painted Matte 
ack. 

Polished aluminum reflector. 

Hinged lens retainer. 

Available with Corning Pyrex lens—or louvered. 

Fixture well ventilated for cooler operation. 

Face plate is Brushed Satin Aluminum. 

On louvered fixture, louvers are baked white enamel. 

All steel parts Bonderized and baked to 370° to assure permanent 

finish. 

Heavy duty porcelain socket with 44% ft. +14 A. F. wire. 

1 / For catalog and price sheets, write or phone today to 

Y 

delta incandescent division 

LIGHT & POWER UTILITIES CORP. 

1035 FIRESTONE BLVD. @ MEMPHIS, TENN. 

Distributed by Wholesale Dealers Only 

RPE aeX There's an 

L&P 

Representative 

Near YOU! 

For further information and prices on L & P © 
fluorescent fixtures—standard or ‘“‘custom- = 
made''—check the following list, and phone ~ 
or write the L & P representative nearest K 
you: 

N. B. Nichols 
2509 Bishop 

Little Rock, Arkansas 

Craig-Owen 
306 E. I Ith St. 

Chattanooga, Tenn. 

Cc. V. Hammon 
845 Southwest 52nd St. 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

Irving Milow 
415 Clover St. 

Rochester, New York 

W. J. Milner 
3627 Peachtree Rd., N. E. 

Atlanta, Georgia 

J. Louis Weyhing 
1914 Rutherford Ave. 
Louisville, Kentucky 

Irvin Spero 
4142 Stillmore Rd. 
South Euclid, Ohio 

Howard E. Johnson 
2976 Randy Lane 

Dallas, Texas 
Arthur H. Swartz 
5003 Kelso St. 
Houston, Texas 
J. F. Hisserich 

200! Big Bend Ave. 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Joe E. Pearce & Associates 
3845 N. Irvington St. 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Associated Manufacturers Agents 
900 Carondelet St. 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

Bill Syivester 
2144 Welton St. 
Denver, Colorado 

Newell L. Willard 
3625 Ivy 

Denver, Colorado 

J. A. Goode Company 
15842 James Couzens Ave. 

Detroit 38, Michigan 

Gerald Preacher 
1225 Pickens 

Columbia, South Carolina 

Light & Power Utilities Corp. 
1035 Firestone Blvd. 
Memphis, Tennessee 



ashington report 

St. Louis conference 

boosts contract system 

St. Louis electrical contractors 
have a chance to join in a pilot 
program to promote the contract 
system. The first branch of the 
new Construction Industry Joint 
Conference has been set up in that 
city. 

The Conference is composed of 
contracting industry and union 
representatives. Some 650 of these 
representatives attended the re- 
cent chartering ceremony of the 
St. Louis Conference. 

According to national leaders of 
the Conference, St. Louis was 
picked because of “fine coopera- 
tive work over the past two years” 
between the Associated General 
Contractors and the St. Louis 
Building and Construction Trades 
Council. 

The national body was formed 
in January. It began to function 
this spring with the appoint- 
ment of a Joint Administrative 
Committee. Dr. John T. Dunlop, 
former chairman of the National 
Joint Board for the Settlement of 
Jurisdictional Disputes, is impar- 
tial chairman of the committee. 
Among the employer representa- 
tives on the committee is Paul H. 
Geary, executive vice-president, 
National Electrical Contractors 
Association. Labor union repre- 
sentatives include Gordon M. 
Freeman, president, International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. 

Objectives of the Conference 
are to: 

“Provide for the need to present 
more effectively to private owners 
and government procurement 
agencies the advantages of the 
contract system. 

“Consider the special problems 
and practices of particular locali- 
ties where the pooled attention 
and assistance of national organi- 
zations of contractors and unions 
may be used to improve conditions. 

“Conduct a continuing and sys- 
tematic study of a wide range of 

By Jack James 

Digest of Washington news of special 

interest to the electrical industry 

problems which confront the build- 
ing and construction industry in 
the promotion of the contract sys- 
tem.” 

The conference will not inject 
itself into collective bargaining or 
jurisdictional disputes. 

New construction rate 

likely to continue high 

SPENDING on new construction is 
running at a record rate and is 
likely to continue at this rate for 
the rest of 1959. 

This is the prediction of e- 
conomists in the U. S. Departments 
of Commerce and Labor. 

They foresee the possibility of 
$55.5 billion going into new con- 
struction in 1959 compared with 
$49 billion in 1958, previous record 
year. Biggest gains will come in 
housing, substantial gains in mili- 
tary facilities, commercial projects. 

Total spending in June reached 
a record $4.98 billion for the 
month. Total spending for the first 
half.of 1959 hit a record $24.9 bil- 
lion. Both figures for June and the 
first half are 15 per cent ahead of 
comparable figures for 1958. 

Mainly because of a 32 per cent 
expansion in residential building, 
the value of private projects 
reached a $17.5 billion peak in the 
first half. The residential con- 
struction, itself, accounted for 
$10.2 billion of this amount. 

NAHB predicts job loss 

from housing bill veto 

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER’S veto of 
the housing bill could put a million 
building tradesmen out of work 
for a year, the National Association 
of Home Builders warns. The As- 
sociation terms the veto a “severe 
and unwarranted blow to the hous- 
ing needs of the American people.” 

The President said the bill 
authorized a minimum of $2.2 bil- 
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lion spending in comparison with 
Administration recommendations 
of $810 million. He termed the bill 
extravagant. 

The President also declared that 
the provisions which authorized 
$900 million for urban renewal, 
190,000 public housing units, a 
new program of federal aid for 
housing for elderly persons, con- 
tinued college housing loan assist- 
ance, and a new program for col- 
lege classrooms and facilities mere- 
ly displaced private financing. 

The NAHB points out that the 
veto could be a “serious blow to 
the general economy.” Federal 
Housing Authority insurance au- 
thorization which the law would 
have renewed is about to expire. 
“Failure to repair the damage done 
could well result in the loss of 
400,000 housing units this year,” 
the Home Builders say. This would 
mean loss of 1,000,000 jobs. 

Senator John Sparkman of Ala- 
bama, chairman of the Senate 
Banking Committee’s Housing 
Subcommittee and chief sponsor of 
the housing bill, was asked if his 
committee would propose another 
bill. He replied: “We are not just 
going to send the President a 
quickie bill carrying out his 
recommendations.” 

There is little chance of attempts 
to override the veto by two-thirds 
majority votes in the Senate and 
House. Votes on the Bill were too 
close: 56-31 in the Senate; 241-177 
in the House. 

Journeyman wage rates 

raised at Norfolk 

ELECTRICAL contractors at Nor- 
folk, Va., have agreed to raise pay 
for members of Local 80, Inter- 
national Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, under a two-year agree- 
ment. 

Contractors boosted pay for 
journeymen by 12% cents an hour 
to $3.50 an hour this year, and will 
add 12% cents next spring. 



@RODALE MFG. CO., INC. 

SEAL OUT MOISTURE? NATCH! 

Flip-Seal...the moisture-proof, dust-proof electrical connector 

Wherever moisture is a problem . . . or dust is a prob- 

lem . . . or really rugged service is required . . . Flip 

Seal fills the bill! A flexible lip overlaps the male cap 

to provide a positive sealing action. Its patented 

construction affords cushioned protection against im- 

pact and abuse. And Flip Seal is now available in a 

complete line of connectors to satisfy every need in 

home and industry-. . . from 15A-125V to 50A-250V. 

Sold only through electrical wholesalers. 
Or for further information and prices, 

write Rodale direct. 

THE SECRET'S IN THE SEAL! 

Flexible lip overlapping male cap,and seals at wire 
entrances provide positive sealing action against 
moisture and dust penetration. 

; manufacturing co., inc. 

oedeilie af dept. $8, emmaus, pa. 
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NO TARRING OR SPECIAL 

EXTERIOR PREPARATION NEEDED 

ON STEEL CONDUIT 

<r, 

ih 

this is one of the 10 reasons why 

STEEL 

CONDUIT IS BETTER 

Greater inherent and structural! strength 5 Easier to fish with a tape 
No special exterior preparation needed 6 Compatible with all building materials 
for concrete installations 
Takes toughest punishments during construction 
Uses standard tools and accessories 

7 Great resistance to corrosion and alkali reaction 
8 Greater protection of conductors after installation 
9 Immediate delivery from distributors and mills 

10 Proven for more than a half a century in millions of installations 

CLAYTON MARK, pioneer in electrical conduit since 1910, specializes in producing steel conduit 
that meets all building specifications. Our facilities, engineering and production know-how guarantee 
quality products accepted as “The Contractors’ Favorites” in the industry—Electrictube, Hotkote, 
Galvakote and Enamelkote. 

LL “4 ae” {SY a wa YY 4 Ss = “a A rr 

CLAYTON MARK & COMPANY 
1900 DEMPSTER STREET * EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 

Clayton Mark & Company 
1900 D Street, E 
Please send me your booklet | SONOUIT 18 Serven 
“Why Stee! Conduit Is Better’ 

Name 

Address__ 

peeecerrer$-4 er 
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Simplify interlocked 

armored cable 

installations 

WITH NEW 

T&B FITTINGS 

Each size of the new T&B Interlocked Armored Cable 
Fittings accommodates twice the previcus range of cable 
sizes. They eliminate the problem of armored cable OD 
that is too large or too small for the fitting. The extra 
armor stop in T&B Interlocked Cable Fittings and the 
independently-bolted twin saddles make it possible to 
accommodate a wide range in armor diameters. The 
saddles are serrated for positive grip. 

For dry or wet locations — T&B Armored Cable Fittings 
are available for both terminating in boxes or dead-end- 
ing, in both dry and damp locations. (Damp location 
fittings have a neoprene bushing, retainer ring and gland 
nut to keep out moisture.) 

Other advantages: 1) Fewer connectors are required 
to accommodate the full range cable sizes. Fewer items 
in stock. 2) There is only one connector for each hub 
thread size. 3) The basic connector and its accessories are 
engineered to achieve LOWEST INSTALLED COST. 

All T&B products available only through 

authorized TB distributors 

THE THOMAS & BETTS CO. 

72 Butler Street, Elizabeth 1, New Jersey 
Thomas & Betts, Lid., 

Montreal, P.Q., Canada 

OF FINE ELECTRICAL FITTINGS SINCE 1898 

and T&B accessories readily solve specific instal- 
lation problems... 

FOR 

WET LOCATIONS 

FOR 

GROUNDING 

FOR 

HORIZONTAL 

SUPPORTING 

5 Ey; th be fe fe ' 
Hebe be bebe th 

FOR 

VERTICAL 

SUPPORTING 

For complete details, contact 
your local T&B distributor or 
write for Catalog 1A2. 
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At Detroit’s Pavilion 
Apartments, Youngstown 
““Buckeye”’ Conduit is being 
attached to electrical 
control box. 

eeent on Excellence 

Youngstown “Buckeye?” steel conduit 

Detroit’s new, modern-as-tomorrow PAVILION APARTMENTS, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
Pavilion Apartments, designed by ‘ Sreac ti Coaduinald 
architect Mies Van Der Rohe, has Hetnpelitan Corporation of America, 

lifetime electrical wiring protection anew, Leinele 
ee * ARCHITECT: —thanks to Youngstown Buckeye Mies Van Der Rohe, F.A.1.A., 

Rigid Steei Conduit. Chicago, Illinois 

. + ae a GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Electrical systems that function im Herbert. Construction Clie. 
properly are a bad investment. To Chicago, Illinois 
be sure your installations are both CONSULTING ENGINEER: 
safe and efficient, always specify + Ae mace Gootman, 
“‘Buckeye”’ Conduit. It’s been the a pePacerant pad 

: . : : ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR: consistent choice of leading archi- Post Electric Co.. 
tects, contractors and building Dearborn, Michi, 
owners over the years. CONDUIT SUPPLIER: 

Commerce Electric 

‘ 

> 
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‘ 
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¥ 
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When you specify ““Buckeye’”’ 
Conduit, the high standards of 
Youngstown quality, the personal 
touch in Youngstown service will help 
you create electrical wiring systems 
with an “‘accent on excelience’’. 
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Carefully selected 
Continuous Weld Pipe 

is i accurately threaded. Next, the pipe is 
—— cleaned by pickling. Then it is 

Pn in a bath of molten pure zinc. A 
special process is used to remove it from this bath 

so that a clean, smooth zinc coating remains 
on both inside and outside. Then a 

ti h,t t l : ; 
ar ee oe Sof fae aac nay ce hes 5m d Scale model of new Pavilion Apartments, 

surfaces, providing a smooth 
raceway through which wires may 

nh La Ny Le Youngstown 
Youngstown’s 

free, easy Bending hot galvanized ee ae 
Buckeye Conduit. THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY 

=, | 

Carbon, Alloy and Yoloy Steel 



“WE 

BUILT 

OUR 

HEATING 

BUSINESS 

WITH 

BERKO...” 

DAVE SYME, Electrical Contractor, 40-32 162nd Street, Flushing, L. |., N. Y. 

Long Island Contractor tells how and why he’s been able to build 

large volume with Berko glass electric radiant heating. 

“There's big money to be made in electric heat and there'll be even more 
in years to come. But you've got to be handling the right product. We 
learned the hard way. We went from coil to convection and finally to 
BERKO glass radiant heat before our business took hold. The credit goes 
to Berko and here's why: 

No other heat is as comfortable as glass radiant heat. It warms thoroughly from 
floor to ceiling. We used to get complaints that our units were too hot or that 
they dried out the air. These disappeared when we started using Berko. 

The absence of moving parts in Berko glass units guaranteed a minimum of call 
backs. | can’t recall a single instance of mechanical failure. 

Berko glass radiant heating panels are beautifully and distinctively designed. The 
lady of the house liked them whereas some we had handled previously were too 
heavy and mechanical looking. In addition, when we handled other heaters 
low-price competition was often able to beat us out with units very similar in appear- 
ance. There’s nothing that compares to Berko in design and we have no worries on 
that score. 

Last but not least, Berko saved us a fortune in installation costs. It was no Ieiger 
necessary to cut into walls or draw so many special lines. Berko units mounted right 
on-the wall. Knockouts conveniently located permit direct cable entrance and keep 
our service requirement to a minimum. 

We've worked with Berko for over four years. True, it's a little more expen- 
sive but the difference is more than made up by the perfect performance 
of this quality product which has resulted in recommendations by the 
hundreds.” 

For information about the complete Berko line write Dept. ESs 

Fb SZ <(_) BERKO ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CORP. 
‘. ee 4212-40 JAMAICA AVENUE, QUEENS VILLAGE 28, N. Y. 
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Here operator checks application of special lacquer coating which gives CIRTUBE EMT its easy fishing. 

The fishing’s easier, too 

with new CIRTUBE EMT 

ULLING wire through carelessly made, ordinary EMT 
often proves an annoying, time consuming business. 

The answer isn’t just a slick inside surface — what’s 
\ needed also is a sort of built-in lubrication that helps 

conductors glide smoothly through long runs. 

CIRTUBE EMT is made that way—with a baked-on protective inner 
coating containing wax-like ingredients in a special formula—always 
carefully applied to give the same easy fishing each time. 

Here are other reasons why CIRTUBE EMT is always so easy to fish: 
clean, snag-free finishing is one; induction welding is another. This 
superior welding technique leaves no flash or bead to interfere with 
wire pulling. 

Easy fishing is only one of many reasons why CIRTUBE EMT has 
won such quick acceptance. Give it a try next time you order — you'll 
like working with it. Now at your Circle wholesaler’s. *Trade Mark 

WIRE & CABLE 
a subsidiary of 
CERRO DE PASCO 
CORPORATION 

PLANTS: Maspeth and Hicksville, N. Y. SALES OFFICES & WAREHOUSES: In all principal cities 
RUBBER COVERED WIRES & CABLES * VARNISHED CAMBRIC CABLES © PLASTIC INSULATED CABLES 

NEOPRENE SHEATHED CABLES © “CIRTUBE” EMT 

Proper steel plus! The best coid 
rolled steel pius the right handling give 
CIRTUBE EMT its natural bendability. 

Split-free, bead-free! induction 
welded CIRTUBE EMT, left, proves stronger 
than ordinary EMT, provides easier fishing. 

«< 

Automated quality control! 
Automatic controls assure complete and 
continuing uniform quality of product. 

Lifetime exterior finish! tard 
galvanized finish for durability; polished 
satin lustre for lasting good looks. 

Tight, easily handled bundles! 
Bright, orange tapes hold CIRTUBE EMT 
securely for easy handling on and off the job. 

Fast, friendly service! weii-known 
Circle service through a nation-wide network 
of well stocked nearby warehouses. 



SMOOTH BAKED ALUMINUM INTERIOR ELECTRO-GALVANIZED EXTERIOR 

EMT py NATIONAL ELECTRIC | 

NOW FINEST
 IN THE IN

DUSTR
Y 

Continuous Testing 

Protects Product Quality 

Rockwell tests for hardness 

Strength tests for weld and dur- 
ability 

Bendability tests to measure 
workability 

Torque wrench tests to measure 
Ibs. per sq. inch pressure 

Expansion tests over mandrel (4 
to 6 times per day) 

Gauge tests to check strip varia- 
tion 

Inquire at your local National 
. Electric Distributor or write now eS eens 

NEW INDUCTION WELDING gives smoother to: National Electric Division, EASY TO BEND: High duciility makes 
seams . . . seams that are actually H. K. Porter Company, Inc., Porter possible difficult bends and offsets. 
stronger than the metal itself. Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. Fast, easy fishing. 

NATIONAL ELECTRIC DIVISION | | H.K.PORTER COMPANY, INC. 

PORTER SERVES INDUSTRY: with Rubber and Friction Products—THERMOID DIVISION; Electrical Equipment—DELTA-STAR ELECTRIC DIVISION, NATIONAL ELECTRIC DIVISION: 
Copper and Alloys—RIVERSIDE-ALLOY METAL DIVISION; Refractories—REFRACTORIES DIVISION; Electric Furnace Steel—CONNORS STEEL DIVISION, VULCAN-KIDD STEEL DIVI- 
SION; Fabricated Products —-DISSTON DIVISION, FORGE AND FITTINGS DIVISION, LESCHEN WIRE ROPE DIVISION, MOULDINGS DIVISION, H. K. PORTER COMPANY de MEXICO, 
S. A.; and in Canada , Refractories, “Disston” Tools, “Federal” Wires and Cables, “Nepcoduct” Systems—H. K. PORTER COMPANY (CANADA) LTD. 



RACO screwless 

“Q’ Quick-Clamp 

saves time Ra a 

on the job 

With RACO’s new “Q” Quick-Clamp you can install non-metallic 
sheathed cable in seconds—without clamp screws. Simply push 

; “pg a the cable through “Q’’ Quick-Clamp. Cable is held firmly in piace, Cable moves freely 
can’t be pulled out until clamp is released. To release the cable, : into clamp and is gripped tightly 
apply a little pressure under the clamp with your screwdriver. 
With the new ‘'Q’’ Quick-Ciamp there will be no more lost 
time tightening and loosening cable clamp screws...no 
more stripped screw heads. 

And...you’ll save an hour or more on the average job (60 to 
100 boxes per house). Your RACO Distributor has the new “‘Q” 
Quick-Clamp Switch and Outlet Boxes. (Exceed Underwriter a. $e biencitlt adie. 

’ ° — rel 1 Laboratories’ tests; are fully protected by patents.) ~a whee 

See them and try them now. 

*Trademark 

Rac 
ASR ALL-STEEL EQUIPMENT INC. Aurora, Iilinois 



CUTS 

assembly time 
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‘factory- attached, flush coupling L\ noadditionalcost! 

New OR
ANGEBU

RG G/C
ONDUIT 

with Flush Coupling Attached! 

With no separate couplings to handle or attach on the job, 
Orangeburg CA lays hg costs less to install. Each long, 
light length has a flush coupling attached at one end and a 
standard 2° male taper at the other end, making installation 
a simple, one-step operation. And, since the coupling is 
attached, there are no coupling cartons to warehouse or 
carry to the job. 

What's more, with the coupling flush to the conduit’s out- 
side wall, new CA is easy to stack, store and handle. The 
flush coupling also eliminates “staggered” joints in the trench. 
And that means real savings in cutting and tooling time. 

Like the hundreds of millions of feet of Orangeburg fibre 

conduit in use since 1893, new CA has self-sealing joints 
and impermeable walls. Its smooth, 100% fibre raceway 
adds years to cable life. 

New Orangeburg CA is available in 2”, 3”, 4”, 4%” and 5” 
sizes. Orangeburg Standard and Nocrete Conduit, with 
separate sleeve couplings, are available as always. Write 
Dept. ES-89 for Catalog 52. 

ORANGEBURG MANUFACTURING CO. 
Orangeburg, New York . Newark, California 

A Division of The Flintkote Company, Manufacturers 
of America’s Broadest Line of Building Products 

Orangeburg Fibre Conduit is distributed by Graybar Electric Co. and General Electric Supply Co. with branches and stocks in principal cities. 
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“PAIRED PHASING” HELPS YOU 

MEET THE LOAD...WITH POWER TO SPARE 

Lo-X Bus Duct assures lower 

balanced voltage drop . . . extra 

current carrying capacity 

Increase your safety margin against un- 
expected power fluctuations! BullDog 
BUStribution®—using a paired phased 
arrangement of aluminum bus bars— 
neutralizes magnetic fields, assures uni- 
form balanced current distribution and 
low voltage drop. Exclusive “paired 
phasing” acts to distribute current 
equally throughout the cross-sectional 
area of each conductor . . . balances 
current among all conductors . . . re- 
duces impedance to a minimum. Full 

use of the conductor material assures ex- 
tra capacity, allowing the LO-X feeder 
system to operate at top efficiency. 

And LO-X offers these additional oper- 
ating advantages. The duct has no mov- 
ing parts . . . thus nothing to wear. It is 
prefabricated . . . adapts to any building 
contour. Exclusive scarf-lap joints 
assure rigid connections . . . speedy in- 
stallation. BullDog’s five-step silvering 

process of aluminum bus bars guaran- 
tees maximum conductivity at connec- 
tion points. Special spring-type cup 
washers at the joints give a positive 
bolted connection. 

For a distribution system that guaran- 
tees top performance and long, con- 
tinuous service settle on Bus Duct by 
BullDog . . . it will readily adapt to your 
client’s changing power needs. 

BULLDOG ELECTRIC PRODUCTS DIVISION 

I-T-E CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY 
BOX 177 * DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN 

In Canada: 80 Clayson Rd., Toronto 15, Ont. Export Division: 13 East 40th St., New York 16, N.Y. 

Consult the following Southern representatives : 

Wilson Electrical Equipment Co. 
2930 Commerce St., P.O. Box 1725 

Houston, Texas 

Wilson Electrical Equipment Co. 
101 E. Maple Street 
San Antonio, Texas 

Standard Electric Mfg. Company 
2401 Federal St., P.O. Box 1138 

Dallas 1, Texas 

Walker Electrical Co., Inc. 
125 Bennett St., N. W., P.O. Box8, Station D 

Atlanta, Georgia 



Cortez Plaza has 150,- 
000 square feet of 
buildings on its 26 
acres. Built with pre- 
cast concrete um- 
brella-like hyperbolic 
paraboloids, the shop- 
ping center presented 
many problems in 
heating and lighting 
for the contractors. 

Mammoth shopping 

Herb Ross (left), Cobb’s engineer and Foreman Jim Bennett, 
discuss one of the numerous problems posed by the fact that 
stores were first completely built and then wired to suit 
the nature of the lessee’s business. 

(Below left) Jim Bennett checks one of the heating units 
installed in the Grand. Union store. (Below right) Workman 
hooks up one of the units inside the ducting. 
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The heating units in the stores 
are 480-volt and are installed 
above the front doors and tied 
into the ducting that comprises 
the air conditioning installation. 
Ceiling louvres are used for return 
air. The air conditioning was in- 
stalled by Tampa Armature, with 
Cobb Electric doing the wiring. 

center wired f 

By Harry J. Miller 

This article should be especially 
helpful to the following readers: 

Electrical Contractors 
Electric Utilities 

Electrical Wholesalers 
Electrical Inspectors 
Industrial Engineers 

Consulting Engineers 

@ WITH LAND VALUES zooming and 
space in shopping centers at a 
premium, it comes as no surprise 
that architects are envisioning the 
use of electric heating in the giant 
marts. 

Of the new Cortez Plaza Cen- 
ter, in Bradenton, Florida, veteran 
Architect Edward Dean Wyke, 
says: 

“Our primary consideration in 
the use of electric heating was that 
you can’t collect rent for space oc- 
cupied by boilers and the other 
components of a conventional 
heating installation. 

“With the electrical units, the 
equipment was economical to in- 
stall; the space it required was 
negligible. Aside from the cleaner 
heat they provide, which means 

lesser maintenance by the ten- 
ants, the design of the building 
was such as to simply prohibit the 
use of any other kind of a heating 
system.” 

Because of the many other in- 
herent advantages of electric heat, 
Architect Wyke says: “We have 
decided to install similar systems 
in other shopping centers now on 
our drawing boards.” 

Size of center 

Cortez Plaza contains 38 stores 
on 26 acres, with a shopping space 
totaling over 150,000 square feet. 
The $2,000,000 center reputedly 
has the first concrete hyperbolic 
paraboloid units to shelter a shop- 
ping mall that runs down the mid- 
dle of the lengthy building. Store 
fronts face this mall, which means 
that merchandise in the windows 
is protected from fading by the 
sun. It also means that the win- 
dows require constant illumina- 
tion. 

The paraboloids look like um- 
brellas the wind has blown inside 
out, and because of their shape, 
they create a draft that lowers the 
temperature in the stores. For this 
reason heating bills in the new 
shopping center will be higher 
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or electric heat 

than in buildings of conventional 
construction. 

Yet despite the fact that the 
New York designers of the plaza 
were fully aware of these factors 
as well as the relatively higher 
cost of kilowatt hours in Florida, 
electricity heats the entire center 
via units positioned above the 
main entrance to each store and 
tied in with the ductwork of the 
air conditioning system. 

Electrical Contractor J. H. Cobb, 
of Sarasota, Florida, got the basic 
$300,000 wiring job, with each 
added store on a separate esti- 
mate. He also got some problems. 

The basic contract was let for 
the electrical work in nine stores— 
a Grand Union supermarket, a 
Belk-Lindsey unit, the first Kresge 
store to be opened in this’ area, 
and several more. 

The nine stores stretched out to 
38, and, since there was no way of 
knowing what sort of businesses 
the stores would house, they were 
built and completed according to 
plan—with scant provision for 
wiring. This had to be installed 
after completion of the units, and 
the manner of the _ installation 
suited to the customer’s needs. 

(Continued on page 122) 



Rural school finds savings and 

The new rural Sawyer Elementary School on Signal Mountain is the 
first entirely electrically heated school in the Chattanooga area. The 
new school replaces a wooden two-room school, heated by coal. 

C. W. Whitaker, Jr., of W. C. Teas Company, electrical contractors in 
Chattanooga, looks over the control panel boxes with a time clock 
control which turns the heat on in the morning and off at night. 

By Warner Ogden 

This article should be especially 
helpful to the following readers: 

Electrical Contractors 1“ 
Electric Utilities 

Electrical Wholesalers 
Electrical Inspectors 
Industrial Engineers 

Consulting Engineers 

@ C. W. WHITAKER, Jr., of W. C. 
Teas Co., electrical contractors in 
Chattanooga, Tenn., has estimated 
that three hundred per cent more 
money for an electrical contractor 
often is the result of electrical heat 
being included in a job instead of 
steam heat or some other system. 

Sawyer School, a new rural 
school, built especially for electric 
heat, in a remote section on Signal 
Mountain, is a good illustration of 
what can-be done with electric 
heat. 

It is a small modern-looking 
brick school, with much window 
space on the side, and it is quite 
a contrast with the old wooden, 
coal-heated, two-room schoolhouse 
nearby. The new school has three 
classrooms, a multi-purpose room 
for cafeteria or meetings, a 
kitchen, and restrooms. 
When the county school board 

was first told of possible savings 
with electric heat in the rural 
school, the board was not entirely 
convinced. Two systems with two 
prices were designed for consider- 
ation. The final tally sheet showed 
the savings from installing electric 
heat instead of the other system 
would be about $7,000, and the 
board approved it. 

“The interest on a loan of $7,000, 
considered at 41% per cent, is $315 
a year. Just the savings on interest 
would buy a good deal of elec- 
tricity,” Mr. Whitaker pointed out. 

Louis L. Wilhoite, of Butler and 
Wilhoite, the architects for the 
school, said that in small country 
schools the cost of steam installa- 
tion is often out of proportion to 
the size of the building, as it would 
have been in this case. With steam, 
there is an investment in boiler, 
boiler room, and stack, which is 
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convenience with electric heat 

not necessary for electric heat. 
Considering these things the cost 
to build would serve a building 
two or three times the size of this 
school. With electric heat, more 
rooms can later be added and 
heated without the expense which 
other kinds of heat would involve. 

“IT think the system at Sawyer 
School will be easier to operate, 
also,” Wilhoite said, “since many 
schools in outlying districts don’t 
have janitorial maintenance facili- 
ties, and electrical heat requires 
less attention.” 

One of the big advantages of 
electric heat is individual room 
control. If there is sunshine and 
heat is not required, it can be 
shut off. Each room in Sawyer 
School has two thermostats, one 
in the front and one in the rear. 
One thermostat controls two 6 kw 
units and the other, one 6 kw unit. 
This set up is an attempt to get 
uniform heating over the entire 
room area. 

The panel board serving the 
heaters has a timeclock control, so 
that units are not energized at 
night. The timeclock is set to come 
on about 6:30 in the morning and 
turn off at 3:30 or 4 in the after- 
noon. An exception to this system 
is the washrooms and kitchen 
where units can come on at night 
to prevent winter freeze-up on the 
mountaintop. 

Sawyer School has nine school- 
type heaters. Eight are 6,000 
watts, and one is 4,000 watts. 
There is only 108 kw in heating in 
the school, including ceiling units. 

‘We had no problems in the in- 
stallation. Such a job had to be 
planned ahead of time, with proper 
engineering from the start,” said 
Mr. Whitaker. “Any time you can 
cut your labor down to a mini- 
mum, you are likely to have a 
more exact cost on a given job,” 
he explained. “There is less likeli- 
hood of exceeding your estimated 
costs.” 

The contract on the Sawyer 
School together with one at Ed- 
ward Point School, also on Signal 
Mountain, was $15,000. However, 
at Edward Point only a one-room 
addition was being built to an ex- 
isting one-room school, whereas 

(Continued on page 124) 
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There are heating units on the ceilings of the kitchen, as shown here, 
and in an adjoining multi-purpose room which is used for a cafeteria 
or meeting place. These units give more floor space. 

T. B. Owen (left) of Craig-Owen Co., manufacturers representatives, 
Chattanooga, examines one of the school-type heaters installed in one 
of the classrooms of the school. With him is C. W. Whitaker, Jr. 
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Malger Gray, presi- 
dent, Tampa Electri- 
cal Contractors Asso- 
ciation, standing, 
moderates a panel on 
electric heat. Panel 
members are, from 
left to right, Ralph 
Shannen, Berko; Jim 
Igou, Cavalier; Jack 
Galleher, Chromalox; 
and Perry Orens, 
Electromode. 

Tampa contractors and utility 

hold electric heating school 

This article should be especially 
helpful to the following readers: 

Electrical Contractors 
Electric Utilities p~ 

Electrical Wholesalers 
Electrical Inspectors 
Industrial Engineers 

Consulting Engineers 
—ansn oO 0s aera see 

@ Tampa ELEctrIic Company and 
electrical contractors in the utility 
firm’s service area have joined to- 
gether in an effort to educate 
those in the electrical industry in 
the area on proper electrical heat- 
ing installations. 

The first effort along these 
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lines consisted of an _ Electric 
Heating School, three sessions in 
duration, held recently. Average 
attendance at the seminar which 
was sponsored jointly by Tampa 
Electric and the Tampa Electrical 
Contractors Association, was over 
100, with 114 contractors, elec- 
tricians, and others in the field 
completing the course. 

Calculating heat loss 

The first meeting covered the 
aspects of electric heating and test 
problems involving calculation of 
heat loss used to determine the 
amount of heat required for a 
building. 

The second meeting was con- 
cerned with the completion and 

correction of test problems given 
at the first meeting and a pre- 
sentation of the story of insulation 
and its important application in 
electric heating. This session was 
conducted by B. C. Smith, of 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas. 

The third, and final, meeting 
was devoted to the subject “The 
Product Story.” This was pre- 
sented by four manufacturers’ 
representatives: Ralph Shannen, 
Berko; Jim Igou, Cavalier; Jack 
Galleher, Chromalox; and Perry 
Orens, Electromode. Each pre- 
sented his individual product 
story and entered into a panel 
question and answer session with 
the group. Equipment of these 
manufacturers and others was dis- 
played at this meeting. 

The electric heating course was 
organized and conducted by James 
Yost and Walter Hudson of 
Tampa Electric’s heating depart- 
ment, under the supervision of 
Tampa Electric’s heating and air- 
conditioning engineer, Gilbert D. 
Leach, Jr., and with the assistance 
of Malger Gray, president, Tampa 
Electrical Contractors Association. 

A similar course has also been 
conducted by Tampa Electric for 
contractors, electricians, and allied 
trade personnel in the firm’s Win- 
ter Haven division. 

Resistance heating 

Although Tampa Electric has 
actively advertised and promoted 
heat pumps for a number of years, 
electric resistance heating has not 
been promoted by the utility firm. 
This is due to the fact that the 
Tampa Electric Company, like 
most other utilities, is still experi- 
encing a winter peak, in spite of 
an ever-increasing summer air- 
conditioning load, and would, of 
course, prefer that all installations 
be of the year-round type. 

However, electric resistance 
heating installations have in no 
way been discouraged, and as of 
Jan. 1, 1959, Tampa Electric had 
2,506 homes on its lines heated 
with electric resistance heating out 
of a total of some 120,000 resi- 
dential customers. There were 
1,503 central heat pump installa- 
tions and 3,733 window-type heat 
pump units. 

Although Tampa Electric has 
not as yet outlined a concrete plan 
to actively advertise and promote 
resistance heating in a manner 
comparable to what it has done 
and is doing with heat pumps, 
company officials believe that a 
continuous educational program 

(Continued on page 125) 
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Georgia Power enlists 

its 5,000 employees 

for heating campaign 

BOOPB BBP PP PPD PPPPP PPD 

By R. E. Rutherford 

Georgia Power Company 
Atlanta, Georgia 

This article should be especially 
helpful to the following readers: 

Electrical Contractors 
Electric Utilities p 

Electrical Wholesalers 
Electrical Inspectors 
Industrial Engineers 

Consulting Engineers 

@ GEORGIA PowEeR Company of- 
ficials today are singing loudly the 
praises of an electric space heating 
promotion drive—a drive they say 
owes much of its success to enlist- 
ing the services of a 5,000-man 
“sales force.” Their sourc? of man- 
power: the huge sales force con- 
sisting of the company’s 5,000 em- 
ployees. 

These 5,000 employees repre- 
sented dozens of occupations and 
trades, most of them not even re- 
motely concerned with selling. 
Linemen and substation operators, 
printers and construction workers, 
accountants and appliance repair 
workers—all became a part of the 
space heating sales promotion 
force. 

The company’s actual sales force 
personnel, which consisted of only 
a small proportion of the total 
5,000 employees, played a leading 
role in the campaign by partici- 
pating in a series of employee in- 
formation programs in which the 
technical aspects of space heating 

\ 

FULL HOUSEPOWER 
RR me 

LIGHT FoR LIVING 
ALL EL) KITCHEN 4. faery 

AIR CONDiT AND HEA ing? 

The nationwide Medallion Home program served to 
back up the efforts of Georgia Power Company in 
promoting electric space heating. Here, C. W. Roberts, 
of Macon, Georgia Power vice-president, awards 
gold medallion to Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Beckham. 

Georgia Power Company's electric space heating promotion extended 
far beyond the single home phase in a great many areas. At Vidalia, 
the owner of Meadows Estates, A. H. Meadows, constructed an entire 
subdivision of more than thirty homes with all-electric installations. 

were explained in laymen’s lan- 
guage. The programs, given before 
dozens of employee groups over 
the state, were divided into three 
parts. 

The first part consisted of an 
explanation as to the reasons for 
the company’s wanting to step up 
its sales promotion program on 
space heating. This part also 
stressed the direct (and too often 
forgotten) relationship between 
company kwh sales and the in- 
dividual employee’s security and 
future prosperity. 

The second part, presented by a 
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member of the sales force, de- 
scribed the space heating units 
available, the conditions under 
which they are recommended, cost 
factors, and the advantages. The 
sales engineer presenting the sec- 
ond portion concluded by asking 
each employee not only to relay 
this information to friends and 
neighbors interested in space heat- 
ing and those planning to build or 
remodel, but also to notify the 
sales department of space heating 
prospects. The third portion was a 
question and answer session. 

(Continued on page 125) 



Workmen here stand on a table-high scaffold to 
install heating cable in ceiling plaster. Contrac- 
tor Russell often recommends this type heating 
particularly for new homes. He points out one 
problem, however. Sand plaster is required for 
the installation because it permits heat radiation 
and insulating plaster does not. 

Electrical Inspector Robert E. Eshelbrener for 
Prince George County inspects distances between 
cables in a residential installation of electric 
heating. According to Contractor Russell, such in- 
stallations are becoming more and more popular 
with homeowners and builders in this area. 

The best salesmen 

for electric heat, 

satisfied homeowners 

By M. William Russell 

East Coast Electric Company 
Hyattsville, Md. 

This article should be especially 
helpful to the following readers: 

Electrical Contractors 
Electric Utilities 

Electrical Wholesalers 
Electrical Inspectors 
Industrial Engineers 

Consulting Engineers 
OPN DSLR LOL IRL LOD NPI EPL 

@ I FIND residential electric heat- 
ing gaining wider sales in this 
area. And when I say that home- 
owners are listening more atten- 
tively to the prospect of heating 
their homes with electricity, I 
mean that once you have removed 
the bugaboo of high costs, home- 
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Owners give serious consideration 
to the features of home heating by 
electricity. 

The drop in rates has given in- 
itial impetus to wider sales. Also, 
the self-selling advantages of elec- 
tric heating are readily accepted 
by the iomeowner when an elec- 
tric contractor is enthusiastic 
about electric heating. 

I have had six custom home in- 
stallations so far this season, FHA 
and bank approved, as against no 
installations last year. In previous 
seasons, we had sold supplement- 
ary electric heating for one room, 
porch, or house addition, but en- 
tire home heating by electricity 
has taken a new rise in sales ac- 
tivity. 

In our sales effort, we find it 
very helpful to get supplementary 
help from the power company. On 
our own, we point out that elec- 

tric heating is 65 per cent cheaper 
than any other form of heating. 
For a _ three-bedroom house in 
which we installed electric heat- 
ing, installation was less than one- 
third of what gas would have cost. 
Moreover, over a 12-month period, 
we pointed out that consumption 
costs are lower than any other 
kind of heat. 

The cleanliness of electric heat- 
ing, the evenness and uniformity, 
and the possibility of reducing 
heating bills by cutting off rooms 
not in use are strong talking 
points. 
We discuss all the different 

types of electric heating but point 
out that certain types such as unit 
heaters are more applicable where 
one room or other house addition 
needs heating supplementary to 
the home’s existing heating plant. 

(Continued on page 124) 
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Facts all favor electric space heating 

By M. B. Moore, Jr. 

Manufacturers’ Representative 
Myrtle Beach, S. C. 

This article should be especially 
helpful to the following readers: 

Electrical Contractors 
Electric Utilities 

Electrical Wholesalers 
Electrical Inspectors 
Industrial Engineers 

Consulting Engineers 
OBB PB PDIP PPP PPP PPP PPPOE 

@ “GET ON the electric heat band- 
wagon,” says H. P. Martin, Martin 
Brothers Electric Service, Myrtle 
Beach, S. C. “Practically all the 
new motels and a growing number 
of homes are using it. Also, don’t 
forget the supplementary heating 
market. People add rooms, their 
present heating system is inade- 
quate—nothing can compete with 
electric heat here. It’s cheaper 
than a new furnace and better.” 

More and more contractors are 
having this same experience. There 
is a strong swing to electric heat. 
Utilities and manufacturers are 
promoting it with tremendous ad- 

vertising campaigns. New, and fill- 
ing a long-standing need, good 
pamphlets and other data are 
available; they give the actual 
facts. They show installations, 
name homeowners, motel owners, 
and have personal testimony on 
the costs. 

Distributors are noticing the 
growing electric heat market. Vick 
Herring, manager, Longley Supply 
Co., Myrtle Beach, S. C., says, “I 
saw this electric heat boom com- 
ing a long time ago. That’s when I 
put it in my house. You can’t beat 
it. It’s not expensive, especially 
when you consider that you don’t 
have any maintenance. It’s clean 
—your walls and drapes don’t get 
dirty. It really cuts down on your 
repair, cleaning, and painting bills. 
It’s a big part of our business. Our 
electric heating sales have tripled 
since 1954.” 

Vick Herring’s experience is not 
unique. The electric heat market 
will continue to grow. It is just a 
question of giving the owner’s the 
facts. When the facts are known, 
the obvious choice is electric heat. 

Here are the facts: 
(1) First cost—% less than oil or 

gas. 
(2) Comfort — temperature is 

Typical yearly operating cost for electric heat 

Albany, N. Y. 
Albuquerque, 

N. M. 

$290 

Austin, Texas 82 
Baltimore, Md. 281 
Bismarck, N. D. 600 Ore. 
Boise, Idaho 310 
Boston, Mass. 570 
Butte, Montana 375 
Chattanooga, 

Tenn. 68 
Chicago, Ill. 370 
Charleston, S.C. 104 
Cincinnati, Ohio 410 
Denver, Colorado 470 
Des Moines, Iowa 390 
Detroit, Michigan 428 
El Paso, Texas 170 
Everett, Wash. 175 
Flagstaff, Ariz. 524 
Fort Worth, Tex. 155 

Minn. 

Fresno, Calif. 
Greensboro, N. C. 220 

255 Houston, Texas 81 
Indianapolis, Ind. 310 
Klamath Falls, 

Knoxville, Tenn. 80 
Las Vegas, Nev. 42 Fla. 35 
Los Angeles, Calif. 55 
Louisville, Ky. 245 
Medford, Oregon 125 
Memphis, Tenn. 65 
Meridian, Miss. 110 
Milwaukee, Wis. 370 
Minneapolis, 

Nashville, Tenn. 78 
New Orleans, La. 86 
New York, N. Y. 370 
Phoenix, Ariz. 70 
Placerville, Calif. 140 

$ 83 Portland, Oregon $145 
Providence, R. I. 470 
Reno, Nevada 350 
Richmond, Va. 165 
Sacramento, Calif. 78 

170 St. Louis, Mo. 235 
St. Petersburg, 

San Francisco, 
Calif. 115 

Seattle, Wash. 188 
Sioux Falls,S.D. 475 
Spokane, Wash. 198 
Tacoma, Wash. 102 
Topeka, Kan. 310 

515 Trenton, N. J. 355 
Tucson, Ariz. 86 
Valdosta, Ga. 70 
Waco, Texas T19 
Washington, D.C. 220 
Wilmington, Del. 430 

Source—Wesix Electric Heater Co. Costs are based on a 1,500 square 
foot owner-built two bedroom house of frame construction on one 
level. It is “U” shaped and has a dining room and a utility room and 
is insulated. The rates used were in effect as of January 1958. 
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uniform from floor to ceiling. 
(3) Flexibility—individual ther- 

mostat control in each room. 
(4) No total failure of heating 

system—if something should go 
wrong with one unit, you still have 
the other units heating as usual. 

(5) It is clean—no dirt, fewer 
cleaning and painting bills. 

(6) Less (practically no) main- 
tenance—no moving parts to wear, 
no filters to change. Statistics 
show less than one service call 
every five years with electric heat. 

(7) Fuel cost—Using the years 
1947, 1948, and 1949 as the base of 
100%, U. S. Department of Com- 
merce figures show that electricity 
in 1958 was 96% or 4% lower in 
cost, while gas was 120% and fuel 
oil 118%. Electricity has continued 
to decline in cost for the past 60 
years while oil and gas prices 
have edged upward. 

(8) Operating costs—this is the 
biggest “bugaboo”—people think 
they are high, but they are not. 
Look at the chart which shows op- 
erating costs in typical cities. Of 
course, operating costs are only 
part of the total annual cost which 
includes annual depreciation of 
equipment, interest on investment, 
maintenance, as well as fuel or 
energy cost. When total annual 
costs are considered, the savings in 
depreciation, interest on invest- 
ment, and maintenance of electric 
space heating systems in com- 
parison with conventional heating 
equipment will more than offset 
the higher cost of electric energy 
compared to conventional fuel 
costs, with the result that the to- 
tal annual cost of electric space 
heating will be lower than that of 
conventional heating systems. 

In selling electric heat, contrac- 
tors and distributors rightly claim 
that they have not had the facts. 
Right now they are getting a 
powerful ally in the _ utilities. 
Nationally last year, the summer 
load on utilities’ systems increased 
28% while the winter load only 
increased 8%. In order to get the 
winter load back in balance, utili- 
ties must sell electric heat. 

The electric heating market is 
just beginning to grow. Get on the 
bandwagon. 
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Electrical heating products parade 

Cavalier 

FULLY ENCLOSED element of the 
electric baseboard heating panel by 
Cavalier Corp., Chattanooga, Tenn., 
is said to assure uniformity of heat- 
ing, cleanliness, and reliable opera- 
tion. The element, the same type used 
in electric ranges, is a highly com- 
pressed tubular steel sheath contain- 
ing the resistance element. A verti- 
cal fin welded continuously to the 

meee ean 

tubular steel sheath radiates heat 
without circulating dust. The lack of 
maintenance expense is an economy 
feature of these units. 

Surface temperature of baseboard 
never exceeds 125 degrees, but out- 
put is 200 watts per lineal foot. The 
baseboard is appropriate for use be- 
neath large windows, preventing 
entry of cold air and the fogging over 
of the windows. 

Portable, heavy-duty, automatic 
heaters in two, three, or four kilo- 
watt capacities are also part of the 
Cavalier line. A single control at the 
front operates the three heating coils. 
For ease of cleaning, the outer shell, 
with its wide-spaced grille, is re- 
moved by loosening two screws. 
Write H-801 on reply card, page 17. 

Wesix 

Srmpticiry of installation, fully 
automatic operation without time-lag 
or residual heat, and design which 
prevents blocking of air flow are 
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features claimed for the baseboard 
electric heating panels introduced by 
Wesix Electric Heater Co., 390 First 
St., San Francisco, Calif. The panels 
employ the radiation - convection 
heating principle, and have a tem- 
perature control range of 70 degrees. 
Two standard panels are used in in- 
stallation. 

The firm also offers wall furnaces 
and convectors in 11 sizes. One- 
knob control operates bi-metal ther- 
mostat and two-pole lockout switch. 
The coil is supported in rounded ce- 
ramic grooves. 

Small bathroom heaters, triple- 
baffled floor furnaces, easy-to-clean 
floor recessed convectors, and three 
types of portable heaters are also 
products of the company. 

Wesix-Ionix research has incorpo- 
rated a new feature in its electric 
heaters. Ways have been found, the 
company reported, to reduce positive 
ions in the air and make the room 
atmosphere “ion-balanced,” like pure 
air. The overbalance of positive ions 
in the air is said to cause aggrava- 
tion of hay-fever and asthma symp- 
toms. 
Write H-802 on reply card, page 17. 

Markel 

COMPLETELY SHEATHED stove-type 
heating element is basic design fea- 
ture of the Heetaire-Lite, bathroom 
ceiling built-in heater manufactured 
by Markel Electric Products, Inc., 
Buffalo, N. Y. The sheath is of 

nickel-chromium alloy, and reported- 
ly arrests moisture action, lasts 
longer, and performs more efficiently. 
A 100-watt bulb is used. The glass 

easily snaps on and off. These built- 
ins come with plug-in for ease of 
installation, pre-wired, approved out- 
let boxes with knockouts for eight 

#12 wires, adjustable mounting 
brackets and strap, overheat limit 
fuse, and suspended heating element. 

Housing fits between standard 16- 
inch joist centers without extra 
framing. 
Write H-803 on reply card, page 17. 

Meier 

COLD END LEADS, requiring no loom 
or braid, are supplied on a 240-volt 
radiant cable offered by Meier Elec- 
tric & Machine Co., 3525 E. Washing- 
ton St., Indianapolis 7, Ind. This ca- 
ble may be used in ceiling, wall, or 

floor installations, and reportedly is 
capable of saving installation time 
and material costs. 
No-Loom cable, supplied in a new 

reel-type carton, is available ready 
for installation in the 15 most fre- 
quently used sizes for 240-volt appli- 
cation—from 400 to 5000 watts. 
Write H-804 on reply card, page 17. 

Zell-Aire 

Four HEATING SYSTEMS are includ- 
ed in the line offered by Zell-Aire 
Corp., Reading, Pa. The first, featur- 
ing infrared radiant glass heating 
panels for walls and baseboards, is 
available in models and sizes from 
500 to 1500 watts, and consists of a 
tempered sheet of glass to which the 
resistance element has been fused. 
Wall and baseboard panels remain 
cool through dual air intake system; 
dust circulation is eliminated since 
there is no fan; and wasteful heat 
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¢ Southwire Galvanized Steel Strand 

STRAND SIZE 5/e”’ Ye" 17/16") Ye" 15/16" 9/32") Ve" | 3/16" Ye" iy’? The infinite patience and skill used by the seafarer 
WEIGHT PER 1000’ 813 Ib. [517 tb.]399 Ib. |273 tb./205 Ib. [164 1b.}122 1b] 72.9 Ib in stranding or splicing rope is matched by modern 
MINIMUM BREAKING STRENGTH IN POUNDS | 4 machines at Southwire. 

ASTM A-122-54T | Southwire Galvanized Steel Strand is manufactured 
ize "T1900 [1150 | to meet or exceed applicable ASTM specifications . . . 

74001 5700] 4250] 3200] | 1900 11150 | and preformed to eliminate flared ends when sheared. 

Class A (Double Galv.) Siemens-Martin | 19100] 12100] 9350] 6950] 5350 | 4250| 3150 [1900 __ Quality is our first concern, including premium- 
Class A (Double Galv.) Common 

, Galvanized (Single Galv.) Common Tan ~ 7400 "5700 4250 3200 

Class A (Double Galv.) High Strength | 29600] 18800] 14500] 10800] 8000 | 6400] 4750 |2850 quality non-returnable reels on all reel shipments. 
Available in 250’, *500’ and 1,000’ coils, 2,500’, Class A (Double Galv.) Extra ys gs Pym J Mi s 

High-Strength 26900 | 20800 | 15400] 1.1200 | 8950] 6650 |3990 *5,000’, 5,280’ reels. Feel free to inquire about 
Class A Utilities Grade, A.T.&T. special packaging to suit your particular requirements. 

Western Union Spec 25000} 18000} 11500} 6000% 4600 2400** 
Specify Southwire Galvanized Steel Strand for 

— ground, messenger and guying applications, shipped 
a es by our own fast fleet of trucks direct to your ware- 

house or jobsite. 
*weight per 1000’—225 Ibs,  **weight per 1000’—80.3 Ibs. *Stock items 

ASTM A-363-55T (No welds). 
Weldiess High-Strength 18800] 14500 8000 
Weldiess Extra High Strength 26900 | 20800 11200 

@ Bare and Weatherproof Copper and 
Aluminum Line Wire 

@ Neoprene, Polyethylene, and VWP (Vinyl) 
Weatherproof Copper, Aluminum 
and Triplex 

@ U.R.C. (DBWP, TBWP) Copper 
@ Copperweld@® Conductors 
@ Copper and Aluminum Building Wire 

@ ALSO FABRICATORS OF COPPER AND ALUMINUM 
Carrollton, Georgia—TErrace 2-6311 FOR WIRE AND CABLE MANUFACTURERS 

@ ACSR and All Aluminum Cable 
@ Galvanized Steel Guy Strand and Static Wire 
@ Aluminized Steel Guy Strand and Static Wire 
@ Aluminum Alloy Wire 
@ Cable Accessories 
@ NM Sheathed Cable 



AMMA 

loss is cut with the absence of pipes, 
ducts, or chimney. Thermostatic re- 
lay controls make it completely auto- 
matic. 

Simplified construction makes the 
continuous baseboard convection 
heater easy to install and service. 
Elements are pre-wired and fitted 
into the back panel, and installation 
is complete with the snapping of 
front cover in place. According to 
the company, two basic models fill 
all requirements from 600 watts and 
up. Each room has individual tem- 
perature control, and is afforded uni- 
form heating through three-way 
heating action—primary and second- 
ary convection and perimeter heating. 

Zell-Aire’s radiant ceiling cable, 
concealed completely by plaster or 
dry wall, gives uniform heat from 
the ceiling downward. It is fastened 
permanently to the ceiling during 
construction, and is said to be the 
most economical of electric heating 
systems to install. 
Two models—grille or adjustable 

louver front—and three sizes are 
available in the industrial and base- 
ment unit heaters. These 3-, 6-, or 9- 
kilowatt models have sensitive ther- 
mostat bulb, adjustable thermostat, 
and manual reset temperature lim- 
iter. Beginning blasts of chilly air 
are eliminated, the manufacturer 
stated, because the fan operates only 
after the Thin-Fin heating element 
attains a temperature of 210 degrees. 
Continued recirculation of air after 
thermostat shuts off heating element 
makes use of all warm air that would 
be lost to the ceiling. Wafer-thin 
element provides maximum efficien- 
cy and silence of operation. Removal 
of front and back panels allows easy 
access to inside of unit. 
Write H-805 on reply card, page 17. 

Westinghouse 

BASEBOARD HEATING systems with 
sealed Corox element and three-way 
airflow design, which keeps the sur- 
face temperature low enough to 
touch, are offered by Westinghouse 

Electric Corp., P. O. Box 2099, Pitts- 
burgh 30, Pa. The units, which can 
be installed either surface-mounted 
or recessed; can be obtained in two,- 
four-, or six-foot sections; and have 
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a heating capacity of 250 watts per 
linear foot. 
Room temperature, according to the 

manufacturer, can be maintained 
within two degrees of any desired 
temperature from 55 to 85 degrees F 
with a thermostat control section. 
The unit sections are seven inches 
high by 25% inches deep, and include 
electrical outlet, corner, end, and 
blank sections. 
Write H-806 on reply card, page 17. 

Chromalox 

COMPLETE DISPLAY is given to their 
line of residential-type electric heat- 
ing products with the compact ex- 
hibit developed by Edwin L. Wiegand 
Co., 7500 Thomas Blvd., Pittsburgh 
8, Pa. The package comes knocked 
down with new heaters in original 

cnromatox Cech Heat 'On YOUR HOME BOW : 

cartons, but the entire display can be 
set up in less than an hour, the com- 
pany stated. Cost to distributor or 
dealer is just for the heaters only. 

The Wiegand company has also 
prepared a complete sales kit de- 
signed to promote protection from 
freeze-up in residential and rural 
areas. Included is a counter card 
with actual samples of Thermwire 
electric heating cable and band along 
with sample price bulletins, con- 
sumer mail stuffers, and a newspaper 
ad mat. 
Write H-807 on reply card, page 17. 

Berko 

RADIANT HEAT in a recessed ceiling 
heater has been introduced by Berko 
Electric Mfg. Corp., 212-40 Jamaica 
Ave., Queens Village 28, N. Y., in its 
Pyrolite Model RC. The unit, rated 
at 1,000 watts, is mildly fanforced 
to circulate convection heat. 

Installation and servicing are sim- 
plified by the spring hinge mounted 

HULLAC AUTAT ALLL HU 

finishing frame. It is said to be val- 
uable where floor to ceiling windows 
offer installation problems. It fea- 
tures a thermal safety cutoff which 
is activated in case of overheating. 
Model RC reportedly does not re- 

quire a pre-wired junction box. Unit 
has baked enamel finish, a back box 
of 22-gauge C. R. steel, and is bonder- 
ized to match U. S. Navy standards. 
Motor is two-pole unit bearing type 
with sealed in lubrication. Rotor is 
balanced for quietness of operation. 
Write H-808 on reply card, page 17. 

Knapp-Monarch 

ITs HUMIDITY CELL, which fits into 
a larger two-quart capacity, corro- 
sion-resistant aluminum container, 
allows this fin-radiation humidifier- 
heater to keep a room as large as 12 
x 15 feet completely comfortable, ac- 
cording to the manufacturer, Knapp- 
Monarch, Potomac St., St. Louis 16, 
Mo. Water in container evaporates 
at rate of one pint a day when heater 
is operating at full capacity. An easi- 
ly removable plastic guard atop the 
heater has multiple openings for more 
efficient evaporation. 

A thermostat temperature control 
panel is on the front of the heater. 

For lower wattage requirements, a 
wattage selector switch at the back 
changes the wattage from 1650 to 
1320. 

The slender cabinet, set upon dark- 
toned, rubber-tipped legs, is 22 x 
18% x 5% inches, and contains fully 
enclosed fin heater units, circulating 
fan, and water container. 

A smaller version of this heater, 
with a small, manually adjustable 
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NATIONAL ADVERTISING IS 

TELLING YOUR PROSPECTS 

ABOUT THE FINEST IN ELECTRIC 

HEAT THERMOSTATS . .. 

Your best customers and prospects will be reading about the new, 

1960 Mears “‘decorator” thermostat in House Beautiful and 

House and Home this year. Advertisements starting in August 

will be telling them about the 1960 model . . . the M-6 

series . . . the stylishly slim, dependable electric heat 
thermostat ... the only thermostat recognized in the 

the 1958 Annual Industrial Design Review. 

We invite you to learn more about the “decorator” 

and other Mears electric heating controls. 

Call your local distributor, or send coupon (right) 

today for informative catalog. 

EASY TO INSTALL 

Extra-strong base can’t warp at time of installation. Can 

be installed over rough plaster or mud rings and 

uneven walls without hindering performance or 

destroying appearance. Easy to adjust control knob. 

Plenty of room for connecting power and lead 

wires. Screw type terminals make it unnecessary 

to loop ends of wires, make it easier to connect 
wires in less time, assure a more positive connection. 
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Face panel easily 
painted to blend 

with walls, 

The Sleek, Slim, Modern Mears 

“Decorator” Thermostat ... compliments 
classic or contemporary interiors . . . and at 

the same time is superbly engineered for 
exceptionally accurate control of electric heating. 

Quick response is assured because this 
sensitive instrument has a full perimeter of 

air space between wall and thermostat. 
Perforated “decorator” face plate allows 

radiant heat to strike the sensing element. Snap 
action switch (the electrical switch everyone's 
used to) assures no TV or radio interference, 

longer life. You and your customers are assured 
accurate, dependable temperature control 

backed by Mear’s /8-month warranty. 

CONTACT YOUR ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR FULL 
INFORMATION, OR SEND FOR INFORMATIVE CATALOG. 

e@enereneeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeee 
MEARS ELECTRIC CONTROLS, INC. 
Swan Island, Portland 17, Oregon 
Please send your catalog on the new ‘decorator’ 
thermostat and names of suppliers in our area. 
a 

... Address......... 
a Zone........ State 

Profession... 



control knob at the front and a con- 
venient “off” position, is the 16-515 
Redi-Heat model. A four-blade fan 
circulates heat from the single ele- 
ment, which has a ribbed aluminum 
heat reflector. The 16-515 has the 
characteristic dark legs, and meas- 
ures 12% x 14 x 6% inches, operating 
at 1320 watts, 115 volts. 
Write H-809 on reply card, page 17. 

Hunter 

Two NEW UNITs have been added to 
the line of electrical forced air base- 
board heaters introduced last fall by 
Hunter Division-Robbins & Myers, 
Inc., 2500 Frisco Ave., Memphis 14, 
Tenn. 

Models are now available in 2,500 
and 3,000-watt units. The former has 
a Btu/H rating of 8,533, and the 

latter, 10,239. Also in the line are 
1,000, 1,500, and 2,000-watt units, 
with a Btu/H range from 3,413 to 
6,826. 

Installation is simple in new or 
existing structures, as the heater 
comes in a single package and has 
no accessories to assemble. Electricity 
automatically disconnects when the 
front grille is removed for cleaning. 
A centrifugal fan, which operates 

10,000 hours on a single oiling, pulls 
in floor level air and discharges 
freshly heated air into the “living 
zone.” The fan operates in tandem 
with thermostat-controlled heating 
elements. 

The heater measures 33” x 13” x 
3-7/8”. 
Write H-810 on reply card, page 17. 

Electrend 

Etecrric forced air heating systems 
built in a wide range of models are 
offered by Electrend Products Corp., 
St. Joseph, Mich. The Electrend 
counterflow system reheats warm air 
that has risen to ceiling and then re- 
circulates it. When air temperature 
at sitting level falls slightly, fan near 
ceiling begins operation, drawing 
warm air off the ceiling, down over 
electric heating element, then dis- 
tributing it across the floor. 
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This heating system saves space, 
since the ducts are installed within 
the wall, leaving only the thermostat 
and modern design grilles exposed. 

The ducts fit between standard 16 
inch centered studding. Installation 
requires just one electrical connec- 
tion. 

The ST model is designed to con- 
trol air flow between adjoining 
rooms. A manual damper controls 
heat delivered to each room. Both the 
Standard and ST models are equip- 
ped with sensitive line voltage ther- 
mostat, which covers a range of tem- 
peratures from 55 to 85 degrees. The 
unit motor is fused with thermal 
overload protector for safety protec- 
tion. 
Write H-811 on reply card, page 17. 

Titan 

HEATERS incorporating the red- 
glowing ribbon element have been 
introduced by Titan Mfg. Co., Inc., 
701 Seneca St., Buffalo 10, N. Y. 

The Titan Apollo model has a case 
and duct work designed to compli- 
ment the ribbon element, which 
glows red hot and operates at the 
turn of a dial. A two-directional heat 
pattern is produced; the first is a 

Pi 

horizontai beam of direct radiant 
heat, the second a vertical flow of 
warmed air circulated by a powerful 
fan. 

Features of the heater include an 

HNN 

automatic Therm-O-Dial thermostat 
and tubular steel, baked enamel legs, 
which were designed to raise the 
heater to beam its rays into the ac- 
tivity zone for greater room comfort. 
Both decorative and practical is the 
Apollo’s chrome-plated grille, which 
prevents damage to draperies or cur- 
tains blown over the heater and safe- 
guards floors and carpeting if the 
heater is overturned. 

Other Titan heaters incorporating 
the ribbon element are the Laredo 
and Phoenix models, each of which 
is also equipped with black-heat, or 
convection, heating element. 
Write H-812 on reply card, page 17. 

Arvin 

A BATHROOM radiant heater and 
two fan-forced heaters have been in- 
troduced by Arvin Industries, Inc., of 
Columbus, Ind., as the firm’s first 
primary electric heating units for 

residential, commercial and indus- 
trial uses. Additional units of various 
types will be added to the line, the 
manufacturer reports, including both 
baseboard and ceiling cable type 
heating systems. 

Series 100 bathroom radiant heat- 
ers have been introduced in three 
versions: a 1,000 watt unit, switch 
controlled, a 1,000 watt unit thermo- 
statically controlled, and a 1,500 watt 
unit thermostatically controlled. All 
are 120 volt heaters that mount flush 
in the wall. Ribbon type elements 
provide instant heat. 

Five different units are planned in 
the heavy-duty fan-forced series 300 
(illustrated). One, operating on 120 
volts, will have a 1,500 watt capacity. 
Others, all operating on 240 volts, 
have 1,500, 2,000, 3,000 and 4,000 
watt capacities. 
Write H-813 on reply card, page 17. 
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Heres FULL LINE Flexibility! 

RAWALL SURFACE 
MOUNTED 

Ten models, from 
1000 thru 6000 

wotts. 

RAWALL WALL INSERTS 
Fourteen models, from 
1000 thru 6000 watts. 

RAWALL JUNIOR 
1000 and 1500 RAWALL PORTABLES 
watt models. ; ‘ Nine models, 

’ 1500 thru 6000 
watts. 

RA-HEAT ELECTRIC 
RADIANT HEATING RA-HEAT STAPLERS ape ae Designed for installing 

thru 5000 watts. tet 

RA-HEAT STAPLES 
Gum-dipped design 
for radiant heating 
installation. 

RA-HEAT THERMOSTATS 
A number of models, 
single and double pole. 

RAWALL ELECTRIC BASEBOARD 
2-ft. thru 10-ft. sections, 250 watts 
per foot. Built-in control, receptacle 
and corner sections available. 

The complete Rawall-Ra-Heat line provides the electrical whole- 
saler and contractor the ultimate flexibility of installation so 
necessary to meet today’s demands. If you aren’t familiar with 
this superior line, write today for our new catalog. 

TENNESSEE PLASTICS INC. 

_... - ee 3117, Carroll Reece Branch 

wae aon ot fale Gi er 1 &@e CS 2 Se Oey a 

Order literature and merchandise from your nearest stocking warehouse: 

Kenneth Anderson Co. Ed B. Schock Graham P. Dowling Paul Prugh 
123 South Myers Street 2216 First Avenue 1813 Second Avenue 5700 Bluffton Roed 
Los A 33, Calif. Seattle, Wash. Tampe 5, Fic. Fort Wayne, ind. 
ANgelus 8-6771 Main 0171 4-5749 Kenmore 3210 
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AIR IS ALLOWED to circulate back 
of the sensing element, resulting in 
faster, more accurate register of 
room temperatures, with the Deco- 
rator, an electric heat thermostat de- 
veloped by Mears Electric Controls, 
Swan Island, Portland 17, Ore. The 
perforated face panel, which allows 
radiant heat to reach the sensing 
element, adds to instrument accuracy. 
The bi-metal sensing element is not 
affected by changes in altitude or 
barometric pressure. 

The thermostat’s fast cycling rate 
prevents excess heating and cooling 
of heating units and keeps room 
temperatures steady. 

As its name indicates, the thermo- 
stat is designed to blend with room 
color schemes. Its face panel is fin- 
ished in “Desert Sand,” a basic go- 
with-everything color, but the panel 
can easily be snapped out and paint- 
ed to match or blend specifically 

with any interior. The trim-lined 
thermostat has a brushed chrome 
frame which picks up colors and 
patterns from surrounding areas. 

Four models of the Decorator are 
available; single line break, double 
line break, modulating two-stage, 
and load transfer types. They are all 
identical in size and shape and cover 
all types of electric heating. 
Write H-814 on reply card, page 17. 

Thermador 

RECENTLY added to the electric 
heater line of Thermador Electrical 
Mfg. Co., 5119 District Blvd., Los An- 
geles 22, Calif., is their slim-lined 
baseboard heater. This unit has the 
largest heat transfer area—500 square 
inches per lineal foot—available in 
this type heater, it is reported. 

The Therma-Core elements are 
surrounded by porcelain jacket en- 
closed in alumnium conduit for 
greater safety. Panel sections range 
in size from 54% to 121% inches in 
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length and in wattage from 1000 to 
3000. They are designed for surface 
or %-inch recessed mounting. 

Bathroom heaters by Thermador 
include the Model CH-121, which 

mounts flush to ceiling, projecting 
only 3% inches from the ceiling. It 
requires no rough-in box, since it is 
surface mounted to a standard three 
or four inch junction box, with or 
without plaster ring. Neoprene gas- 
ket allows snug fit against ceiling 
despite surface irregularities. 

Coil is supported by ceramic bush- 
ings and is mounted below a polished 
aluminum reflector. An added safety 
factor is a fusable safety link easily 
accessible above the coil. A four- 
blade, 64-inch diameter fan circu- 
lates air in the room. 

Three models of bathroom heaters 
equipped with 30 minute time con- 
trols are also manufactured by the 
firm. These heaters, adapted from 
the Model RB design, also have a 
thermostat control which allows heat 
selection. 
Write H-815 on reply card, page 17. 

International 

HOT-WATER HEATING by thermal 
circulation of water through her- 
metically sealed finned tubes, elimi- 
nating expensive plumbing and boil- 
ers and costly maintenance has been 

developed by International Oil Burn- 
er Co., Electric Division, 3800 Park 
Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo. An advantage 
which makes this unit attractive to 
the general buying public is its low 
cost. 

Like ordinary hot-water baseboard 
heating, but without the pipe con- 
nections, the International unit is a 
slender casing installed beneath the 
window. It has just a simple electric 
connection with a thermostat in each 
room. 

YOUVUUUAVHUUL NULLA 

The unit itself consists of a copper 
tube into which an electrical jacketed 
heating element is inserted and com- 
pletely immersed in the water so that 
when the water is heated by the elec- 
trical element it circulates up into 
the finned tube giving off its warmth 
while being drawn back over the 
heating element to be reheated in a 
continuous cycle. 
Write H-816 on reply card, page 17. 

lIg 

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY of arrange- 
ment and operation is provided by a 
line of electric cabinet heaters an- 
nounced by Ilg Electric Ventilating 
Co., 2850 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 41, 
Ill. 
Two blow-through units with di- 

rect-drive fan assemblies and a 

draw-through model with V-belt- 
driven fan assembly are available for 
surface, semi-recessed, or concealed 
mounting in floor, ceiling, or wall. 

Flexible metallic conduit encloses 
all wiring. Controls for the Series 
AE heater are manual, pneumatic, or 
automatic. A high-limit cutout pro- 
tects against overheating. The heavy- 
gauge, die-formed furniture steel 
cabinet is finished in gray-green 
baked enamel or six decorator colors. 
Write H-817 on reply card, page 17. 

Sun-Tron 

DECORATIVE face panels of phenolic 
laminate are a distinguishing feature 
of the baseboard and wall heating 
panels designed by Sun-Tron, Corp., 
7435 W. Wilson Ave., Chicago 31, Ill. 
The laminate comes in four finishes: 
oak, mahogany, beige-tone, and 
pearlized gray. The panel housing is 
finned satin - finished aluminum, 
which serves to dissipate heat and 
prevent accidental burns. 

Heat originates from circuit of 
resistance wire in each panel. This 
element is encased in steel sheath be- 
tween two layers of mica insulation 
for shock protection. Half the heat 
is radiated directly outward, while 
the rest is composed of convection 
currents which warm the surface on 
which the panel is mounted. The unit 
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New R&M-Hunter Baseboard Unit 

Miakes Electric Heating News 

ONLY 33 INCHES LONG, 13 INCHES HIGH, 3% INCHES DEEP 
Mounts against wall finish or may be recessed in stud space 

Best comfort results from combining 

features of Baseboard and Forced Air Heat 

The benefits of powered circulation plus 
the ideal system of lower level temper- 
ature control combine to produce lowest 
cost comfort. By recirculation of air 
concentrated in the lower three feet of 
the room—the yardstick zone—heat is 
directly utilized by the occupants of the 
room. There is no wasteful overheating 
of outer wall or ceiling surface to speed 
up the heat loss and needlessly increase 
the cost of heating. You use all of the 
heat you pay for. 

shows air flow 
pattern through unit. 

Floor-Level Thermostat Guards Comfort. 
Cold air sinks to the floor immediately. 
The R&M-Hunter Forced Air Baseboard 
knows the minute that a door or window 
has been opened and responds instantly. 
Cold or cooling floor air is whisked into 
the unit by a quiet centrifugal blower. It 
is forced over the heating elements for 
fresh warmth and delivered directly into 
the “living zone” at comfortable tem- 
perature. Air is never super-heated so 
as to escape wastefully to the ceiling. 
Positive, powered control of circulation 
at low levels mixes the tempered air with 
,oom air immediately. Outer wall and 
window areas are kept at or near room 
temperature for economical operation. 

SAFE SURFACE TEMPERATURES 

The big volume air circulation holds 
operating temperatures to a level that 

is perfectly safe for little children. Each 
unit is equipped with an automatic safety 
thermal overload switch to prevent over- 
heating in case of any unforeseen block- 
age of air circulation. Will not discolor 
fabrics that can be ironed with “medium 
heat” setting. 
Safe, Easy to Clean. Built-in safety 
switch automatically cuts off power to 
both blower and heating elements when 
front panel is removed. No need to 
throw master switch for periodic clean- 
ing. With front panel removed, all parts 
are easily accessible to blower attach- 

ELECTRIC HEAT GAINS 
WIDE APPROVAL 

Homes fully heated by electricity 

500,143 

372,219 | 

301,257 

PS eg laks Sia  SR mat e Sept.1,1956 Sept.1,1957 Sept. 1,1958 
AERA SSR ARN TY AZ I 
Source: Electric Heat and Airconditioning 

ment of vacuum cleaner. Power con- 
nections are automatically restored when 
front panel is secured in position. 

Requires No Oiling. Sealed bearings with 
life-time lubrication eliminate mainte- 
nance nuisance. No periodic oiling re- 
quired. Quiet, efficient blower operation 
assured at all times. 

AUTOMATIC—DUCTLESS 
FORCED WARM AIR HEAT 

APPEALS TO BUILDER, HOMEOWNER 

Construction and operating economies 
are responsible for the widespread en- 
thusiastic acceptance of R&M-Hunter 
Forced Air Baseboard. The compact di- 
mensions save valuable floor space. No 
heating closets or chimneys required. 
Eliminates bulky duct work. Limits the 
number of subcontractors involved in 
new construction. 

OPERATING EFFICIENCY, 
“ZONE CONTROL” POPULAR 

With thermostat control in each room, 
you completely eliminate that hard-to- 
heat room problem. It is never necessary 
to overheat one area of the home to 
achieve comfori in another. Individual 
rooms may be maintained at temper- 
atures best suited for the activity of that 
area without disturbing the temperature 
of other rooms. 

A sudden change in wind direction or 
addition of sun heat through a window 
are immediately compensated for within 
the room where change occurs. This 
gives true operating economy, impossible 
to achieve with a single, centrally lo- 
cated thermostat. 

Units are available with or without 
built-in thermostat. A single thermostat- 
equipped unit will control two or more 
Forced Air Baseboard units in a single 
room. 

UNITS ARE IDEAL FOR 
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS, TOO 

R&M-Hunter Forced Air Baseboard 
units available in sizes from 1,000 watts 
to 3,000 watts for residential use. Up to 
4,000 watts for use in schools, offices, 
institutions. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

Hunter Division-Robbins & Myers, Inc. 
2518 Frisco * Memphis 14, Tennessee 

Please send complete data on your new Forced Air Electric Base- 
board Heater to: 

Name 

Address ELECTRIC HEAT 
Ita Matehloee/ 
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has neither fans nor motor. Individ- 
ual room thermostats control heat 
between 55 and 85 degrees F. 

Six panel sizes in wattages of 500, 
750, 1000, 1500, and 2000, and volt- 
ages of 120 and 240 are available to 
meet a variety of heating needs. This 
type heating system, it is claimed, 
has an initial cost comparable to 
flame systems using ducts, furnace, 
and chimney, and a low annual op- 
erating cost, especially in the South. 
Write H-818 on reply card, page 17. 

_Electromode 

“THE stim trim lines of low level 
baseboard heaters, manufactured by 
Electromode Division, P. O. Box 1052, 
Rochester 3, N. Y., makes them func- 
tional to every home. Fitting snug- 
ly against the walls, they can be 
matched to any room decor. The units 

are furnished in exciting “golden 
bronze” color, and are available in 
32, 64, and 96 inch lengths with 
matching fittings for complete room 
installation. The units are available 
in three voltage ratings: 120, 208, and 
240. 

Positive safety is guaranteed by 
Electromode’s exclusive safety grid, 
an aluminum casting with fins scien- 
tifically spaced to duplicate nature’s 
own balanced radiating warmth. In- 
side this individually - engineered 
casting, all electric wires are com- 
pletely insulated, embedded and 
sealed for positive protection against 
fire, shock, or burn. There are no 
open wires or glowing coils. 

Electromode’s exclusive safety 
switch guards operation and immedi- 
ately cuts off heat if anything should 
happen to prevent normal and ef- 
ficient operation. 
Write H-819 on reply card. page 17. 

Broan 

ExtTenpinec their line of fan-type 
wall heaters, Broan Mfg. Co., Inc., 
Hartford, Wis., has introduced the 
Model HL-15, 1500-watt combination 
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ceiling heater and light. This combi- 
nation feature reportedly affords re- 
duced installation time and greater 
safety. 

Its high ratio of heat intensity to 
air movement, which spreads dif- 

fused air stream over wide area, 
avoids the drafty jet stream of high 
velocity blowers. 

Space for two 60-watt bulbs is pro- 
vided behind the 8%-inch square 
prismatic crystal lens. The surround- 
ing grille is stainless steel. This lens 
and grille assembly is secured by 
one thumb screw. Housing is 11% 
inches square by six inches deep. Ad- 
justable mounting brackets span 16- 
inch center joists. 
Write H-820 on reply card, page 17. 

Electrovector 

FLOOR INSERT HEATERS have report- 
edly proved practical where floor-to- 
ceiling window areas preclude use 
of electrical baseboard installations. 
Manufactured by Electrovector, Inc., 
475 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y., 

they feature automatic safety cut-off, 
which acts in the event a rug, news- 
paper, magazine, or drapery covers 
the heater. 

The unit, which has a hermetically 
sealed heating element, is housed in 
20-gauge, electro-galvanized steel. 
The grille is welded at every joint. 

Models include the 14 x 9% x 6 
inch, 1194 btu No. FH 350 and the 30 
x 9% x 6 inch, 2559 btu No. FH 750. 
Write H-821 on reply card, page 17. 

HMO A 

Emerson-Payne 

A COMPLETE line of equipment for 
electrical space heating in homes, 
motels, and other occupancies is 
available now from Emerson-Pryne 
Co., Pomona, Calif., a division of 
Emerson Electric, of St. Louis, Mo. 

Especially featured in the line are 
two reversible heat pumps rated at 1 
and 2 hp respectively. The units have 
automatic thermostat control, spe- 
cially treated cleanable filters, two- 
speed blower, automatic defrost, flush 
mounting design, and fresh air intake 
and exhaust. 

Another popular item in the Emer- 
son line is the baseboard electric 
heater. Designed with an integral 
wiring raceway and junction box, 
the Emerson units are easy to as- 
semble and wire. The units feature a 
completely enclosed heating element 

and can be mounted to wall fully 
assembled. 

The Emerson-Pryne line also in- 
cludes electric wall insert heaters, 
radiant heat cable, and a variety of 
surface mounted ceiling units con- 
taining infrared, radiant and con- 
vectional electric heaters. 
Write H-822 on reply card, page 17. 

Gerwin 

SPECIALIZED controls have been de- 
veloped for the electric Thermo-Base 
baseboard heater to make it a more 
effective heating and cooling unit, 
according to the manufacturer, 
Gerwin Industries, Inc., Michigan 
City, Ind. 

With the Thermo-Base, distribution 
of warmed air is gentle so that drafts 
are eliminated. The unit can be used 
with many humidifiers now available 
to maintain proper room humidity. 
It can also be fitted with replaceable 
filters to remove dust particles, 
smoke, and pollen from the air. Econ- 
omy results from planned zoning 
which allows maintaining lower tem- 
peratures in rooms infrequently used. 
The lower radiation loss attributed 
to Thermo-Base because of its lower 
operating temperature saves on 
power costs, it is claimed. 

The unit can be equipped with 
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either heating or cooling or both. 
This means that the heating section 
can be added to later to provide 
year-around air conditioning. 
Write H-823 on reply card, page 17. 

Ampere 

AMPERE INDUSTRIES, 60 Boston St., 
Newark 3, N. J., has introduced its 
new high-performance portable elec- 
tric heater, which features a flat 
quartz element. The All-Radiant 

ik ell 

portable is rated at 1320 watts, and 
will reportedly heat a 10 x 13 foot 
room from 0 to 70 degrees in 25 to 
40 minutes. High radiance of the 
unit can be felt 15 feet away, but the 
grille remains cool enough to touch. 
Automatic thermostat, safety tip-over 
switch, and pilot light are other fea- 
tures of the All-Radiant model. 

The portable is in modern design 
with recessed grille and lustrous, 
wrinkled metal finish. The flat 
quartz element is also applied to the 
other units in the Ampere line, base- 
boards, ceiling heater-light combina- 
tion, and commercial and industrial 
ceiling panel. 
Write H-824 on reply card, page 17. 

Hanovia 

Low WATTAGE and high efficiency 
are combined in an infrared radiant 
heating unit announced by Hanovia 
Lamp Division, Engelhard Industries, 

Inc., 100 Chestnut St., Newark, N. J. 
The Infra-Safe radiant heater, 

a seven-pound unit which can be 
installed on the wall or ceiling, is 

protected against shocks by enclos- 
ed electrical parts. All parts are 
moisture resistant and will not crack 
or mar if moisture touches it. 

The heater is comprised of a 
quartz tube that surrounds a resistor 
coil and is backed by infrared re- 
flector. It is recommended for use on 
outdoor patios or barbecue areas, in 
glass enclosed sun porches, or in 
bathrooms. 
Write H-825 on reply card, page 17. 

Sunwarm 

ITs STREAMLINED design makes the 
Slim/Trim baseboard heater by Sun- 
warm, Inc., P.O. Box 263 Kingsport, 
Tenn., fit perfectly under window- 
walls, according to the manufacturer. 
The unit, 5% inches high and 2% 
inches deep, connects to regular wir- 
ing circuits, with easier installation 
provided by terminal block wiring 
from either end. 

Freer air flow is provided by the 
Alumifin heating element, made of 

flat, high-tensile aluminum. These 
baseboards are available in modular 
units up to ten feet, either high or 
low wattage. 
Write H-826 on reply card, page 17. 

Circle-Air 

CircLe-Atr Industries, 244 Her- 
kimer St., Brooklyn 16, N. Y., has 
introduced a complete new line of 
recessed convection electric heaters; 
from 500 to 3,000 watts with an out- 
put of up to 10,246 Btu’s. 

Patented double wall construction 
in combination with “black-heat” 
finned element produce more use- 
able Btu’s per kilowatt of elec- 
tricity. Patented feature sets-up a 
secondary air flow of heated air that 
in other units is wasted through the 
wall. Temperature is automatically 
controlled by built-in thermostat 
with pilot light. Unique new hanging 
slide makes installation extremely 
easy and fast. It is not necessary to 
remove unit to make repairs. Cabi- 
nets are beautifully finished in 
choice of chrome, white, hammer- 
tone grey and Hawaiian tan. 
Write H-827 on reply card, page 17. 
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Martin 

NICHROME-WOUND ceramic core has 
been incorporated in this instant- 
heat 110-volt portable heater mar- 
keted by Martin Stamping & Stove 
Co., Huntsville, Ala. This thermo- 

statically controlled heater, called the 
Hotshot, is equipped with a safety- 
tilt switch to cut the unit off if acci- 
dentally upset. A small fan concealed 
in the base aids circulation and pres- 
surizes the casing to reduce surface 
temperatures. 
Write H-828 on reply card, page 17. 

NuTone 

HEATER, circulating fan, light, and 
exhaust fan are combined in the 
Heat-A-Vent Lite introduced by Nu- 
Tone, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. While 
warm air is circulated, exhaust fan 
shuts off, preventing heat loss. Heat- 
ing element is enclosed type. The 
lens over the 100-watt light is hinged 

for easy removal. Back draft damper 
is flanged for use with standard four 
inch duct. The 909-911 comes in 
either 1475- or 1800-watt models. 

A low cost ceiling heater, surface 
mounted to any standard three- or 
four-inch junction box and extending 
8% inches from the ceiling, has been 
introduced by NuTone as Model 928. 
Write H-829 on reply card, page 17. 
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Pay plan an incentive to 

quality and quantity production 

By J. D. Steele 

President 
Steel Brothers, Inc. 

Wheaton, Md. 

@ WE HAVE FOUND our incentive 
pay plan for mechanics a stimulus 
to quality and quantity produc- 
tion. We have always believed that 
a group of men working efficient- 
ly and competently on a job, ef- 
fecting labor savings and the fast- 
er completion of a job, were en- 
titled to sharing the dollar savings 
in man hours. About a year and a 
half ago we therefore introduced 
our incentive plan to which the 
men have responded willingly with 
maximum production, high morale, 
and excellent performance. 

Men kept informed 

When a job is begun, the fore- 
man instructs the men how many 
hours have been estimated to do 
the job. Periodicaliy during prog- 
ress on the job, the men are in- 
formed of the number of man- 
hours consumed and the number 
of man-hours remaining. They are 
keenly interested in these reports 
for the greater the number of 
hours they save, the greater will 
be their bonus. 

The number of man-hours saved 
at the hourly wage rate per man 
is computed and pro-rated among 
those who participated. For ex- 
ample, if 400 man-hours at the rate 
of $4 an hour are saved, this means 
a savings of $1,600 which is di- 
vided among them on the basis of 
their hourly rate of pay. 

On one job, for example, a sav- 
ings of $850 was divided among 
six men. On another, eight men 
shared $1,200 in labor savings. The 
working foreman on the job re- 
ceives the same amount as the top 
man plus an extra bonus of 10 per 

cent. If the top man received $350, 
the foreman gets $385. 

The incentive plan has eliminat- 
ed that eud-of-the-job drag with 
whicn every contractor is familiar. 
As our men approach that last 
period, they are informed of the 
next job waiting ahead. They are 
relieved of the anxiety as to 
whether there will be another con- 
struction job and employment 
ahead for them. The incentive 
plan implemented by this an- 
nouncement makes our end-of-the 
job period as efficient as the be- 
ginning. 

No man saves time at the ex- 
pense of competence. A poor per- 
formance that caused customer 

complaint and a need to return to 
a job for repairs would come out 
of his labor on a current job. He 
carefully avoids this. 

I should add that computing 
man-hours in an estimate is based 
on our own surveys on our own 
men of the time it takes to accom- 
plish various types of jobs. These 
surveys provide a cost breakdown 
of any job by the week. At weekly 
meetings of key personnel includ- 
ing the job superintendent, office 
manager, and myself, we discuss 
what percentage of the job is com- 
pleted by that date, what percent- 
age remains to be done, and thus 
analyze as we go along the num- 
ber of man-hours used on a job 
and how many hours are left. We 
do not wait to discover this infor- 
mation after the close of a job. 

We find this week-by-week 
analysis means closer supervision 
of each job. It is greater assur- 
ance, that jobs are going to be 
profitable. 

An incentive pay plan for mechanics provides a stimulus to quality and 
quantity production at Steele Bros., Wheaton, Md. Here a workman ties 
in lighting circuits in the corridor of a school in Laurel, Md. 
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Most Complete Line of 

All-Electric HEATING SYSTEMS 

SAFE - EFFICIENT - CLEAN 

for EVERY location 

LOW-LEVEL BASEBOARD 

Electric HEATING 

Classically slim Electromode Tow-LEVEL 

Baseboard fits snugly up to wall. Ideal for Easy to Install 

residences, offices, hallways, institutions, and 

other commercial and industrial uses. Con- Saves Man Hours 

trolled by — thermostats. Rugged steel No Separate End Caps—Easy Access to Wireway—Only 2 Assem- 
cabinets are finished in handsome golden bly Screws per Unit—Snap-on Front Panel. 
bronze. Customized fittings permit com- Positive satety is guaranteed by the Electromode exclusive 
pletely flexible installation to room design. Safety Grid heating element, a finned aluminum casting 

with all electric wires sealed inside. Provides complete 
protection against fire, shock, or burn. Power shut-off 
safety switch automatically prevents overheating. 

ae hate 2». ELECTROMODE Hi-heet 

Built-in Thermostat 
Positive Protection Against Freezing 

Water Pipes—Drain Pipes—Oil Lines— 
Mobile Home Plumbing—Farm Water- 
ers, etc. 

PRE-ASSEMBLED « EASY TO INSTALL 
“Complete With Outer Insulation and Friction Tape” 

Specifically engineered to provide a wall of rising oi Automatic Calde 
warm air directly in front of floor-to-ceiling win- 
dows where installation of other types of heaters - gy ; Ends Damage Caused by 

is not practical. Also solves the problem of sup- Xe Q Debi 
plying heat at the base of an open stair well, and 4 Freezing in Sub-Zero Weather 
on the inner side of an exterior door. Since this 
model mounts flush with the floor, it causes no gutters free of ice . . . Keeps flowers 
interference or obstruction of passageways. The growing . . . Keeps water flowing . . . 
gray enamel grille can be refinished to match floor Frees sidewalks, steps and driveways 
if desired. Heater may be installed in wood or of ice and snow. 
concrete slab floors. The Heating Unit can be 
easily removed for cleaning. Heat is furnished by 
the Electromode exclusive Safety Grid, famous Complete Electromode Line Includes: Baseboard Heaters * Wall 
for its positive protection against fire, shock, or and Portable Fan-Circulating Heaters * Radiant Panel Heaters * Insert Duct 
burn. A Safety Switch automatically shuts off heat 
if any article should cover the heater and ob- 
struct the free flow of air. 

Stops freeze-ups .. . Keeps eaves and 

Heaters * Floor Insert Heaters * Radiant Cable Heat * Suspension-Type Unit 
Heaters * Combination Portable and Suspension Models * Explosion-Proof 
Heaters * Milk House Heaters * Pump House Heaters 

*REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

WRITE TODAY FOR ELECTROMODE division of Commercial Controls Corp. 

FULL INFORMATION DEPT. ES-59 ROCHESTER 3, N.Y. 
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Accurate records 

save contractor 

time, money 

By Fred Williams 

Manager 
Boggs Electric Co. 

Ensley, Ala. 

@ ARCHITECTs have a habit of re- 
peating themselves on _ various 
jobs, and for that reason we find 
we can often save ourselves a lot 
of time and trouble by referring 
back to previous contracts. There- 
by costs for certain segments of 
work can thus be lifted bodily 
from old jobs and set down into 
the estimate for the new one. They 
are, of course, subject to checking 
for any changes to see that every- 
thing is included. For instance the 
charge for a permit or for scaf- 
folding. 
We have handled several gov- _ 

ernment housing projects in the 
past two or three years, and we 
find particularly on these jobs 
that almost identical construction 
is provided. This is one field 
where it pays the contractor to 
keep figures on all old bids, 
whether he got the job or not. 

In our own case one of our most 

valuable assets is the record of 
time and material kept on various 
jobs. We understand that the Na- 
tional Electrical Contractors As- 
sociation has a good record sys- 
tem, but we use our own, which 
never leaves us in the dark. Any 
day, we can strike a balance and 
tell whether we are making any 
money or not. 
We carry a weekly payroll sheet 

for each employee, showing the 
hours worked each day and how 
these hours were distributed be- 
tween jobs. We also carry a sepa- 
rate material requisition sheet on 
each job, showing the material al- 
located, the description of same, 
the unit cost, and the total cost. 
These sheets are not thrown away 
after the data is entered in our 
ledger, but are kept for several 
years. Hence we can look back 
anytime and tell what men worked 
on what job, the material usec, 
cost, and other data. 

So, in bidding on jobs which are 
like others we have done, we sim- 
ply look up the old records. Of 
course we have to be careful to 
see that there is no change in ma- 
terial required or in the pay scale 
for labor. If these have not 
changed, then we may already 
have a bid figure, or part of the 
job in hand, and thus we save a 
world of work. One of the prob- 
lems of an electrical contractor is 
to find time to bid on all the jobs 
he wants to bid on, since he may 
have to bid on more than he gets. 

Fred Williams, manager of Boggs Electric Co., looks over some of 
the company’s records. Well kept records save him time and money. 
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Boggs Electric Company was or- 
ganized in 1905 by the late James 
R. Boggs. It holds License No. 1 
in the Birmingham area. The bank 
with which the concern does busi- 
ness as well as the income tax 
people have been very compli- 
mentary of the complete record 
system Boggs keeps. The records 
may duplicate in some respects, 
but this very duplication is help- 
ful in that it encourages double 
checking and fewer errors occur. 

Train your men 

and utilize 

their experience 

By Anthony P. Schmitt 

Central Armature Works, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 

@ SINCE the average mechanic is 
not trained in reading blueprints, 
it is up to a capable foreman to 
lay out all the work and assume 
responsibility for layouts and in- 
stallations. We would like to see 
foremen teach their men to read a 
drawing and to assume responsi- 
bility. A wrong installation neces- 
sitates expensive corrections after 
construction work has been com- 
pleted. 

An electrical installation espe- 
cially on remodeling jobs can be 
accomplished in two or three dif- 
ferent manners. The engineer and 
electrician should discuss different 
methods and be openminded as to 
which is least expensive. Prejudice 
or antagonism between engineer 
and electrician may be so un- 
reasonable that an electrician will 
not do what seems most feasible 
to the engineer. 

On the other hand, an engineer 
will frequently refuse to accept 
practical commonsense recom- 
mendations of an electrician, ex- 
perienced in the field. Sometimes 
a job can even be lost when con- 
sulting engineers lay out an in- 
stallation without utilizing the cost 
reduction ideas based on practical 
knowledge of the electrician. 

One case comes to mind where 
a consulting engineer insisted on 
expensive NEMA IV _ watertight 
equipment in a laundry when 
NEMA I could have been success- 

(Continued on page 118) 
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lowest 

thinnest 

trimmest 

of all electric baseboard heat! 

with exclusive 

safety limit 

thermostats | 

Here is the most advanced, most thoughtfully engineered 
and the most wanted of all electric baseboard heat. Thinner, 
lower, trimmer styling . . . lower, completely safe surface 
temperature . . . heavy, rod type heating elements for max- 
imum efficiency and long life . . . new, easier methods of 
installation are all powerful selling features of Arvin Invisa- 
Line. 

Arvin Lo Wattage units are a scant four-and-one-half 
inches high—a sleek one-and-three-quarters inches thin. Hi 
Wattage units are scarcely six inches high and two inches 
thin. Both hug the wall and disappear from conscious view 
once installed! 

Arvin Invisa-Line comes in convenient-to-install pre-wired 
sections that are easily joined at either end to provide the 
exact amount of heat needed. Each section, depending on 
length, contains one or more safety limit thermostats—an- 
other Arvin exclusive that makes the safest heat even safer. 

Take full advantage of the profit potential presented by 
the strong trend toward electric heat. Offer your customers 
wonderful new Arvin Invisa-Line Baseboard Heat. It is des- 
tined to dominate the field! 

all 

= 

In Arvin Invisa-Line, the rod type heating unit is 
welded to continuous radiating fins and units are 
mounted on full-floating holders to allow expan- 
sion and contraction without popping or cracking. 
Units are fully guaranteed for five years. 

Small, compact, convenient thermostat base- 
board sections are available for more economical 
installations of heat control. These save “wiring 
in” wall thermostats, a feature your customers 
will appreciate. Wall thermostats can be used if 
desired, however. 

ewiril 

Arvin Hi Wattage Section 

All Arvin Invisa-Line sections are attractively finished in 
the finest beige enamel, backed on for lasting beauty. 

Sections can be painted to match walls or baseboards. 
Note handsome chrome plated top grille that prevents 
objects from falling into units and aids in directing warm 
air flow into room. & 

wit 

ca 

ie A | 

ARVIN INDUSTRIES, INC. 
COLUMBUS, INDIANA 

Consumer 
Products 
Division 



warmth... 

4 % 
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RADIANT AND FAN FORCED 

ELECTRIC WALL HEATERS 

Your customers will welcome the warm comfort, appreciate the handsome 
styling and be glad they chose an Arvin no matter which of these fine elec- 
tric heaters they decide to buy. 

And buy they will because of the decided overall superiority of the Arvin 
line. Instant heat, complete safety, ease of installation, attractive prices are 
all customer-convincing Arvin advantages that give you a big edge over 
competition. 

Arvin 100 Series—Instant 
heat, high styling, com- 
plete safety win sales for 
these sleek, slim-lined radi- 
ant bathroom heaters. 
They’re wanted on sight! 

Arvin’s 27 years of experience and world leadership in portable electric 
heat is so readily apparent in the entire line that even a casual comparison 
with others emphasizes the business wisdom of selecting Arvin. 

Saleswise, profitwise, the Arvin line will work best for you! Arvin 200 Series—Best of 
all bathroom heaters. 
Nichrome® elements pro- 
duce a wealth of warmth, 
quiet fan circulates it, 
thermostat maintains tem- 
perature. 

Arvin 400 Series-Heavy- 
duty, for home or office 
use. Push button con- 
trols, Safety Limit Ther- 
mostat and warmth- 
casting reflectors are 
buy appeals in all 
models. 

Arvin also manufactures a complete line of Ceiling Cable with deluxe 

and standard wall thermostats in both single and double pole. 

Arvin 300 Series—In 
Summer the husky fan 
cools, in Winter it pro- 
vides extra penetration 
of warmth. Push button 
controls in all five 
models. 

ARVIN INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Consumer Products Division 
COLUMBUS, INDIANA 
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ALUMINUM SUBSTATIONS—This substation nearing completion at Fleming, 
Ky., is one of four aluminum structures which have been erected or are under 
construction on the American Electric Power system. The utility company has 
been working closely with Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Sales, Inc., in this 
development which offers advantages of substantially reduced erection time 
and lowered maintenance cost because the need for painting is eliminated. 

Study in substation economics—page 64 

Transmission line insulator swing and uplift—page 68 

Simple test for phototubes—page 70 

Interchangeability of apparatus bushings—page 72 

Ultrasonic cleaning for meter parts—page 76 

New electric utility products—page 78 
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YOU, TOO, ARE A MAN 

WHO HAS TO KNOW ... 

EXTRA PROFIT is the 

result of your investment in 

General Electric 

voltage regulators 

Dividends from General Electric voltage regulators pay off in Extra Profit 
for you. 

- In addition to superior product design and workmanship, examine the 
benefits of Research, Service and Product Dependability that are available 
with your investment in General Electric regulators. No other manufac- 
turer can match these dividends. 

REGULATOR RESEARCH from General Electric has provided industry 
leadership in regulator development, and will continue to provide even 
more efficient and economical system regulation in the future. 

REGULATOR SERVICE means experienced G-E application engineers, 
prompt delivery from local warehouses, expert installation and operation 
assistance, and an unequalled network of complete maintenance and repair 
facilities at local Service Shops. 

REGULATOR DEPENDABILITY gives you absolute minimum maintenance 
which means less attention during equipment life, and greater operating 
economy. This is one reason why more General Electric regulators are in 
use today than any other make. 

The effects of a regulator purchasing decision will be felt for many years 
by operating personnel, responsible for equipment maintenance, and by 
utility management, responsible for profit. The next time you review your 
regulator requirements, consider the important dividends which only 
G.E. offers . . . and specify General Electric voltage regulators. General 
Electric Co., Schenectady 5, New York. 423-38 

Progress /s Our Most Important Product 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 

J. Coleman Jones, General 
Superintendent, tells why . . . 

DEPENDABILITY paid a dividend 
for Pacific Power & Light’s in- 
vestment in General Electric 
voltage regulators. Dependable 
performance of G-E MLT-32 
three-phase step voltage regula- 
tors holds maintenance time and 
cost down, provides reliable sub- 
station regulation. 

W. E. Dugdale, Purchasing 
Agent, tells why .. . 

SERVICE paid a dividend for Up- 
per Peninsula Power’s investment 
in General Electric voltage regu- 
lators. Overnight regulator de- 
livery cut outage time to an ab- 
solute minimum. 

George K. Kallenbach, Operat- 
ing Superintendent, tells why 

RESEARCH paid a dividend for 
Niagara Mohawk’s investment in 
General Electric voltage regula- 
tors. G-E system research used 
network analyzers to determine 
the optimum regulator arrange- 
ment to solve a unique problem. 





THE L-M TRANSCLOSURE is a convenient, economical bridge between 
overhead and costly conventional underground. The steel enclosure 
houses L-M distribution transformers and protective equipment; may 
be ganged if desired. It is well ventilated and safe from intrusion. The 
unit is compact and inconspicuous, and in neighborhood service, 

os 

THE TRANSCLOSURE, assembled at the job site, being mounted on 
concrete pad. Conduit and cable have already been installed. Encl e 
is completely tamperproof. It is fastened to the anchor bolts on the 
inside. Removable front and back panels have provisions for pad- 
locking. There is ample room for a standard pole-type transformer, 

planting conceals it completely. cutouts, lightning arrester, pothead and other equipment. 

L-M “Transclosure” Puts Transformers 

Above Ground for Underground Systems 

New L-M designed enclosure provides safe, convenient installation of pole-type 

distribution transformers, reclosers and other protective equipment. Also con- 

venient for load transfer control systems, and other equipment, for new subdi- 

visions, shopping centers, industrial plants, and highway lighting. 

By C. W. PETERSEN, 
Product Manager, 
Line Construction Materials 
Line Material Industries 

Today every utility is faced with the 
problem of providing underground 
service safely, conveniently, and at rea- 
sonable cost. Line Material engineers 
have for years been familiar with the 
many problems of vault construction, 
and the type of equipment needed for 
conventional underground construction. 

Extremely Flexible Design 
One low-cost answer to the problem 

is the new L-M Transclosure. The Trans- 
closure is a heavy gauge steel cabinet, 
specially designed to house L-M Round- 
Wound pole-type distribution trans- 
formers and associated equipment. It 
is shipped, and stocked disassembled ; 
assembled on the job site. Modular con- 
struction permits expanding units to pro- 
vide for any desired space. The cost of 

@) LINE MATERIAL Industries 

McGRAW-EDISON 

Underground Distribution Equipment 

intermediate side panels can be elimi- 
nated. When load growth necessitates 
larger transformers, units may also be 
expanded vertically, by installing larger 
side panels and bottom vents. 

Safe, Well Ventilated; Rainproof 
Vents provide ample ventilation, with 

baffles to prevent penetration by any 
object. Sloped roof sheds rain. The unit 
is completely safe. Removable front and 
back doors with provisions for padlock- 
ing, provide complete and easy access- 
ibility to equipment. With special mod- 
ification meters may also be internally 
mounted, with glass windows in the door, 
for meter reading without opening the 
cabinet or entering the customer’s prem- 
ises. Telephone equipment may also be 
installed in the Transclosure in a separate 
compartment with separate access door. 

Three Sizes Available 
The Transclosure is available in three 

basic sizes to accommodate a range of 

COMPANY 

standard transformers. Roof, base, and 
door sections are identical for all three 
sizes and are interchangeable. With 
packaged ‘‘conversion”’ units of side 
panels end lower vents, a smaller unit 
can be changed to a larger unit. 

The cost of the Transclosure is mod- 
erate—far less than conventional vault 
construction, and less than most of the 
makeshift compromises that have been 
tried. De-rating of L-M Transformers is 
not required under all except most severe 
overload conditions. 

Will It Meet Your Problem? 

The L-M Transclosure has solved a 
number of different problems; there are 
probably many applications not yet con- 
ceived. Let us submit detailed data. Ask 
the L-M Field Engineer for suggestions ; 
or write me for bulletins at Line Material 
Industries, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. In 
Canada: Canadian Line Materials, Ltd., 
Toronto 13, Ontario. 

MGRA we 

EDISON 

DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS * KYLE RECLOSERS AND OIL SWITCHES * FUSE CUTOUTS AND FUSE LINKS * LIGHTNING ARRESTERS * POWER SWITCHING EQUIPMENT 
PACKAGED SUBSTATIONS * CAPACITORS * REGULATORS * OUTDOOR LIGHTING * LINE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS * PORCELAIN INSULATORS ° FIBRE PIPE AND CONDUIT 



~TRANSCLOSURE®LM 

For economical underground distribution 

TWO TRANSCLOSURES have been “ganged” to 
accommodate L-M automatic load transfer equip- 
ment, which includes Kyle Type S$ contro! and 
two 400 ampere VR switches. Equipment like 
this is often used in radio stations, at hospitals 
and industrial plants and similar locations where 
assurance of service continuity is vital. 

L-M POWER PEDESTAL, for use with Trans- 
closure or Pad-Mount transformer. Provides 
above-ground connection for underground sec- 
ondaries. Asimilar type is available for telephone 
service. Rainproof, tamperproof. Several styles 
and sizes. Ask for bulletin. 

AVAILABLE IN THREE SIZES 

Catalog Numbers DUSE! 
L-M's NEW 

Overall Dimensions—Inches 42 x 42 x 46 high 42 x 42 x 56 high 42 x 42 x 66 high PAD-MOUNT TRANSFORMER 

. 5 KV through 100 KVA A specially designed unit with locked 
Max. Transformer Size 5 KV through 25 KVA 15 KV through 25 KVA ES HOV rengh 280 EVA primary and secondary compart- 
Packed Ship. Wt. Ea.— 510 pounds 590 pounds 645 pounds ments, available in single- and three- 

. i hase types, in a variety of sizes. 
Effective Venting A , ' 4 
(otal vent Teas ocreen) 125 Sq. in. 250 Sq. in. 250 Sq. in. Provides above-ground service for 

underground distribution. 



When "GOOD ENOUGH" isn't enough 

use TRIANGLE CONTROL CABLE 

Fates in a control cable is a messy business. The fault 

is hard to find, and operations must stop until it is found. 

That’s why contractors and engineers don’t use just a 

“good enough” cable is those vital links—they want the 

best. Many now guarantee this by specifying and using 

Triangle Control Cable. 

But, there is no such thing as one all-purpose control 

cable construction. That’s why Triangle makes these five 

general types—each designed for a particular set of 

circumstances ; 

| an ae) 

Rubber insulated, braid covered 

Rubber insulated, Trioprene sheath 

Rubber insulated, lead sheath 

Trioseal insulated, Trioseal sheath 

Triolene insulated, Trioseal sheath 

These are available in conductor sizes 14 to 9 with 1 to 

37 conductors. Special types to meet unusual conditions 

are made to specifications. Types of control cable are 

available for aerial, conduit, tray, underground duct and 

direct burial installations. 

Informative technical literature is yours for the asking. 

Write for your copy of our Control Cable Bulletin. 

A 

TRIANGLE CONDUIT & CABLE CO., INC. 

NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 

MUST Be Right” 
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Wanted: 

Manuscripts 

for 

publication 

The editors of Electrical 
South will welcome contribu- 
tions from the field for pub- 
lication. Electrical contrac- 
tors, consulting electrical en- 
gineers, light and power com- 
pany engineers, and others 
closely associated with the 
electrical industry are in- 
vited to submit articles, 
photographs, and drawings 
relating to important and in- 
teresting electrical projects 
in the South and Southwest. 

Articles are wanted in two 
principal classifications: 

Wiring and Lighting: Arti- 
cles on interest and un- 
usual electrical installations; 
any phase of electrical con- 
tracting such as business pro- 
motion, estimating, handling 
men and materials, etc. 

Utility Engineering: Arti- 
cles relating to any phase 
of transmission, distribution, 
and metering, including de- 
sign, installation, testing, and 
maintenance. These articles 
should be “by-line" articles 
carrying the name of a 
Southern or Southwestern 
light and power company. 

All articles will be given 
careful consideration and 
payment will be made 
promptly for all material 
accepted for publication. 
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ALUNOWELD | 

Srolusive features 

a thick cladding of aluminum 

a controlled atomic weld 

Give your transmission lines permanent protection 

with the new light-weight, low-cost Alumoweld 

Overhead Ground Wire—the only aluminum-covered steel 

wire with a thick cladding of aluminum and the only one 

made by the controlled atomic-weld process. 

Not only does Alumoweld have the strength of steel 

wire, but because of its 25% by area aluminum covering, it 

offers the added advantages of much higher conductivity 

and far greater service life. In fact, Alumoweld has corrosion 

resistance equal to solid aluminum wire, has one third 

the conductance, and eight times the strength. 

In Alumoweld Overhead Ground Wire, you get three 

important benefits. (1) Its thick aluminum covering 

permanently protects the high-strength steel core against 

corrosion. (2) The electrical conductance is excellent 

for relaying and for discharging lightning and transient 

currents to ground. And, (3) Alumoweld’s high strength 

permits stringing for ample mid-span clearance. 

For more information on Alumoweld, write today 

for Engineering Bulletin E.D. 1172. 

COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY 

WIRE AND CABLE DIVISION Glassport, Pa. 

For Export: COPPERWELD STEEL INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, New York 
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listen 

. .. to what they 

are saying... 

QUALITY WITHOUT QUESTION 

—_€39,  o. REVOLUTIONARY - UNIQUE 
SIZE 10/," x 8" x 3%" 

a hg FULLY TESTED & THOROUGHLY TRIED Song 
Added Line Terminals for connection to other sockets 

ENGINEERED TO PROVIDE ALL THE ADVANTAGES YOU WANT AND NEED 

B & C's 

RINGLESS 

METER 

SOCKETS 

- available in... 

Light Duty 

Medium Duty 

Heavy Duty 

Patents 
Pending 

CATALOG-WV-011-A-1'/44" 
Size 8 x 8" x 3%" 

Up to 100 Amp. Capacity 
ene ° ° Patents Pending 

Positive corrosion protection 
CATALOG WVL-1007-A-2" 

. . . the complete enclosure Size 10/4" x 8" x 3%" 
is provided with a nonab- 7-Terminals — 100 Amp. Capacity 

sorptive oxide film after fab- No Sealing Ring required! New Snap Latch 

rication, then finished in a sealing device. Interchangeable conduit hubs, 

hard, durable, baked-on grey and many additional flexible features. Stainless 

Hammertone Enamel . . . steel sealing latch and stainless rivets elimin- 

unexcelled performance! ates electrolytic deposits. Unique hinge term- 

inals, pressure plate design, 4/0 capacity— 

a straight-thru single or 3 gang terminals—5th and 

Pending 6th terminals—semi-automatic visible by-pass— 
CATALOG WVL-0I50A-2" and many other features. . . . 
Size 10/." x 8" x 3%" 

Up te 150 Amp. Capacity 

Write for descriptive catalog containing installation data and current price list. 

METAL STAMPING COMPANY 

590 MEANS. ST.,N.W. @ ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
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Study in 

By H. H. Strozier 

Asst. Chief Planning Engr. 
Georgia Power Co. 

Atlanta, Ga. 

@ IN A MODERN power system the 
investment in substations com- 
prises a large per cent of the over- 
all plant. In 1941 the Georgia 
Power Company had a total of 38 
transmission substations connect- 
ing to the 115-kv system; today 
there are a total of 111 substations 
connecting to the 115-kv and 230- 

substation economics 

kv system. Of these 111 substa- 
tions, 33 are 115-12 kv or distribu- 
tion substations. 

In 1941 the task of designing 
and constructing a 115-kv substa- 
tion required the services of prac- 
tically all the engineering depart- 
ment and a good part of the con- 
struction forces for an entire year. 
The 1959 budget will add six 115- 
kv substations, all of which will be 
designed and constructed with the 
same expediency as was once used 
for small distribtuion substations. 

The subject of substation eco- 

nomics is intimately associated 
with transmission voltage and dis- 
tribution voltage. Because of 
equipment standards, certain volt- 
ages are more attractive from a 
purely economic viewpoint than 
others. However, few engineers 
are ever faced with the pleasant 
problem of designing a system 
from scratch, whereby he may se- 
lect any voltage he wishes. We 
must all live with what we have. 
In the Georgia Power system there 
are three transmission voltages: 
230, 115, and 66 kv; six subtrans- 
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Fig. 1 (Above)—These three 115-46 
kv substation arrangements have 
advantages either as to economics 
or reliability. They are used in the 
cost comparisons developed in the 
accompanying text. See Table I. 

Fig. 2 (Left)—The substation ar- 
rangements shown here were used 
as a basis for cost data on 46-12 kv 
and 115-12 kv substations. See 
Table I. 

1959 



mission voltages, 66, 46, 38, 19, 
13.8, and 12 kv; and eight distribu- 
tion voltages, 19, 13.8, 12, 8, 6.9, 
4.8, 4, and 2.3 kv. In practically 
all cases there are three trans- 
formations between the generator 
and distribution voltage, and in 
some cases five. 

Economies can be gained by 
eliminating nonstandard voltages, 
or at least limiting the growth of 
these voltages. Also each time a 
step of transformation can be 
eliminated a large saving is re- 
alized. 

Design principles 

Considering the large number of 
substations being built each year, 

a standard design is needed. From 
an economic and operating point 
of view the design should be as 
simple as possible. The design 
should develop around the single 
line which is designed to perform 
a particular function. A functional 
design using unit type construction 
will result in a lower cost than one 
having a lot of stand-by features 
and by-pass features. At the pres- 
ent state of the art, one piece of 
substation equipment is about as 
reliable as another, It will usually 
be more practical to provide stand- 
by capacity in an adjacent substa- 
tion than to design one which will 
take care of all emergencies. 

Figure 1 shows the single line 

Table 1—Cost data on transformers and substations 

Tabulation of transformer prices 

5,000/6,250 kva 
transformer 

7,500/9,375 kva 
transformer 

Total 
price 

$27,301 
29,486 
33,344 
43,420 
50,378 

High side voltage 

19 kv 
46 kv 
66 kv 

115 kv (450 BIL) 
116 kv (550 BIL) 

Tabulation of substation costs 

115-46 kv substation 

Total 
price 

$37,273 
39,283 
42,326 
54,000 
61,568 

Cost/kva 
$4.38 
4.72 
5.33 
6.93 
8.05 

cost/kva 
$3.98 
4.19 
4.52 
5.76 
6.57 

Capacity 
20,000 kva 
20,000 kva 
41,667 kva 
41,667 kva 
40,000 kva 
40,000 kva 
40,000 kva 
40,000 kva 

Feeders 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder ’ 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder Pwr WhO 

Feeders 

feeder 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder 

3,125 kva 
4,687 kva 
6,250 kva 
6,250 kva 
9,375 kva 

12,500 kva 

Capacity 

3,125 kva 
4.687 kva 
6,250 kva 
6,250 kva 
9,375 kva 

12,500 kva 

Feeders 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder 
feeder 

20,000 kva feeder 

46-12 kv substation 

115-12 kv substation 

Type 
Fig. 1 Cost per kva 

$13.20 (1 transformer) 
14.45 (1 transformer) 
10.25 (1 transformer) 
10.90 (1 transformer) 
12.65 (2 transformers) 
13.25 (2 transformers) 
15.30 (2 transformers) 
15.95 (2 transformers) QAAWB> ppp 

Type 
Fig. 2 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Cost per kva 

$19.05 
14.25 
11.63 
13.55 
10.65 
12.15 (2-6,250 kva 

transformers) 

Type 
Fig. 2 Cost per kva 

$31.30 
22.75 
18.25 
19.75 
14.85 
16.00 (2-6,250 kva 

transformers) 
(1 - 12/20 mva 
transformers) 

11.75 
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of three different arrangements, 
each having advantages either as 
to economics or reliability. Type 
“A” is a tap substation of unit 
construction; in case of transform- 
er, bus, or 115-kv line fault, serv- 
ice will be interrupted. The outage 
time can be shortened in case of 
a line fault by installation of mo- 
tor operated, supervisory-controll- 
ed line sectionalizing switches. 
Type “B” is a tap substation with 
two transformers and provisions 
for automatically removing one 
transformer in case of failure. 
Type “C” is the same as type “B” 
with the addition of a line O.C.B. 
and transformer low side O.C.B.’s, 
This arrangement will provide un- 
interrupted service in case of line, 
transformer or bus fault. However, 
its cost is approximately 50% 
higher than type “A” with one 
transformer. 

If a short outage can be toler- 
ated, and if the load can be served 
in emergency from another sub- 
station, a substation of type “C” 
is a luxury which may not be justi- 
fied. Operating experience with 
modern transformers and _ lines 
with overhead ground wires makes 
a one transformer substation a 
good gamble. On the Georgia Pow- 
er system, grounding switches 
have been used as high side pro- 
tective devices since 1945. There 
has been only one case where the 
switch operated because of trans- 
former failure. 

A standard design dictates the 
use of standard components, Geor- 
gia Power Company uses standard 
steel structures for both transmis- 
sion and distribution substations, 
seldom requiring a new type struc- 
ture of special design. A metal 
steelbox building is used in substa- 
tions requiring a control house; 
the cost of this building compared 
with a brick or masonry building 
is approximately one-half. Savings 
are also effected by using stand- 
ard switchboard panels, standard 
control schemes, direct buried 
control cable, and_ three-phase 
transformers. Mass production re- 
sults in savings in substation con- 
struction the same as in the manu- 
facture of automobiles. 

Equipment discussion 

The most expensive piece of 
substation equipment is the trans- 
former. There are a number of 
ways in which the transformer cost 
may be reduced. The first is the 
use of three-phase transformers in 
lieu of single-phase transformers. 
The pro’s and con’s of the argu- 
ment will probably go on for years. 
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In the Georgia Power Company 
the policy is fairly well establish- 
ed in that three-phase transform- 
ers will be used in substations 
which can lean on adjacent sub- 
stations and 4 single-phase trans- 
formers will be used for isolated 
substations. 

Manufacturers point up the sav- 
ings in using RM transformers or 
standard design transformers. This 
is true; however, it is the duty of 
the operating utility to determine 
what is desired as a _ standard. 
Here it is interesting to compare 
the cost of transformers at various 
high-side voltages. Table I is a 
tabulation of transformer book 
prices vs. high-side voltage. This 
points up the reason for using 
standard voltage levels. The tabu- 
lated voltages are those most used 
on our system. 

In this tabulation the prices are 
fairly uniform through 66 kv, with 
a definite increase above 66 kv. 
This is possibly due to the fact 
that 66 kv and below are consid- 
ered subtransmission voltages. In 
a number of systems the lower 
transmission voltage will soon be- 
come subtransmission; this is true 
in the Georgia Power system with 
115 kv. This transition will be ac- 
celerated if the pricing policy of 
the transformer with 115 kv high 
side voltage can move on to the 
same curve with 69 kv and below. 

Effect of reduced BIL 

An approach to this is reduced 
BIL, which already provides a 
substantial saving. Approximately 
$120,000 will be saved in 1959 by 
using 450 BIL transformers on our 
115-kv system; 900 BIL transform- 
ers are being used on the 230-kv 
system. This is a one-step reduc- 
tion for both voltages. Protection 
provided by modern lightning ar- 
resters makes it possible to use re- 
duced BIL without undue risk. 

The application of arresters is 
closely associated with the trans- 
former, because its primary duty 
is to protect the transformer; how- 
ever, there is other equipment 
which needs protection. Modern 
arresters limit the magnitude of 
surge voltage to a level well be- 
low the insulation levels of substa- 
tion equipment. Therefore, equip- 
ment can be protected by arresters 
located nearby the equipment, and 
it is not necessary to apply a pro- 
tective device adjacent to each 
piece of equipment to be protected. 

Although the effect of traveling 
waves is to develop higher volt- 
ages at locations remote from the 
arrester, equipment can be pro- 

tected with separation distances 
between protective device and 
equipment of the order of 100 ft. 
or more. The most economical ap- 
plication of arresters takes advan- 
tage of the arresters’ ability to 
protect at remote locations. The 
permissible separation distance be- 
tween arresters and transformer is 
reduced when transformer BIL is 
further reduced in order to take 
economic advantage of the arrest- 
er’s low discharge voltage. 

Changes under consideration 

In some applications today, prac- 
tice is to reduce transformer BIL 
two full steps. This is not consid- 
ered for our 115-kv system. How- 
ever, 350 BIL (2 steps) is being 
considered for use on the 115-kv 
system in some northern systems. 
If 350 BIL is used on the 115-kv 
system, it will effectively put 115- 
kv equipment in the price range of 
69-kv equipment, considerably less 
than 115 kv. In these cases the ar- 
rester will normally be located on 
the transformer, which is also 
good practice for standard or re- 
duced BIL. Then the economic 
application of protective equip- 
ment is concerned primarily with 
the arrester’s ability to protect on 
the line side from the transformer. 
Protective zones on both sides of 
the arrester should be known in 
order to make the most economical 
and effective application. 

In applying protection to trans- 
formers, and especially to ones 
with reduced BIL, a margin of 
20% minimum between arrester 
voltage and transformer voltage 
for both switching surges and im- 
pulse voltage is considered desir- 
able by most users. To provide 
this margin of protection for 450 
BIL transformers on the Georgia 
Power Company system 97-kv ar- 
resters will be used. This has two 
advantages: (1) better protection 
for the equipment; (2) lower cost 
arresters. The 115-kv system is a 
grounded neutral system, solidly 
grounded at the generating station 
and 230-115 kv substations. All 
step-down substation transformers 
are delta-wye, with delta on the 
high side except auto banks. It is 
possible for a transformer to come 
loose from ground and be ener- 
gized from the low side, which 
could exceed the cut off voltage of 
a 97-kv arrester; however, this is 
a very remote possibility requir- 
ing a series of coincident condi- 
tions. Also the difference between 
cost of 121-kv arresters now used 
on 550 BIL transformers and 97- 
kv arresters is enough to allow the 

loss of a 97-kv arrester every sev- 
en years and break even on car- 
rying charges. 

One other point in connection 
with transformer economics is reg- 
ulators vs. L.T.C. transformers. 
Present pricing rules are in favor 
of L.T.C., making bus regulation 
more economical than feeder regu- 
lation. 

Circuit. breakers 

The next most expensive item 
is the circuit breaker. Economics 
favor any special scheme which 
will eliminate circuit breakers. 
Some of these are: grounding 
switches with quick opening dis- 
connecting switches for high side 
protection; reclosers; motor oper- 
ated switches supervisory con- 

- trolled for line sectionalizing; and 
load break switches. 

Air circuit breakers and SF, 
breakers show advantages over oil 
circuit breakers from a main- 
tenance and operation point of 
view. Metal clad switchgear pro- 
vides a compact substation where 
space is a premium. 

With any type of switchgear, 
standard types favor economics as 
with other types of equipment. 
Here again the utility and the 
manufacturer should agree on the 
minimum number of. standard 
types. 

Disconnecting switches comprise 
a sizable cost item of a substation. 
A considerable saving is realized 
by using two insulator switches in- 
stead of three insulator switches. 
Light duty station posts, consid- 
ered adequate on switch and bus 
insulators in southern locations, 
provide additional savings. Insula- 
tion coordination between the 
equipment and bus work will pro- 
vide a saving on insulators and re- 
sult in a more compact substation. 
In Georgia Power substations the 
phase spacing on equipment deter- 
mines bus spacing; the bus is in- 
sulated to the standard BIL of the 
equipment. Light weight steel 
structures or aluminum structures 
are worthy of consideration in 
substation construction. 

Eliminating one transformation 

As in the case of circuit break- 
ers, economics favor elimination of 
substations. With this in mind a ~ 
study was conducted to determine 
what size loads should be served 
from the 115-kv system and what 
size loads should be served from 
subtransmission. The following is 
a short resume of this study: 

As the size of distribution sub- 
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stations increase, there appears to 
be some point at which it will be 
more economical to serve distribu- se aia 
tion loads from the 115-kv system 15-46 KV TRANSFORMA 
rather than from the 46-kv sys- D4 = ton ay yeh nny 
tem. By comparing substation NO ALLOWANCE MADE FOR LOSSES 
costs it is possible to arrive at cer- 
tain rules of thumb which will in- 
dicate when a distribution substa- 
tion should be 46-12 kv or when 
it should be 115-12 kv. These will 
not cover all cases, but should 
cover a majority. 

A number of substations of va- 
rious capacities and arrangements 
were studied; the costs per kva are 
tabulated in Table I. The single 
line diagrams are shown in Figure 
2. The 46-12 kv substations are 
provided with line sectionalizing 
switches and high side fuses as 
transformer bank protection. The 
115-12 kv substations are provided 
with line sectionalizing switches 
and a ground switch for trans- rn 
former bank protection. A spring ' pon 
opening (S.O.) switch is provided 
to remove the ground from the 
line after the grounding switch 
closes. In computing substation 
costs the forced air cooled rating 
of the transformer was used; if the 
self-cooled rating is used, the cost 
per kva would be slightly higher. 

Figure 2 and Table I are a com- 
parison of 46-12 kv substation 
costs. From 3,125 kva to 6,250 
kva with one feeder, the cost per 
kva follows a smooth curve, in- 
creasing abruptly with the addi- 
tion of the second feeder at 6,250 
kva. As the capacity is increased 
above 6,250 kva, the cost per kva 
holds fairly constant. Each addi- 
tional feeder will cost approxi- 
mately $12,000. 

Figure 2 and Table I also show 
a comparison of 115-12 kv substa- 
tion costs. Substations of 3,125 
kva, 4,687 kva, 6,250 kva—1 feed- 
er; 9,375 kva—2 feeder; and 20,000 
kva—4 feeder lie on a uniform 
curve. All 115-12 kv costs are 
higher than 46-12 kv costs for 
comparable ratings; however, the 
per kva cost of a 20,000 kva, 115- 
12 kv substation is as low as 9,375 
kva, 46-12 kv substation. Addi- 
tional feeders cost the same since 
the equipment is identical. 

In order to compare the 115-12 
kv with the 46-12 kv substation, 
allowance must be made for 115- a 
46 kv capacity. Table I and Figure 4 -5T 
1 are a comparison of 115-46 kv 
substation costs. $12 per kva has : : : 
been used as an average cost for Fig. 4—This chart shows the substation capacity at which the cost per 

115-46 kv capacity, using data in kva is the same for 115-12 kv transformation as for 115-46 kv. 46-12 kv 

Figure 1 and actual costs of recent transformation plotted against distance to 115 kv and 46 kv lines. Loads 

115-46 kv substations. When $12 to the left of the line can be served at lower cost from 46 kv; loads to 

(Continued on page 120) the right of the line can be served at lower cost from 115 kv. 

DOLLARS PER KVA 

46 ~/ 
———— re has 

Fig. 3—Cost of 115-46 kv, 46-12 kv transformation in comparison with 

cost of 115-12 kv transformation. Unit costs are listed above. 

DISTANCE TO II5 KV AND 46 KV LINES 

vt 4 

SUBSTATION CAPACITY - MVA 

4 
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Insulator swing and uplift 

on transmission lines 

By Fred C. Deweese 

Consulting Engineer 
Raleigh, N.C. 

@ WHERE the transmission line 
profile is approximately level, re- 
gardless of inequality in span 
lengths, the deflection of insula- 
tors, in a suspended position, pro- 
duced by transverse wind loads 
is not generally a matter of conse- 
quence. 

On the other hand, when a 
structure is installed at such loca- 
tion that the distance from the 
structure to low point of conductor 
in adjacent spans is small com- 
pared to the length of the two ad- 
jacent spans, the effect of the wind 
load is to produce excessive de- 
flection of the insulator strings 
transverse to the line. This is called 
“Insulator Swing’. 

As a basis for calculating the 
deflection angle of a suspension 
string of insulators, the wind pres- 
sure should generally be taken at 
a minimum of 8 pounds and a 
maximum in the order of 15 
pounds per square foot on the bare 
conductor, depending on the type 
and kind of conductor. 

For unbonded wood arms an 
insulator swing in the order of 55 
degrees is generally considered 
permissible. For bonded and 
grounded wood arms or steel 
towers, the maximum _§ swing 
should not exceed about 45 de- 
grees, unless some method is de- 
vised to maintain safe clearances 
between conductor and the com- 
ponent parts of the supporting 
structure. Three convenient meth- 
ods are available to the designer, 
one or the other of which may be 
resorted to for this purpose. 

(1) Suspend the insulator as- 
sembly from a bracket under the 
arm that will drop the conductor 
about 12 inches below its otherwise 
normal position. 

(2) Install a taller structure for 
increasing the vertical component 
of load supported by the insulator 
string. 

(3) Install a tension structure. 
This method is comparatively ex- 
pensive and should be resorted to 
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only when methods (1) or (2) can- 
not be made to answer the pur- 
pose. : 

In mountainous sections of the 
country, structure locations are 
frequently fixed within quite nar- 
row limits. It is obvious therefore 
that the problem of insulator swing 
and uplift enters prominently into 
the design. Preventive measures 
should be taken at the time of 
spotting structures on the profile. 

To facilitate this work a curve 
such as that shown by Fig. 1, 
should be constructed. For any 
particular ratio of Y, the length of 
the sum of the adjacent spans, to 
V, the length of the effective verti- 
cal span, the angle of insulator 
swing may be determined almost 
immediately from a curve con- 
structed for any kind of conductor. 
Low points of the conductor are 
located with the sag template. This 
particular curve, as will be seen, is 
for use with 336.4 MCM 26/7 
ACSR, plotted from values derived 
for a wind pressure of 8 pounds per 
square foot on the bare conductor. 

The diameter of the cable is 
0.721 inch, from which the wind 
load at 8 lb per square ft 

8 x 12 x 0.721 

144 

0.4807 Ib per lineal ft. 

The weight of the bare cable Wy = 
0.463 lb per ft. Let us assume that 
Y/V = 2, and that Y = 1200 ft., 
V = 1200/2 — 600 ft. 

The horizontal span supported 
by the intermediate structure 
== 1200/2—600 ft. The horizontal 
component of load per conduc- 
tor —600 0.4807 — 288.4 lb. 
The vertical component of load 
= VX Wy, = 600 < 0.463 — 277.8 
lb. The tangent of the angle of in- 
sulator swing — 288.4/277.8 — 
1.038, from which §@ = 46°04’. (See 
“b” Fig. 1). Also for Y/V = 2, the 
insulator swing is read from the 
curve to be just over 46 degres. 

It is a simple matter to con- 
struct a curve, similar to Fig. 1, 
for any particular kind and size 
conductor at a given wind load. 
Two or more curves, corresponding 

to different wind loads, may be 
plotted on the same sheet if de- 
sired. The simplest method is to 
assume’ different angles of in- 
sulator swing and compute the 
ratio of Y/V. For example, take an 
angle of 45 degrees. The tangent of 
45 degrees equals 1, from which 
Wy, = 288.4/1 = 288.4 lb. V = 
288.4/0.463 — 623 ft. Now Y/V = 
1200/623 — 1.926, which corre- 
sponds to an angle of 45 degrees 
on the curve. Other values of Y/V 
are derived in the same manner, 
from which the curve is plotted. 

The above computations do not 
take into account the effect of the 
weight of the insulator assembly 
on the insulator swing. Since there 
is considerable uncertainty regard- 
ing wind loads, it may be well to 
neglect the effect of the insulators, 
unless the ratio of Y to V is com- 
paratively large, thus providing a 
higher factor of safety from a 
clearance standpoint. 
When it is desired to consider 

the weight of the insulator as- 
sembly, with very little additional 
calculations, the curve is applica- 
ble for use. Assume the insulator 
assembly to have a weight of 90 
pounds. To use the curve, convert 
one-half the weight of the in- 
sulator string into its equivalent 
length of one conductor and add 
this to the length of the vertical 
span V. In this case 90/2 = 45 lb 
and 45/0.463 = 97 ft. V now 
equals 600 + 97 = 697 ft., from 
which Y/V = 1200/697 = 1.7216. 
The angle corresponding to this 
value read from the curve is about 
41°45’. 

The generally accepted equation 
from which the tangent of the 
angle of insulator deflection is de- 
rived takes into account one-half 
the weight of the insulator assem- 
bly, which weight is added to the 
weight of conductor in the ver- 
tical span. For example, in this 
case 

288.4 
Tan 9 = ————_ 

277.8 + 45 

= 0.893, 

the angle being 41°46’, which 
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Fig. 1—Curve for determining angle of insulator swing at various ratios of “Y” to “V” (See “a”’). 
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COLD CURVE 

Fig. 2—Method of determining uplift. 

checks with that on the curve cor- 
responding to Y/V = 1.72 above. 

There is no definite temperature 
at which the insulator swing may 
be said to be a maximum. The 
lower the temperature, the shorter 
will be the vertical span, and the 
greater will be the insulator swing 
at a given wind velocity. Assum- 
ing, of course, that conditions are 
as indicated by Fig. 1 (a); that is, 
where the intermediate structure 
is lower than either of the ad- 
jacent structures. 
A study of meterological data 

for the entire country, covering a 
long period of time, reveals that 
approximately 65 per cent of the 
days in which the wind velocity 
exceeds 40 miles per hour occur 
during the six colder months, that 
is, November through April; and 
that approximately 60 per cent of 
such days during this six months 
period occur in February, March, 
and April. It is, therefore, evident 
that high wind velocities occur 
most frequently at comparatively 
low temperatures. 

It would no doubt be advisable 
to determine the vertical span 
somewhere in the 30 to 60 degree 
temperature range, depending to a 
certain extent upon the loading 
district. However, since sag tem- 
plates are not generally made to 
include conductor sags except at 
maximum and minimum assumed 
temperatures, it is not convenient, 
from a practical point of view, to 
do this. 

On the other hand, it is more 
convenient to locate the low points 
of the conductor with the mini- 
mum temperature, or what is 
called the “cold curve” on the sag 
template. Since it is unlikely that 
high wind velocity will occur at 
extremeiy low temperatures, it is 
logical to conclude that the ver- 
tical span V, located with the cold 
curve on the sag template, com- 
bined with the lower wind velocity 
assumed to prevail at low tem- 
peratures may safely be used to 
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determine insulator swing. 
The engineer could have a set 

of these curves made up for pre- 
vailing conditions and conductor 
sizes with which he might be con- 
cerned. Then it would only be 
necessary to pull one out of the 
file, when needed, and there he 
has it. 

To determine whether there will 
be uplift at a given structure, the 
cold curve is used as indicated in 
Fig. 2. The writer has used a factor 
of safety of 4 to allow for possible 
profile errors, improper conductor 
sag, and unanticipated low tem- 

peratures. That is, if the cold curve 

cuts the intermediate structure at 

a point about 4 feet below the con- 

ductor attachment at the suspen- 

sion clamp, this will provide suf- 

ficient margin of safety to take 
care of irregularities. 

On the other hand, should the 
curve cut the structure at a point 
appreciably less than 4 feet down, 
but not less than 3 feet, then a five 
foot higher structure should be in- 
stalled. This practice has been fol- 
lowed for many years with good 
results. 

Simple test 

for phototubes 

By Dorsel H. Sparks 

Mayo State Vocational School 
Paintsville, Ky. 

@ UTILITY COMPANY test shops 
that have occasion to test photo- 
tubes such as used in street light 
control circuits and similar appli- 
cations may be interested in a 
quick method of testing such tubes, 
especially those of the emissive 
type. 

As a shop instructor in indus- 
trial electricity, I have found that 
since students are prone to blame 
malfunctions or failures on faulty 
equipment, it is imperative that 
proof of good condition be shown 
quickly and simply. The following 
test was improvised because of the 
circumstances described 

The phototube in question was 
to be used in a simple photo- 
relay circuit and the student had 
made a mistake in wiring the cir- 
cuit, but he was very certain that 
the phototube was at fault be- 
cause the amplifier tube had been 
tested. The tube testers we had 
were not made for testing photo- 
tubes; therefore, something had to 
be done quickly, so on the spur of 
the moment this test was devised. 

The so-called bad tube was 
placed approximately one _ foot 
away from an unshaded seventy- 
five watt incandescent bulb with 

Type 

Gas 

Gas 

Gas 

Vacuum 

the tube placed so that the 
cathode was exposed to the light, 
the positive test lead of an ohm- 
meter was touched to the anode 
pin and the negative lead touched 
to the cathode pin. The ohmmeter 
was set on RX10K. 

The tube conducted enough cur- 
rent to deflect the indicator needle 
to a reading of 14.5 or 145,000 
ohms, the tube was then shielded 
from the light and the reading rose 
to 10,000,000 ohms. The test leads 
were then reversed, placing the 
positive lead on the cathode and 
the negative lead on the anode 
and an extremely high reading 
was indicated also. This was suf- 
ficient proof for the student who 
returned to discover the real fault 
and complete his project success- 
fully. 

Later more tests were made 
using the phototubes that were in 
stock and the same conditions as 
were previously described. The re- 
sults are shown in the accompany- 
ing tabulation. 

These results are not conclusive, 
nor could they be accepted as a 
standard because of other factors 
not mentioned here; however, they 
do serve as points of reference for 
my shop where the same situation 
can be set up again to check the 
probable condition of a tube. Each 
new tube that we obtain will be 
put through the same test and the 
results recorded for future refer- 
ence. 

These tubes are in constant use 
by students who sometimes handle 

(Continued on page 118) 

Resistance 

145,000 

220,000 

800,000 

145,600 

Age 

New 

New 

New 

Used 
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WAGNER LOAD TAP CHANGING TRANSFORMERS 

offer new simplicity of design...new quietness of 

operation...new freedom from maintenance 

Here is a compact, extremely simple power 
transformer load tap changing mechanism, 
using a single drive shaft and one set of miter 
gears to assure quiet operation. Magnetic 
amplifier control means higher accuracy in 
the voltage sensing circuit, and greater reli- 
ability since no moving parts are necessary. 

The design simplicity of the Wagner load tap 

changer ... in the drive mechanism, the trans- 
mission assembly, the switches and the control 
circuit... results in long, efficient operating 
life with freedom from maintenance. 

For full information on these Load Tap 
Changing Power Transformers, consult your 
nearby Wagner Sales Engineer. There are 
Wagner branches in 32 principal cities. 

Wagner Electric Corporation 
6440 PLYMOUTH AVENUE, ST. LOUIS 33, MISSOURI 

ONLY 2 
GENEVA GEARS 

The two Geneva gears operate 
from a single drive pinion, and 
are designed for 90° entrance to 
reduce noise of operation. The 
reversing switch operates from a 
cam in the face of the tap selec- 
tor gear which hos a positive 
mechanical stop to prevent over- 
travel. 

———_——— 

MAXIMUM LIFE 
CONTACTS 

All switch contacts, both moving 

- > 

—— 
and stationary, are alloyed 

~ 

copper for maximum resistance y 
to wear... reliability proved by ~ 
life tests far exceeding normal 
operating conditions. Moving 
contacts self-aligning ...free 
parallelogram action assures 
moximum contact area with con- 
stont pressure. 

SINGLE SHAFT DRIVE 

A single main drive shaft, 
gecred to the drive motor and 
to the drive pinion, operates the 
tap selector switch and the load 
transfer switch. This shaft also 
operates the position locating 
switches and the position in- 
dicator. 

. . ” . 
w « 2 é a ‘oD 

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER 
CONTROL Magnetic amplifier 
control eliminates moving contacts 
in the voltage sensing circuit... 
provides simplified and highly 
accurate band width control. 



Interchangeability of apparatus bushings 

leads to better operating economies 

By William D. Rogers* 

Medium Transformer Dept. 
General Electric Co. 

Rome, Georgia 

@ FoR MANY YEARS, the subject of 
interchangeability of bushings be- 
tween various types of apparatus 
has attracted increasing interest as 
utilities found their stocks of re- 
quired spare bushings growing. 

*In collaboration with Steve Ter- 
pak and W. C. Bason, both of Gen- 
eral Electric Co. 

Standardization of bushing dimen- 
sions among various manufactur- 
ers has been a source of some 
progress toward a solution, but the 
utility seeing its stock of spare 
bushings continue to grow has felt 
that the ultimate potential benefit 
associated with bushing stancard- 
ization and interchangeability has 
not yet been realized. 

The recent announcement by 
General Electric of improved bush- 
ing designs with oil-level indica- 
tion and power factor test provi- 
sions, drastic reduction in the 
number of active bushing designs, 
and complete transformer-breaker 

Inventories of spare bushings can be reduced, with 
resulting economies, when fewer different models are 
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bushing interchangeability through 
the use of the same bushing on 
both types of apparatus, has made 
more apparent the potential bene- 
fits available through further 
bushing standardization. This 
progress has been made within the 
scope of the new ASA Standard 
C76. 1A-1958 which combines sev- 
eral previously adopted bushing 
standards. Widespread acceptance 
of this standard was a significant 
factor in encouraging the effort 
recently completed. 

A few months ago, it was an- 
nounced that power transformers 
and sub-transmission circuit break- 

{ 
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needed. As a result of standardization efforts, only 
eight TBI bushings now cover 23 kv to 196 kv range. 
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ers in the 25-69 kv insulation 
classes, and having rated currents 
of 1,200 amperes and below, would 
employ only one bushing design 
for each voltage class. The same 
bushing would be supplied on both 
transformers and circuit breakers, 
and the bushing will utilize the 
familiar draw-lead construction for 
transformer application at 400 
amps and below, with connections 
to the bottom threaded stud for 
applications of 401-1,200 amps in 
transformers and in circuit break- 
ers. 

Dimensionally, this bushing is 
the ASA Standard, 1,200 amp 
bushing for transformers and cir- 
cuit breakers, except that the top 
terminal may be removed and re- 
placed by a draw-lead type ter- 
minal with 1%-12 thread and 400 
amp rating for transformer appli- 
cation. The bushing has the stand- 
ard 16%” ground sleeve and cur- 
rent ratings of 1,200 amps with the 
114-12 terminal and 400 amps with 
the 144-12 terminal. Since the cur- 
rent rating and catalog number 
depend upon the terminal applied, 
the bushing nameplate carries both 
sets of data. 

Achieved once in past 

The events leading to this de- 
velopment illustrate the part that 
industry standards can play in en- 
couraging progress. Around 40 
years ago, bushings for transform- 
ers and circuit breakers were de- 
signed with standardization, inter- 
changeability, and minimum cus- 
tomer stock as factors of primary 
consideration. Transformers were 
of “open” or “free breathing” con- 
struction, design criteria were 
much different from those of to- 
day, and the application of a single 
bushing design to several types of 
apparatus was an accepted prac- 
tice. About 80% of the bushings 
produced during the 10-year peri- 
od which followed were inter- 
changeable between transformers 
and breakers. 

With the advent of the conserv- 
ator type oil preservation for 
transformers, the relatively long 
ground sleeve of the interchange- 
able bushing in use at that time 
presented what appeared to be a 
serious handicap. Bushings with 
the shortest possible ground sleeve 
lengths were demanded by design- 
ers. Here began the separation be- 
tween transformer and breaker 
bushings which is just now being 
eliminated. 

Additional methods of oil pres- 
ervation (gas-oil seal, automatic 
gas seal, and completely sealed) 
were developed later; and in some 

William Rogers, left, and W. C. Bason, both of General Electric Co., 
stand beside one of the company’s new standardized TBI bushings. 
This 69 kv unit can be used on transformers or circuit breakers. 

; 

69 kv TBI bushings undergo pressure test to check all joints for leaks. 
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Bushings being prepared for radio interference tests in high voltage lab. 

cases bushings with ground sleeves 
even longer than those available 
on the original interchangeable 
bushing were required. Again the 
ground sleeve offered on the inter- 
changeable bushing appeared to be 
a handicap in connection with 
these newer methods of oil preser- 
vation, and emphasis on _ inter- 
changeability was decreasing in 
spite of its continuing importance 
to utilities. 

ASA program helps 

While these variations in bush- 
ing designs were being created, 
various manufacturers were intro- 
ducing their own detail modifica- 
tions. Pressure from users finally 
led to an effort toward industry 
bushing standardization; and since 
industry standards for. circuit 
breakers in the 23-69 kv classes 
were already available and were 
underway for power transformers 
69 kv, 10,000 kva and below, this 
area offered a logical place to in- 
troduce a detailed bushing stand- 
ard. ASA C57.12B was introduced 
in 1954 covering 400 and 1,200 
amp transformer bushings and 
1,200 amp circuit breaker bushings 
in the 25-69 kv classes and later 
incorporated as Section .07 into 
ASA (C57.12-1956. 

Even with its 24 different com- 
binations of bushing dimensions, 
this standard was undoubtedly the 
most significant step yet taken to- 
ward bushing interchangeability. 
The next big step lay in finding 
an answer to the question, “Can 
the circuit breaker bushings be 
used in the transformer as a stand- 
ard practice?” 

This question has arisen many 
times and some users have speci- 
fied this practice in connection 
with their transformer purchases, 
but the need for the two types of 
bushings is based on practical 
considerations inherent in the de- 
sign of the breaker and the trans- 
former. The major requirements of 
a circuit breaker bushing are both 
eleetrical. and mechanical. The 
bushing must: 

1. Insulate the live  current- 
carrying conductor from the 
grounded metal of the breaker 
tank. 

2. Support the interrupting de- 
vice. 

3. Satisfactorily withstand the 
mechanical forces associated with 
breaker opening and closing. 

4. Be suitable for use with bush- 
ing current transformers. 

The interrupter is fastened to 
the threaded stud at the lower end 

(Continued on page 119) 
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When your street light control 

sits right in the path of somebody’s headlights.. 

... the photoelectric control may 
switch and turn off the streetlight — 
IF the headlights are bright enough, 
come close enough and the control 
looks them straight in the eye. 

In the majority of cases, though, this 
problem never comes up because the 
control sits 30 feet in the air, well 
above the confusion of headlights. 
But in those rare instances where it 
might happen, here’s why there’s no 
cause for alarm. 

With Fisher-Pierce photoelectric 
controls, the key to the problem of 
bright transients lies in their distinct 
directional nature. It so happens that 
this is one of the reasons we make our 
controls directional —so they can look 
away from the source of confusion. 
And that is also one of the answers: 
turn the control around a little so its 

photosensitive element doesn’t get 
the full, four-light, high-beam bene- 
fit of Detroit’s latest creations. 

Solution #2 depends on the “‘flat top”’ 
characteristic of most headlight 
beams, and is practically as easy as 
number 1: raise the control just 
enough to put it a whisker above the 
beams. In some cases this may turn 
out to be only a foot or so. 

Some control installations (e.g., on 
luminaires ) won’t permit any change 
in the height of the control, so re- 
orientation is the answer. And when 
you depart from the generally north- 
ward orientation of F-P controls, 
you've got 90° to play with between 
NW and NE. 

We know this works because we 
tried it, and the only surprises were 
how little re-orientation or height- 
changing did the trick. The automo- 
biles used had four good bright head- 
lights apiece, the controls were 6600A 
types, and just to get an idea of the 
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light levels involved we made read- 
ings at the control with an illumina- 
tion meter. When the car got within 
about 50 to 60 feet of the control, 
coming head on with the control at 
the exact level of the headlights, the 
control saw enough light to turn off. 
But in every case, either re-orienting 
or elevating tie control prevented 
turn-off. We even tried it with the 
headlights only 10 feet away — which 
put 160 foot-candles on the control 
—and 12 inches of control-raising 
stopped the turn-off. 

That’s our story on the headlight 
problem, put in print because it does 
concern some people. We've never 
heard of asituation that can’t be rem- 
edied by one method or the other. But 
if you run into one, we'd like to hear 
about it and help if we can. These new 
headlights are bright, all right — 

wi My dg 2 
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but we think the people who put up 
the controls are a lot brighter. The 
Fisher-Pierce Co., 59 Pearl Street, 
So. Braintree 85, Massachusetts. 

@ 
FISHER~ PIERCE 
PHOTOELECTRIC LIGHTING CONTROLS 

AN AFFILIATE OF SIGMA INSTEUMENTS. INC 



Ultrasonic cleaning for meter parts 

By Raymond C. Ashe 

Supervisor Meter Laboratory 
Georgia Power Co. 

Atlanta, Ga. 

@ A CLEANING MACHINE that uti- 
lizes to the fullest the benefits 
available with ultrasonics has been 
developed and placed in operation 
by the meter laboratory of the 
Georgia Power Company. It has 
the following features each of 
which will be discussed in some 
detail—a complete circulation and 
filtration system with electrically 
operated valves; ultrasonic cavita- 
tion cleaning; and forced warm air 
drying. 

Ultrasonic cavitation is a method 
of agitation that has become pop- 
ular lately due to its speed and 
amazing cleaning action. The sys- 
tem used in this equipment is a 
Branson Ultrasonic Generator with 
a ceramic transducer that fur- 
nishes mechanical energy at 34.5 
kilocycles. This frequency is high 
enough. to be inaudible and yet 
low enough to produce good cavi- 
tation in the cleaning agent. Ex- 
perience has shown that ordinary 
cleaning of parts with L & R 
cleaning solution and L & R rinse 
solution requires only one minute 
of cavitation with longer periods, 
of course, for extremely dirty or 
hard to remove particles. 

The use of ultrasonic cavitation 
makes cleaning fast and efficient 
and results in the cleaning solution 
becoming dirty and _ discolored 
quickly. In order to greatly in- 
crease the efficiency of the clean- 
ing action it is desirable to have 
the cleaning agent flow past the 
parts in order to remove the for- 
eign matter from the system. If 
this is not done, then the foreign 
matter merely settles back on the 
parts and the cleaning is not com- 
plete. 

A liquid flowing in a given di- 
rection will tend to flush out for- 
eign matter from small holes and 
bearings that has been loosened by 
cavitation. 

Circulation is obtained through 
the use of small gear pumps. This 
type of pump is needed to provide 
sufficient pressures to push the 
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Mr. Ashe demonstrates the ultrasonic meter cleaning equipment de- 
veloped in the Georgia Power meter laboratory which utilizes a com- 
mercially available ultrasonic generator and transducer cleaning tank. 
His equipment includes a sequence switch which governs the operation. 
Special feature of his cleaner is the constant supply of clean solution 
supplied to the transducer by means of a pump and filter system. 

cleaning agent through the system 
and through the filtration system. 
Two circulations systems are need- 
ed since a rinse solution must be 
used with L & R cleaning agent 
and therefore four pumps driven 
by two 1/6 horsepower motors are 
used. 
Two one gallon capacity reser- 

voirs — one for cleaning agent and 
one for rinse — are provided and 
brass piping is used to transfer the 
fluids from the reservoir to the 
one-half gallon capacity transduc- 
er tank. One pump pumps the 
liquid from one reservoir into the 
transducer tank for filling and the 
second pump pumps the liquid 
from the transducer tank into the 
same reservoir for emptying. When 

both of these pumps are operating 
then the liquid is circulating. The 
third and fourth pumps do the 
same for the second reservoir but 
pump their liquid into the same 
transducer tank. 
Two Cuno heavy duty glass 

wool filters are used, one in each 
circulation system for the removal 
of foreign matter from the system 
and for keeping the fluids in a 
state of cleanliness as long as pos- 
sible. The cleaning agents and 
rinses used are expensive and it 
is felt that great savings can be 
realized through extending their 
useful life. In addition, more ef- 
ficient cleaning results since a 
clean liquid is always flowing past 

(Continued on page 118) 
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Holan's Single-Cylinder, Three-Legged Derrick Lifts 8,000 Pounds 

Three-legged ruggedness, single-lever control, 
8,000 pounds of lifting power . . . are all found 
in the new Holan Series 11000 Derrick. 

Simplicity is the secret ... simplicity of design. 
It lowers the cost without lowering the quality. 

Boot strap linkage makes it possible to power 
the Series 11000 with one powerful hydraulic 
cylinder. Rectangular side legs, fabricated from 
high tensile steel, cut weight without sacrificing 
strength. 

Here’s a derrick that handles 8,000 pounds... 
sets 60-foot poles .. . body loads 2,000 pounds 
... and lowers to within two feet of the ground. 

Also shown mounted on the Holan high tensile 
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construction body are the 4401-H Digger and 
Series 5095 Hydraulic Jacks. 

Ask your Holan Field Representative about the 
Series 11000 Derrick . . . or write for complete 
details. 

Holan Corporation, 4100 West 150th Street, Cleveland 35, Ohio 
Plants in Cleveland, Ohio; Griffin, Georgia; Phoenix, Arizona 

Subsidiary of THE OHIO ‘BRASS COMPANY 
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Notes on new utility equipment 

Clamps available with 

aluminum or copper bails 

NEW COMPRESSION bail clamps, 
made by the A. B. Chance Co., 210 
N. Allen St., Centralia, Mo., feature 
a bail positioned at right angles to 
the main-line conductor. This con- 
struction provides ample crimping- 

tool working room during installa- 
tion, gives more line-to-line clearance 
when a tap is installed on or remov- 
ed from the bail, and dampens con- 
ductor vibration. 

Meeting EEI heat-cycling specifica- 
tions for light- and medium-duty 
connectors, this four-clamp series 
gives a main-line conductor range of 
4 ACSR or 2 solid through 2 ACSR. 
Clamps are available with either 
aluminum or copper bails of No. 2 
electrical - conductor - grade hard- 
drawn stock. Clamp bodies are cast 
aluminum. 

Each compression bail clamp is 
furnished with the main-line sleeve 
filled with electrical contact aid. A 
transparent plastic bag protects the 
contact aid from foreign substances. 
Color-coded tapes show wire sizes in 
large print. 
Write U-830 on reply card, page 17. 

New paint used on outdoor 

high voltage equipment 

GENERAL ELeEctric’s High Voltage 
Switchgear Dept., 1 River Rd., Sche- 
nectady 5, N. Y., has made use of 
durable long-wearing acrylic paint for 
high voltage power circuit breakers 
and other outdoor switchgear equip- 
ment. 

The paint has already been ap- 
plied to outdoor power circuit break- 
ers destined for southern utilities. 

The new acrylic resin paint, similar 
to paints being used by automobile 
manufacturers on new model cars, 
provides greater resistance to all at- 
mospheric conditions. 

While providing customers with a 
more durable, long-lasting finish on 
outdoor equipment, the new acrylic 
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paint will substantially lower main- 
tenance costs since repainting time 
will be extended. 

It is fully expected that the life of 
this new acrylic paint will be more 
than double that of the paints previ- 
ously used on G-E equipment. 
Write U-831 on reply card, page 17. 

New multiple relay has 

built-in lightning arrester 

THE NEW Type 250A multiple relay 
from Fisher-Pierce Co., 60 Pearl St., 
So. Braintree 85, Mass., is complete 
with lightning protection. It is an in- 
expensive unit for pilot wire control, 
cascading street lighting circuits, and 
industrial applications. This relay can 
multiply the load handling capability 
of a single photoelectric control, such 
as the Fisher-Pierce series 63300C or 
6600A controls. Used in this way, it 
provides a simple and inexpensive 
method of controlling multi-lamp 
installations in loading areas, rail- 
road yards, shipyards, and other lo- 
cations. 

Positive protection of the contac- 
tor is provided by a built-in Joslyn 
expulsion-type lightning arrester. 

Simple circuitry and a_é service- 
proved, heavy-duty load contactor 
assure long, maintenance-free opera- 
tion. The compact unit is housed in 
a weatherproof cast aluminum en- 
closure with gasketed cover, and 
measures 342” x 23%4” x 21%”. 
Write U-832 on reply card, page 17. 

New ratings announced 

for oil circuit breakers 

THE WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp., 
P.O. Box 2278, Pittsburgh 30, Pa., 
has extended the rating of the single- 
tank oil circuit breaker from 250 mva 

to 500 mva at 14.4 kv while reducing 
the interrupting time to three cycles. 

Tests were conducted throughout 
the current range. Even for currents 
between 25 per cent ratings and 

zero amperes, the interrupting time 
is essentially three cycles. 

The interrupters were redesigned 
using the principles of the tubular- 
type De-Ion grids which are used on 
the high-capacity oil circuit breakers. 

With this design, the grid stack is 
enclosed except for the exhaust vents, 
and the contact entrance hole is lo- 
cated at the bottom of the breaker. 
Interruption is accomplished by de- 
ionizing action throughout the cur- 
rent range that results from self- 
generated pressure inside the grid. 
The effect is shorter arcing times, 
particularly on lower current inter- 
ruptions. 
Write U-833 on reply card, page 17. 

Electronic control for 

L-M SRT transformer 

DEVELOPMENT of an electronically 
controlled self-regulating distribution 
transformer has been completed by 
Line Material Industries, Milwaukee 
1, Wis. This new SRT supplements 
the hydraulically controlled unit an- 
nounced by L-M in June 1958 and 
currently undergoing field testing by 
utilities throughout the U. S. 

Orders for electronic SRT’s are be- 
ing solicited now on an allocation 
basis with delivery scheduled for 
November. Price of these new units 
will be the same as the hydraulically 
controlled SRT’s of identical kva and 
voltage rating. 

Operating characteristics of the 
two types of self-regulating distribu- 
tion transformers are identical. They 
sense voltage at the utilization level 
and maintain secondary voltage in a 
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... Simpler regulator control 

® Provides more accurate ow when you adjust or test voltage level and 

settings band width there’s no need to change cus- 

tomer voltage. No more customer complaints of 

high or low voltage. With Caliband control the 

* Eliminates customer job is simpler than ever before. Adjusting a single 

complaints knob is all it takes . . . operator’s time for accurate 

settings is greatly reduced. 

CALIBAND control demonstrated 

Caliband control is so simple it can be demonstrated 

and explained at your desk with an actual unit in a 

small portable kit. Contact your nearby A-C office for 

a demonstration, or write Allis-Chalmers, Power Equip- 

ment Division, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

A\LLIS-CHALMERS <0) 
Coliband is on Allis-Chalmers trademark. Originators of 54% Step Regulators " A-5912 

® Saves operator's time 
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3%-volt band width about a preset 
value between 120 and 126 volts. 
Regulation in four 242% steps can be 
set for one of three primary voltage 
ranges—from 90% to 100%, from 
95% to 105%, and from 100% to 
110%. SRT ratings range from 2,400 
through 14,400 volts and from 10 
through 100 kva. 

Principal difference in the two 
SRT’s is the type of control and its 
mounting. The new SRT has a sens- 
ing unit consisting of encapsulated, 
miniaturized, solid-state, electronic 
components housed in a metal con- 
tainer. A convenient plug and re- 
ceptacle permits external mounting 
of the control on the transformer and 
facilitates exchange of controls. 
Write U-834 on reply card, page 17. 

“Crimp" connectors offered 

in complete range of sizes 

Penn-Union Electric Corp., 315 
State St., Erie Pa., announces the 
completion of their line of crimp con- 
nectors, “Penn-Crimps,” to include all 
sizes from No. 22 to 2,000,000 cm. 

In addition to all types of lugs, the 

enlarged line includes parallel and 
butt splices, pigtails, and tags. 
Penn-Crimps are furnished with 

color-coded insulation, with or with- 
out insulation grip. Also non-insulat- 
ed; copper and aluminum. 

The latest Penn-Crimp catalog, 
showing all the types of crimp f.:t- 
tings in all sizes, as well as tools, will 
be sent on request. 
Write U-835 on reply card, page 17. 

New bus-enclosed switch 

solves space problem 

A HIGH-VOLTAGE switch that is com- 
pletely enclosed in a section of isolat- 
ed phase bus—and thus takes up no 
extra room—is a space-saving new 
development of I-T-E Circuit Break- 
er Co., 1900 Hamilton St., Philadel- 
phia 30, Pa. 

Designed for use with runs of 
isolated phase bus—heavy conductor 
in cylindrical housings used to carry 
high power at generating and switch- 
ing stations—the unique metal-en- 
closed high-voltage switch will be a 
boon to many electric utilities needing 
to expand in their present crowded 
metropolitan locations. 

With the new switches, metal- 
enclosed switching stations can be 
built on as little as one-half the space 
required for open switchyards. Space 
savings of as much as 4000 square 
feet are possible for typical stations. 

Also, these metal-enclosed stations 
can be built vertically up into previ- 
ously unused space, rather than 
horizontally — the requirement for 
open stations — into expensive, hard- 
to-find property. 

All of the switching mechanism is 
contained within the bus housing and 
telescoping blade action eliminates 
the need for any extra space for blade 
storage. Therefore, no _ additional 
lengths of bus are required when the 
switch is added to a standard run. 
Write U-836 on reply card, page 17. 

Units have applications in 

field, laboratory testing 

A LINE of alternating-current pow- 
er supply units, also known as 
transformer load boxes, has been 
developed by Multi-Amp Division, 
Multi-Amp Electronics Corp., P. O. 
Box 217, Union, N. J. These units 
have many applications in field and 
laboratory testing by electric utilities, 
industrial plants, and governmental 
agencies. 

Each power supply unit is a low- 

voltage, high-current loading device, 
having a transformer that provides a 
sinusoidal output voltage. The current 
from the unit is continuously variable 
from zero to maximum and can be 
used for testing electrical equipment 
as well as for production operations. 

The portable unit consists of a load- 
ing transformer, has means for vary- 
ing the output current, includes over- 
load protection, has convenient 
termination, and is provided with test 
leads. It features light weight, 
compactness, and safety for person- 
nel. 

These power supplies are available 

in capacities from 0.1 to 100 kva 
continuous rating. Overloads up to 
500% rating can be had for short 
periods. 
Write U-837 on reply card, page 17. 

Metal-enclosed switchgear 

furnished with Powerupter 

DeE.LTA-Star Electric Division, H. K. 
Porter Co., Inc., 2437 Fulton St., 
Chicago 12, Ill., has furnished metal- 
enclosed switchgear with the new 
Powerupter. This air switch-mounted 

device is capable of interrupting 
loads of 600 amperes without extern- 
al arcing or emission of smoke. 

Current is shunted through the de- 
vice as the switch opens. Arc is 
breached between a mechanism-acti- 
vated contact and a stationary one 
and is quenched by the gas-evolving 
lining of the _ porcelain-enclosed 
chamber. 

The Powerupter is completely self- 
contained, uses no oil or gas for arc 
interruption, and requires no main- 
tenance during its normal life. Be- 
s-des its new switchgear application, 
the device is also available for out- 
door switches at voltages up to 34.5 
kv. 
Write U-838 on reply card, page 17. 

Battery drain lower 

in new two-way radio 

GENERAL ELECTRIC Communications 
Products Dept., Lynchburg, Va., has 
announced the development of one of 
the smallest two-way radios ever of- 
fered for vehicles of businesses, 
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TRANSFORMER 

Easy to install... 

even easier to maintain 

Install in minutes — Thru-type design eliminates bolted primary con- 

nections. Mount it in any position. No hangers or enclosing boxes are 

required. Large oval window holds two 750 MCM insulated cables. 

No maintenance needed — Molded of epoxy-resin, this transformer 

never needs painting. It has excellent dielectric properties and can with- 

stand wide temperature variations and severe mechanical shocks. 

Get the complete story from your A-C man or write Allis-Chalmers, 

Power Equipment Division, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

<a) ALLIS-CHALMERS 

A-5945-6 
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military agencies, and municipal 
departments. The new G-E radio has 
been designed with as few tubes as 
any two-way radio ever engineered. 
The product is now being marketed 
in 10, 30, and 75-watt categories and 
in sizes as small as 85% inches wide, 
12 inches long, and four inches high. 

The company said the 75-watt unit 
is one of the highest powered tran- 
sistorized two-way radios ever pro- 
duced and represents a break-through 
in transistorized communications. 
Even in the high-powered models, 
standby battery drain is among the 
lowest in mobile communications 
history. 

Introduction of the new equipment 
means a driver can now safely leave 
the two-way radio in a position to 
receive a call with the engine off. 
Previously, this would wear the bat- 
tery down. With the new equipment, 
when the unit is left on “standby,” 
the battery drain is like that of the 
vehicle’s clock, virtually insignificant. 
Write U-839 on reply card, page 17. 

New guy-grip dead ends 

offer easier tensioning 

THE NEW “Cabled Loop” guy-grip 
dead-end with smoother contouring 
and decreased dimensions of the loop 
has been developed by the Research 
and Engineering Center of Preformed 
Line Products Co., 5349 St. Clair Ave., 
Cleveland, Ohio. Decreased dimen- 
sions of the “Cabled Loop” present a 
reduction in the over-all width and 
in the cabled diameter in the bend 
of the loop. 

The new “Cabled Loop” is durable, 

and has great abrasion resistance. 
Smooth contouring permits the bend 
of the loop to be better seated in the 
groove of the hardware. As with the 
standard loop design, the “Cabled 
Loop” guy-grip dead-end is capable 
of holding the full rated breaking 
strength of the strand to which it is 
applied. 

The “Cabled Loop” offers a major 
advancement in easier tensioning (1) 
when initially installing a single guy, 
(2) when constructing additional guys 
in support of a single guy, and (3) 
when constructing multiple guys. Ap- 
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plications can be accomplished with- 
out high tensions being applied to the 
guys at any time during their con- 
struction. Retensioning is quick, easy, 
and safe, requiring only a line jack 
and screw driver. 
Write U-840 on reply card, page 17. 

Aerial platform units 

lower operating budgets 

THREE Serres LST hydraulic aerial 
platform units from Strato-Tower 
Division, Young Spring and Wire 
Corp., P.O. Box 103, Elkhart, Ind., 
are now in service for a leading light 

and power company for street light 
maintenance. 

These units provide a working 
height of 35 feet for the maintenance 
man. The units are designed for two- 
man, maintenance and driver, opera- 
tion. 

The special designed utility body 
features compartments for both new 
lamp stock and for convenient dis- 
posal of used and broken lamps. 
There are many new features of de- 
sign to give the crew facilities for 
efficient, economical operation. Globe 
cleaning and lamp replacement opera- 
tions have been speeded up and 
operating budgets lowered. 
Write U-841 on reply card, page 17. 

New cutout available in 

normal or heavy duty model 

THE ADDITION of a 27kv cutout to 
its Type “F2” cutout series has been 
announced by the A. B. Chance Co., 
210 N. Allen St., Centralia, Mo. This 
new open-type, drop-out cutout meets 
all applicable NEMA standards, in- 
cluding those for minimum dielectric 
strength and radio noise. It is avail- 
able in 100-amp, normal-duty and 
heavy-duty models and features a 
maximum interrupting capacity of 
4000 r.m.s. amperes. The two models 
are identical except that the heavy- 
duty rating is supplied with an ex- 
pendable cap, the normal-duty rating 
with a solid cap. Conversion from one 
rating to another is accomplished by 
simply changing caps. 

All hardware parts forward of the 
insulator-clamping bolts and termi- 
nals, except for a number of small 
stainless steel screws and springs, 
are made of bronze to assure per- 
formance under corrosive conditions. 
Terminals feature the field-proved 
contact-contour design of Chance 
parallel-groove clamps. Made of 
cadmium-plated aluminum, these 
universal terminals accommodate a 
wide range of conductors. 
Write U-842 on reply card, page 17. 

Dome-plate anchor designed 

for fast, easy installation 

A HEAVY purty, self seating dome- 
plate anchor designed for fast and 
easy installation in machine-drilled 
holes is available from Pieper-Lillard 
Division of Jasper Blackburn Corp., 
1525 Woodson Rd., St. Louis 14, Mo. 
The dome-shape provides greater sta- 

bility because it conforms to the soil 
surface of the cylindrical hole bet- 
ter than a flat plate. 

The self seating feature, with four 
corners of the plate digging into the 
soil, offers resistance to creeping or 
skiing up the side of a vertical hole. 

Designed for heavy distribution 
and transmission structure guying, 
the new anchor has extra built-in 
strength. For example, there are 
three layers of metal at the anchor 
rod hole to prevent broaching. 
Write U-843 on reply card, page 17. 
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completely static 

protective relay! 

. - « available in Allis-Chalmers switchgear 

This highly reliable new protective overcurrent 
relay has no moving parts . . . it’s static, and it’s 
only 4 the size of conventional relays. 

Employing transistors, printed circuits, and 
other electronic components encased in epoxy- 
resin, A-C static relays are shock and moisture 
resistant They’re unaffected by temperature 
changes, operate with low burden, and have in- 
stantaneous reset feature. Quick plug-in construc- 
tion makes replacement easy. 

Want more protective relay-equipped switch- 
gear facts? Contact your nearby A-C office or 
Allis-Chalmers, Power Equipment Division, 
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

sty ALLIS-CHALMERS 
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Phelps Dodge 

WIDEST RANGE OF HIGH 

ae “| Eee . 

[Yd oP Orelaal ola -1-t-1lelall Or-lell-F Low Pressure, Oil-Filled Cable, 

m15 KV to 230 KV. from 15 KV to 230 KV. 

Consult Phelps Dodge for the correct answer 

to your requirements, regardless of voltage or type! 
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otters Industry's 

VOLTAGE POWER CABLE! 

Only Phelps Dodge has manufacturing experience and operational 

“know how’ with the entire range of high voltage cables 

which includes: oil compression, gas compression, high pressure oil, 

high pressure gas, pipe type cables; medium pressure gas, low 

pressure oil-filled, low pressure gas, submarine and solid type cables. 

AN — 

Low Pressure, Gas-Filled Cable, Tel olaat-talal-m Or-teli—F Teo} ite im Bd o] a @r- toll _e 

from 15 KV to 44 KV. dole atm ho ME o@ An coltGClo Ma @'/ from 15” KV to 69 KV. 

| 

' 

° as 

he. “n - 

ae 
AS : 

\ 

eZ 

_~ —as 

ceo a 

*Lower voitage cables in this ciass aiso availiable. 

PHELPS DODGE COPPER PRODUCTS 

CORPORATION 

300 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N.Y. 
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Type GTC 2 
Two plate tower 
ground clamp 

Steel Driving Stud 
for Sectional 

: Ground Rods 

Type GG 
Ground Rod Clamp 

Copper Alloy Copper Bonded 

Socket set screw 

Coupling Sectional 
for Sectional > thn : “4 Ground Rods 

Type GP 100 
Electrolytic Copper 
Pole Bottom Plates 
7"", 10", 14” dio. 

Copper Bonded Type GUV 
Pigtail U-bolt ground clamp 

parallel or 90° 

Blackburn grounding devices will save 
you thousands of dollars annually in 
preventing burnouts of expensive over- 
head equipment. This complete line 
simplifies your stocking problem—one 
source for all your needs. Like all 
BLACKBURN products they are con- 
structed of high-strength corrosion re- 

Copper Bonded sistant materials—designed for easy 
Regular in 2 ‘i , 

eee Reds ick stallation and engineered for long 
lasting, trouble-free grounding. Always 

specify BLACKBURN. 

Available Through Electrical 
Wholesalers Everywhere 

DISTRIBUTED ON THE WEST COAST BY 

KORTICK MFG. CO. 

SASPER BLACKBU I! 

CORPORATION 

ST. LOUIS 14, MO. 

1525 Woodson Road — Phone WYdown 3-9430 
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Electrical South Data Sheets — Series |Il —Electrical Estimating 
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New series of tables extended to include larger hourly rates 

A NEw SERIEs of estimating tables, completely revised 
in the light of more recent jobs and experience, are 
presented in this issue and will appear from month to 
month in forthcoming issues. These electrical estimating 
data sheets cover labor only and are arranged alpha- 
betically with the basic material headings as a title for 
each tabulation. 

Labor units given in these tabulations are based on 
a minimum of interference during work progress. The 
averages listed do not provide for abnormal job con- 
ditions, and any such abnormal conditions will require 
adjustments by the user, based on his experience. 

The work units covered by each table are composed 
of one or more separate but closely related operations 
necessary for the complete installation of a particular 
basic item of electrical equipment. These operations as- 
sociated with the basic material are described at the 
bottom of each table. 

Most of the electrical estimating tabulations follow 
the same form. Column 1 at the left shows the size of 
the material to be installed. The second coiumn from 
the left gives the time required to install the material, 
and it should be noted especially that this “productiv- 
ity” column may be based on individual units or in the 
case of cable or conduit on units of 100 feet or 1,000 
feet. The abbreviations “Ea.” for each, “C” for hun- 

dreds, and “M” for thousands in Column 2 indicate the 
basis of the labor hours. 

Columns 3 to 13, from the left, give the actual labor 
costs in dollars per unit of installation, at various hour- 
ly wage rates. 
When calculations are being made for an hourly wage 

rate that doesn’t correspond to any of the rates listed 
in Columns 3 to 13, the user may multiply the number 
of hours in Column 2 by 100 and this will give the 
labor cost based on an hourly wage rate of $1 per hour. 
By multiplying this by the hourly wage rate that actu- 
ally applies in the user’s locality, the exact labor cost of 
the operation may be obtained. Labor costs obtained 
in this way will be for units, hundreds of feet, etc., as 
given in heading of Column 2 of the table. 

The labor units covered by the tables represent di- 
rect job labor costs and do not include delivery of ma- 
terial to site, engineering, estimating, or any other in- 
direct cost. 

As will be noted, some of the electrical estimating 
tabulations to be given will be for independent opera- 
tions, such as excavating, backfilling, etc. These are 
included for use in preparing estimates on work of a 
special nature not covered under a specific table head- 
ing. 
Tables will appear in alphabetical order. 
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ARMORED BUSHED CABLE 
NEW WOOD WAREHOUSES 

NO.CONDR'S LABOR COST INSTALLED PE cR FT. 
Qa SIZE 2.25 2.50 | 2.75 3.00 

T FOLLO 
3229 

2/14 
3/1k 
4/14 

-10 ell 
-108 2118 
-113 124 

12 
2129 
135 

2712 
3/12 
4/12 

-10 
- 108 
133 

12 

ae 

2/10 
3/10 
4/10 

-105] 
-118 
2135 

-126) 
-14y 
-162 

348 
3 
4/8 

-118 
«133 
215 

«141 
2159 
-18 

2/6 
3/6 
4/6 

138 
+155 
-178 

+165) 
-186 
2213 

2/4 
3h 
LA 

017 
- 188 
2213 DAN VOM! oe |WFE| VEEL EEE MMOa re MM] Ow Nl aN] BWwoO;Mmwo 

220 
“bod 
+255) 

INCLUDES DRILLING, CUTTING, INSTALLING, STRAPPING AND CONNECTING TO BOXES. 
(NO TAPS OR MAKEUP OF JOINTS.) 

aca 
g Hi—Suyyounysy 19214429/3 

Published b 
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special permission from "Blue Book of Electrical Estimating” by Geo. L. Sherlock, 
andbook Associates, 5848 N. Leonard Ave., Chicago 46, Ill. Copyright 1959. 
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transformer... COMPARE 

FEATURES 

General Electric—-alone—offers 

all these exclusives which 

add up to reliability, long life, 

less maintenance for you 

General Electric innovates to earn your orders. So compare 
these features with competitive features to determine your best 
transformer buy. 

Be sure to compare all features. You'll see that only General 
Electric offers all these exclusives: new long-life Melalastt trans- 
former cover finish; new Permalext insulation; Formex* wire; 
AL/CU terminals; Strenicor clamps; stainless-steel bands and 
Nitrile rubber gaskets; valve-type arresters—so that the sum of 
individual features adds up to greater value in long reliable life. 

Before you buy another distribution transformer, com- 
pare features—give your transformer manufacturer credit 

for the extra values he gives you. General Electric Co., 
Schenectady 5, N. Y. 
* Reg. trademark of G.E. Company. t Trademark of G.E. Company 

431-81 

Progress /s Our Most Important Product 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 

GIVE YOUR TRANSFORMER MANUFACTURER CREDIT 
FOR THE EXTRA VALUES HE GIVES YOU 

G.E. OTHER MFRS. 

MEASURE LOAD BUILDING—do Co.'s 
other products build load? Does Co. 
sponsor load-building programs? 

repair and uprating? emergency 
CHECK SERVICE—24-hour shipment? ‘t 

assistance? 

exclusive features in terms of longer 
COMPARE FEATURES—how many i 

life; reliability; easy maintenance? 

against inflation with significant 
product developments? 

EVALUATE INNOVATIONS—has Co.'s | 

ANALYZE PRICE—does Co. hold line ily 

research paid off for you? Recent 
examples? 

FILL IN THE BLANKS. . . See which manufacturer gives 
you more for your transformer dollar: Mark “X” for a 
measurable contribution, “‘O” for insignificant contribution. 
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ARMORED BUSHED CABLE 
NEW WOOD COMMERCIAL STORES 

a 
MO, CORDR'S HOURS LABOR COST INSTALLED PER FT. AT FOLLOW 

SIZE Cc 2.25 2,50 | 2,75 3,00 | 3,25 
-113 .125| = ..138 15 -163 
2119 -133] 146 -159—S«w 172 
-126 ly .154 -168 
7113 A, 2130 oiS 
.122 2135) 149 -162} 
-146 ob |= 3 179 2195) 

«133 146 0159 
216 217 
- 187 -204 
216 21 7h 
- 187 220) 
-212 2231 

» 187 
206 

-215) 2237 

198] .217 
.228 225 
248 2272 

2/1k 
3/14 
4/4 
2/12 
3/12 
4/12 

2/10 
5/10 
4/10 

3/8 3 
4/8 
276 
3/6 
4/6 

2/4 
3A, 
4/y COON) BAD VNovE om] SOMVMMM 

. . 

OY S| ONG Nog ern] MF oj; nvwo 

INCLUDES DRILLING, CUTTING, INSTALLING, STRAPPING AND CONNECTING BOXES. 
(NO TAPS OR MAKEUPS OF JOINTS.) 

_ J314429)3 
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ARMORED BUSHED CABLE 
NEW WOOD OFFICE BLDG'S, 

[NO.CONDR S| HOURS PER LABOR COST INSTALLED PER FT. AT FOLLOWING RATES 
SIZE Cc 2.25 2.50 | 2,75 3,00] 3,25 2.50 
2/14 -126 oly 2154 16 -182 .1964 
3/1 133 148 = .162 ay ee -204 
4/14 oly -16 2176 -194~—s «w 208 224 

2/12 -143, 2157 185 .20 
3/12 15.173 .205 22] 
4/12 19 +209 27 2264 
2710 71h ~ 162 7192 720 
3/10 164 =. 18h, 218 234 
i,/10 19 +209 +247 266 
278 716 218 w23 
3/8 -19 +2147 -266 
4/8 219 . 230) 
276 719 254] .27 
3/6 229 2 -293| 319 
4/6 253 328] = .35Y 
27h a 
3A 341 -36§ LA -361| 384 

OAD own!) woo NJOVUIAIAM) OWN 
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LABOR: INCLUDES DRILLING, CUTTING, INSTALLING, STRAPPING AND CONNECTING TO BOXES. 
(NO TAPS OR MAKEUP OF JOINTS.) 

i——Burgounysy (0214499) 

XN 

Published by special permission from "Blue Book of Electrical Estimating" by Geo. L. Sherlock, 
Estimating Handbook Associates, 5848 N. Leonard Ave., Chicago 46, Ill. Copyright 1959. 
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General Electric brings you bold new advances 

in safety switch design 

New G-E light and heavy duty safety switches offer savings in space, easier instal- 

lation, longer life and maximum safety. And the Heavy Duty (Type A) sells at Nor- 

mal Duty (Type C) prices! Write for Bulletin CPD-74. General Electric Company, 

Circuit Protective Devices Dept., Plainville, Conn. 

Safety phase barriers 
protect personnel from 
accidental contact. 

Clear ON-OFF indication, Ii & ) 
permanent metal name- io 
plate. 1 A . ee ee ee 

q @ une suterp 
REPLACE AFTER WIRING 

= ~~ 

VV 

Visible blades with L 
stainless steel springs I p 
assure positive contact; « 
minimum joints in cur- ‘) 
rent path; silver-plated 
current-carrying parts; no ‘ = 
fiber linkages to break. 

lolm] Jo} 

| F 5 

Wire incoming lines at TO) fo} 
top or bottom. (100-600 
amp.) Saves time, work 
and wire; lets you do a 
neater job in less time. VA 
ON-OFF indication re- 
mains unchanged. 

; | 
Sir SEN A | 

TORRONE 

Removable cover and 

; 
interior for easier instal- 
lation. 

Lugs for either copper or 
aluminum. (60-600 amp.) 

Bottom-hinged 
and front-oper- 
ated for close 
ganging. 

HEAVY DUTY 

GENERAL @® ELECTRIC 
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LET’S ALL SELL EL 

Electric heating can easily be the biggest, 
new revenue-building item in years if we all get 
behind it and push. The capacity and the equip- 
ment are available if they are BOTH USED IN 
PROPER RELATION. 

The Standard Transformer Co. supplied SWA 
units to Commonwealth Edison for this service. 
Their low copper losses and impedance charac- 
teristics eliminate excessive heating and voltage 
drops, enabling them to meet peak loads better. 
When DEMAND IS GREATEST they handle 
the load by delivering a higher percentage of 
manufactured energy to the meter. Even in last 
winter’s below-zero Chicago weather “the snow 

ere rbesr seers he eeeets eens eds 

Standard SWA distribution transformer installed as part of underground distribution system in these electrically heated suburban Chicago homes 

did not melt on the metal enclosures” of the 
Standard SWA distribution transformers. 

The features that keep these radically different 
transformers functioning efficiently during winter’s 
peak periods keep them equally efficient in sum- 
mer’s heat. THEY ELIMINATE WASTE and 
give you ADDED CAPACITY without the addi- 
tion of new generating and transmitting equipment 

YOUR NEARBY STANDARD REPRE- 
SENTATIVE can show you how the revenue- 
building features of the SWA’s relate to your 
distribution system and over-all revenues. Check 
it out with him. If you don’t know him, write 
directly to us. We'll have him contact you. 
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CTRIC HEATING 

BUSHINGS — Wet-process for high 
strength. Designed to prevent surge flash- 
over inside tank. High voltage bushings 
are corona-free at normal voltages. Raised 
mounting bosses shed water. 

COVER —Liberal opening in hand-hole. 
Stainless steel clamping band with re- 
usable nitrile rubber gaskets. Tapered 
cover sheds water easily. 

TAP CHANGER — Easy-to-reach grip 
above oil. Spring loaded switch assures 
positive positioning. 

POSIT-LOCK TERMINALS — Keyed 
to porcelain and porcelain keyed to tank 
to prevent turning. Receive either alumi- 
num or copper conductors. Meet all new 
NEMA standards. 

COIL—Precision wound with Formvar 
wire. Insulation exceeds all NEMA re- 
quirements. Lo-Temp design assures 
overload capacity at no extra cost. Coils 
braced to withstand external short circuit. 

CORE-COIL ASSEMBLY—Core clamp 
frame keyed to tank bottom to prevent 
shifting. 

WOUND CORE — Cold rolled grain- 
oriented silicon steel. Design produces 
reduction in exciting current, tank size 
and weight. 

OIL—High dielectric strength. Inhibited 
or regular as required by the user. 

FINISH—Primer and two finish coats. 
Salt spray tested. Outstanding durability 
under the most severe operating con- 
ditions. 

TANK—Corrosive parts reduced to a 
minimum. Tested and fabricated in ac- 
cordance with NEMA standards. 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA . . C. W. Lehner, 203 Walton Building 
BIRMINGHAM 5, ALABAMA . . J. L. Howarth Co., Inc., 825 South 22nd Street 
DALLAS 3, TEXAS cae Elgin 2 Robertson, Inc., 1339 Plowman Street 
HOUSTON, TEXAS eae — . Robertson’ Co., 4101 San Jacinto Street 
JACKSONVILLE 1, FLORIDA . | Robert P. Smith & Co., P. O. Box 5877 
LOUISVILLE 17, KENTUCKY . . Rietze & Co., 2209 S. Floyd Street 
MEMPHIS 3, TENNESSEE .. . Gulf Sales A ency, 525 M & M Building 
MIAMI 32, weer . Lee Co., 3524 Flagler Street 
NEW ORLEANS 39, LOUISIANA : Gulf Sales Agency, 3207 Metairie Avenue 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA . The Bradley Co., 601 East Franklin Street 
TAMPA 9, FLORIDA... . . R.P. Smith Co O. Box 10205 
WASHINGTON 6, D.C. .. . . The Bradley Co., 210 8th Street 

Phone Warren 2-1563 WRITE FOR BULLETIN S-401-C 

WARREN, OHIO 

““WHEREVER THERE 15 ro 8s” 
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Here’s the clamp to use 

for Hot Line Taps... 

“I've worked with hot stick crews in \ 
many parts of the world and I've > 
seen quite a bit of conductor damage ~)"% 
due to poor connections. You can 
take my word for it, Chance PC Hot 
Line Clamps have what it takes to 
protect these important spots on your 
circuits. They have extra-wide jaws 
that are easy on the conductor and 
contact all outside strands... they 
can take thermal expansion and con- 
traction and still hold tight...and 
they'll never ‘freeze’ on the line." 

©. G. (Andy) Anderson 
Product Manager, Tools—A. B. Chance Co. 

...and here’s the way to get a lineman’s cooperation 

in making trouble-free connections 

Make it as easy as possible to apply clamps with z.Ln. 100 by buying 
Chance clamps packaged with this Contact Aid pre-applied. Our 
engineering research and our experience with many utilities has taught 
us that Chance z.1.n. 100 Electrical Contact Aid and a wire brush are 
the first requirements in making a long-lasting hot line tap. 1. Apply 
z.L.n. 100 Contact Aid to the conductor cleaning brush. 2. Wire 
brush the contact area of the conductor to remove surface oxides 
and to apply the corrosion inhibiting Contact Aid. 3. Remove the 
plastic package from a Chance “Protected Connection’? Clamp— 
(the Contact Aid is pre-applied to a factory-clean clamp). 4. Install 

§ y, 

the clamp—lIt’s specially engineered for hot line taps that will let 
you give your customers continuous electrical service without danger 
of burn-downs and allow you to easily remove the service if necessary. 

Chance “Protected Connection’? Type PC Clamps are available in 
a complete range of sizes that can take from No. 6 ACSR to 1,431 
MCM ACSR and comparable sizes of copper conductor. There’s a 
type for every contact combination—including the Chance AGP 
with heavy fortified cadmium coating for additional protection on 
bimetal connections. 

General Offices 
CENTRALIA, MISSOURI 

CC59-4A 
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Every splice you make must be final, permanent and safe. 

SLIPKNOT P.astTic TAPE is engineered for dependable 

adhesive quality and proper stretch to insure a neat, tight 

wrap that molds to any irregular shape and stays down. 

And Slipknot’s patented, exclusive cutter, packed free 

with every 66-foot roll, solves the handling problem — 

swiftly, handily, easily. No waste...no distortion ...no 

effort. 

Next time, specify SLIPKNOT PLASTIC ELECTRICAL TAPE 

from your distributor. 

RECOGNIZED 
DISTRIBUTORS 

PLYMOUTH RUBBER COMPANY, INC. 

QUALITY SINCE 1896 CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

Makers of SLIPKNOT FRICTION TAPE — most widely used friction tape in the world 



Equipped with a type MH 
LTC mechanism in which 
Moloney’s rotary type load 
transfer switch serves as 
the sole current interrupter 
leaving the tap selector 
mechanism arc free. 

The load transfer switch 
also by passes the reactor 
on full cycling positions 
thereby eliminating reactor 
loss and voltage drop. 

{————- 

Connected to the generator 
through isolated phase 
bus duct and equipped 
with forced oil-to-air heat 
exchangers, the unit makes 
a compact, unencumbered 
installation 
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FOR IOWA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 

100,000 KVA, 161 KV, 

MOLONEY LTC POWER TRANSFORMER 

This Moloney Transformer is installed at the Council Bluffs 
Power Station and is an important link in the lowa Power and 
Light system. It is the main power transformer and is 
connected to generator Unit No. 2 through isolated phase bus 
duct to step-up the generated voltage from 14,400 volts delta 
to 161 KV for transmission. 

The LTC transformer is 100,000 KVA, three phase, type FOA, 
with a high voltage rating of 161,000 Grd. Y volts and a low 
voltage rating of 14,400 volts delta. The load tap changing 
equipment is suitable for obtaining voltages 
5 per cent above or below rated voltage. 

Designed to meet customer's specific 
requirements, this LTC transformer can be 
expected to provide many years of 
dependable performance. For transformers 
of any type or rating, with or without load 
tap changing equipment... specify Moloney 
Transformers ... All Along the Line. 

MOLONE Y ELECTRIC CcCOMPAN Y 

OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES *¢ FACTORIES AT ST. LOUIS 20, MO. AND TORONTO, ONT., CANADA 



By Walter R. Stone 

This article should be especially 
helpful to the following readers: 

Electrical Contractors 
Electric Utilities p 

Electrical Wholesalers 
Electrical Inspectors 
Industrial Engineers ." 

Consulting Engineers 
SBOP PPP PPP PEI IPP PPP PPPS 

@ WE BEGIN in this issue a study 
of each of the wiring methods 
recognized by the Code. These 
recognized methods are listed in 
the Code articles numbered from 
Article 320 to Article 364. A 
familiar and characteristic pattern 
of these 22 articles is in their use 
of the two terms Scope and Use. 
The correct usage of these two 
beginning terms is essential to a 
thorough understanding of the 
Code. 

This pattern is used in all of the 
22 articles with three minor varia- 
tions. Article 362 (Wireways) dif- 
fers from the majority only in that 

Code test questions 

1. Open wiring on insulators is 
permitted for use as a _ wiring 
method in storage compartments 
located in Class III, Division 2 lo- 
cations. True or false? 

2. Only single conductors shall 
be used for open wiring on in- 
sulators. True or false? 

3. If there is no support within 
12 inches of the conductor termi- 
nus, it shall be dead-ended at a 
rosette. True or false? 

4. Where practicable, open con- 
ductors shali be run under, rather 
than over, moist pipes. True or 
false? 

5. If open conductors on insula- 
tors are run in concealed spaces, 
they shall be installed in the man- 
ner required for concealed knob- 
and-tube work. True or false? 

6. Bare-conductor feeders shall 
not be used where subject to cor- 
rosive vapors except: 

94 
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the term Purpose and Scope is 
used instead of the single term 
Scope because in this article a 
statement of purpose is also in- 
cluded. 

In Articles 328 and 344 (Bare- 
Conductor Feeders and Under- 
plaster Extensions) the term Scope 
is omitted. But the limited scopes 
are, in fact, included in the para- 
graphs which are headed Use in 
these two articles. 

For all practical purposes, then, 
these 22 articles all begin by stat- 
ing first the “Scope” and then the 
“Use” of the wiring method in 
each case. 

The paragraph headed Scope in 
each article indicates which other 
sections of the Code apply to the 
particular wiring method listed in 
each article in question. In other 
words, this paragraph lists most— 
but not all—of the much-dreaded 
references. The paragraph headed 
Use in each article is most essen- 
tial in that this section always 
lists not only what the wiring sys- 
tem in question can be used for, 
but also expressly what it cannot 
be used for. 

(a) in motion-picture studios. 
(b) in Class III, Division 2 loca- 

cations. 
(c) in storage-battery rooms. 
Which is correct? a? b? c? 

7. Bare-conductor feeders shall 
not be accessible: 

(a) to other than qualified per- 
sons. 

(b) unless automatically discon- 
nected from the source of supply. 

(c) to qualified persons only. 
Which is correct? a? b? c? 

8. If floors are pierced by bare- 
conductor feeders: 

(a) suitable cut-offs against ver- 
tical travel of fire shall be pro- 
vided. 

(b) the conductors shall be in- 
stalled in metal raceways where 
passing through the floors. 

(c) such feeders shall be pro- 
tected by granules of approved de- 
sign. 

For instance, a certain con- 
tractor wanted to run a feeder 
through an emergency-power-sup- 
ply battery room in a motion-pic- 
ture studio. He tentatively decided 
to run these feeders as open con- 
ductors on insulators. But before 
making a final decision, he 
checked the Code to see whether 
this wiring method would be per- 
missible. This is the way he 
checked it: 

Turning to Article 320—Open 
Wiring on Insulators—he noticed 
that the Scope of this article in- 
cludes, besides Article 320 itself, 
sections 3001 to 3020 and Article 
730. He noted that sections 3001 
to 3020 are General Requirements 
for Wiring Methods which are to 
be followed in any case for all 
wiring methods. He noted also that 
Article 730 applies to Outside Wir- 
ing which would not apply to his 
feeders inside of a building. So far 
so good. He then began reading 
under the heading Use. 

The first paragraph of this sec- 
tion states, “Open wiring on in- 
sulators may be used for both ex- 
posed and concealed work, either 

Which is correct? a? b? c? 

9. Bare-conductor feeders may 
be installed only in: 

(a) vertical runs. 

(b) horizontal runs. 

(c) a chase, channel, or shaft of 
non-combustible material in a 
building of fire-resistive construc- 
tion. 

Which is correct? a? b? c? 

10. The provisions for permissi- 
ble current-carrying capacities for 
bare conductors in Article 328: 

(a) are intended to apply to 
equipment such as controls and 
switchgear. 

(b) are not intended to apply to 
equipment such as controls and 
switchgear. 

(c) are intended to apply to 
switchgear only. 
Which is correct? a? b? c? 
Correct answers will be found 

at end of article on page 124. 
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inside or outside building; in dry 
or wet locations; where subject to 
corrosive vapors such as covered 
by Article 480; for services as cov- 
ered by Article 230, provided the 
requirements of this Article are 
satisfied. . . ” There is a second 
paragraph under the heading Use 
in this case, but instead of reading 
it, the contractor stopped to check 
the new references which he saw. 

He was not interested in services 
since this would not concern his 
feeder run, so he ignored the refer- 
ence to Article 230 and turned im- 
mediately to Article 480. 

This article, much to his delight, 
concerns Storage Batteries. Sec- 
tion 4807 of the article, he noticed, 
is about Battery Rooms; and sub- 
paragraph b of this section is 
headed Wiring Method. Here, the 
contractor read, “In storage bat- 
tery rooms, bare conductors, open 
wiring, Type MI cable or con- 
ductors in rigid conduit or elec- 
trical metallic tubing shall be used 
as the wiring method.” 

He noted again that open wiring 
was mentioned as permissible in 
battery rooms. This satisfied him 
that he was in the clear, and he 
made the installation. But the in- 
spector would not approve his job. 
This made the contractor very in- 
dignant because he had “looked it 
up” before putting the job in and 
was sure that he was right. 

The whole trouble, however, 
was that this contractor had not 
returned to Article 320 to finish 
reading where he had left off un- 
der the heading Use. The second 
paragraph under this heading 
states, (italics added) “Open wiring 
on insulators shall not be used (1) 
in commercial garages, (2) in the- 
aters, (3) in motion-picture studios, 
(4) in hoistways, and (5) in hazard- 
ous locations, except in storage 
compartments of Class III locations 
as provided in paragraph b of sec- 
tion 5073.” (Italics ours.) 

Had the contractor read this 
second paragraph as well as the 
first paragraph under the term 
Use before making the installation, 
he would have known that open 
wiring could not be installed in 
this particular battery room by 
reason of its being located in the 
motion-picture studio. He then 
should have checked the other 
wiring methods permitted for bat- 
tery rooms in Article 480 and then 
referred to Motion-Picture Studios 
in Article 530, section 5302, to see 
which of these battery-room wir- 
ing methods were also permitted 
in motion-picture studios. He then 
could have made a correct selec- 
tion of wiring methods. 

A-C CONDUCTORS — 

DIRECTION 

OF FORCE 

PROXIMITY EFFECT 

SKIN EFFECT MAGNETIC FIELD 

In a single conductor, the current, due to skin effect, has maximum density 
near the surface. However, a magnetic field around one conductor reacts 
upon the field of another conductor in a manner known as the proximity 
effect which distorts the fields and also the current density areas. This effect 
tends to shift the reactance in each conductor in a way which forces them 
apart while the current, inversely, has a maximum density at their inner, or 
nearer, surfaces. The magnitude of the force under some short-circuit con- 
ditions is great enough to result in total or partial destruction of insulators, 
buses, and enclosures unless correctly designed and braced. 

As it happens, only three wiring 
methods are listed as suitable for 
both locations. Article 530 lists 
Type MI cable and any approved 
metal raceway as suitable for 
studios. Article 480 lists Type MI 
cable, electrical metallic tubing, 
and rigid metal conduit as suitable 
for battery rooms. Therefore, of 
all the metal raceways approved 
for studios, only two—EMT and 
rigid—are approved for battery 
rooms. Type MI cable is approved 
in both locations. Of these three, 
the one selected by a contractor 
must then be checked against the 
article governing the selected 
method. For instance, if rigid 
metal conduit is selected as the 
wiring method, then Article 346 
must be checked as well as Ar- 
ticles 480 and 530 in addition to 
any applicable references in any 
of the three. 

Checking procedure 

The example given of how to 
select a wiring method can be 
summed up very briefly as fol- 
lows: First make a_ tentative 
choice. Next check the heading 
Use in the article governing this 
selected type wiring method to 
find what its permitted uses are 
and also what it is expressly not 
permitted to be used for. Then 
check applicable references to spe- 
cial rules, uses, and locations, and 
also references to general rules un- 
der the heading Scope. 

This is a simple and “sure-fire” 
procedure which can be used re- 
gardless of which of the 22 wiring 
methods is contemplated. The de- 
tailed rules governing the method 
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which is finally selected may then 
be pursued advantageously. 

These detailed rules for each 
wiring method will not be dis- 
cussed extensively here. Since our 
purpose is an understanding of the 
Code rather than section-by-sec- 
tion comments, our discussions will 
be confined to those _ sections 
which are most likely to be mis- 
understood and to some of the 
reasons underlying the rules. 

Open wiring systems 

Open wiring on insulators, the 
first of the wiring methods listed 
by the Code, is a very old type 
wiring system and a reasonably 
safe one if properiy installed and 
expertly maintaine’. However, it 
lends itself readily to abuse at the 
hands of jacks-of-all-trades and 
unscrupulous “mechanics,” to say 
nothing of the growing army of do- 
it-your-selfers. It is much more 
unsightly than raceways, and 
when mounted on the outside sur- 
faces of buildings it presents a 
very formidable obstacle to fire- 
men on ladders as well as to 
painters and other tradesmen. 
When installed inside buildings, 

the open wiring system is oc- 
casionally used for drying racks, 
and it too frequently becomes the 
“supply” for a multitude of 
tapped-on sub-feeders and _ indi- 
vidual circuits, few of which are 
properly equipped with overcur- 
rent protection. These taps are 
nearly always high-resistance 
splices with little or no insulation. 

I have seen a great host of build- 
ings originally wired for ware- 
houses or for belt-driven machine 
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shops which were then converted 
into “modern” shops with com- 
plex machines. Each machine, af- 
ter the “conversion,” would have 
one or more motors, and each mo- 
tor would be individually tapped 
to the ever-present open-conductor 
feeder. And not a single such mo- 
tor would have a disconnecting 
means or short-circuit protection. 
Some of these have been 480 volt 
systems. A motor starter and a 
momentary-contact start-stop but- 
ton was, to these do-it-yourself 
conversion experts, “all that was 
needed.” For every one such job 
which I have found, I must assume 
that there are at least two which 
I did not find. 

Conductor sizes in open wiring 
systems are based on Table 2 in 
Chapter 10 for single conductors 
in free air. This is not only per- 
missible for such conductors, but it 
is quite satisfactory insofar as in- 
sulation is concerned. It is also 
satisfactory from the standpoint of 
voltage drop if connected loads and 
distances are accurately computed 
at the time of installation. But 
where additional loads are later 
tapped on, voltage drop frequently 
becomes a serious factor before 
any noticeable charring or hard- 
ening of the insulation occurs. 

Additional voltage drop on a-c 
feeders results from increased re- 
actance which builds up as the 
conductors are separated one from 
the other. The farther apart the 
conductors are separated, the 
greater the reactance will be. Yet, 
such conductors are usually spaced 
quite far apart in order to use as 
few supports as possible and with- 
out the use of separators between 
supports. The proper use of sepa- 
rators permits the wires to be 
closer together while, at the same 
time, maintaining a safe minimum 
distance between them, 

In spite of the many ways in 
which this wiring method can be 
and often is abused, it is recog- 
nized by the Code as suitable when 
installed according to the rules of 
Article 320. Sometimes its prone- 
ness to abuse seems to outweigh 
the advantages of this wiring 
method. On the other hand, I have 
seen a few installations which had 
been left unmolested and which, 
as a result, had given many years 
of dependable, trouble-free serv- 
ice. 
Where effective grounding fa- 

cilities are unobtainable, and non- 
metallic wiring systems are prefer- 
able and recommended by the 
Code, open wiring on insulators for 
use as feeders has some advantage, 
especially if approved separators 
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are used to maintain a 2% inch 
separation between conductors up 
to 300 volts and 4 inches up to 600 
volts. These separators should be 
spaced not more than 4% feet 
apart with supports at intervals 
not greater than 15 feet. This 
amount of spacing between con- 
ductors is the minimum permissi- 
ble for safety for the respective 
voltages. It is also the maximum 
that should be used for each volt- 
age in order to hold the reactance 
to a minimum. 

Although open wiring on in- 
sulators is still used as a wiring 
method for feeders in some in- 
stances, it is very unlikely that a 
competent electrician would use 
this method for the installation of 
circuit wiring in this day and time, 
since far superior non-metallic 
wiring methods have been per- 
fected, such as Types NM, NMC, 
and UF cables. 

Knob-and-tube systems 

Concealed knob-and-tube wiring 
is sometimes confused with open 
wiring on insulators. It is a dif- 
ferent wiring method, however, 
and being concealed, is less subject 
to molestation. Yet, concealed 
knob-and-tube wiring is definitely 
an outmoded wiring method. Al- 
though still recognized by the 
Code as a suitable wiring method 
when installed in accordance with 
the provisions of Article 324, vari- 
ous types of non-metallic and 
armored cable systems have vir- 
tually crowded this method out of 
existance insofar as new installa- 
tions are concerned. 

Slow and tedious to install, it is 
questionable whether a modern 
home could be wired by this 
method. With the greatly increased 
number of circuits and openings 
and the decreased amount of avail- 
able space in attics and basements, 

(Continued on page 123) 

-+— CONNECT 19 ABOVE-GROUND RACEWAY SYSTEM— o~ 

Questions on the Code 

(Readers are invited to send in 
questions which they would like to 
see discussed in this department.) 

Bulk storage plant 

underground wiring 

QUESTION: Will you please ex- 
plain the meaning of that first 
paragraph under “e. Underground 
Wiring” for Bulk Storage Plants? 
It appears to contradict itself, and 
I believe it does. To me, it says 
that either conduit or buried cable 
may be used, but if cable is used, 
it must be in conduit. 
ANSWER: Section 5125-e-1 states, 

“Underground wiring shall be in- 
stalled in rigid metal conduit, or, 
if buried under not less than 2 feet 
of earth, may be installed in non- 
metallic conduit or duct or in the 
form of cable approved for the 
purpose. If cable is used, it shall 
be enclosed in rigid metal conduit 
from the point of lowest buried 
cable level to the point of connec- 
tion to the above-ground raceway.” 

This is a difficult paragraph to 
understand, and at first it does ap- 
pear to be contradictory. But, in 
effect, this is what the paragraph 
says about direct-burial cable in 
bulk-storage plants: The cable 
shall be enclosed in rigid metal 
conduit at each end of the trench, 
extending from the bottom of the 
trench to an enclosure above the 
surface. (See accompanying illus- 
tration.) 

Paragraph 2 of this section 
states, “Conductor insulation shall 
conform to section 5023 of Article 
500.” This means that it must have 
a lead sheath or be of a type ap- 
proved for gasoline and oil loca- 
tions. This requirement, plus the 
requirement for being approved as 
direct-burial, is a hard combina- 
tion to come by. Paragraph 3 re- 
quires an extra grounding con- 

ae 

‘\— GROUND LEVEL 

RIGID METAL RACEWAY —> 

1,2 ft. MIN. 

BURIED CABLE ~ 

e TEOUIPMENT GROUNDING CONDUCTOR 

Me: ae ——— -_— 

"— LOWEST POINT OF TRENCH™ 

Code requirements for cable, approved for the purpose, installed below 
grade in bulk-storage plants. But such direct burial cable is not per- 
mitted below “defined hazardous areas” or if dispensing is carried on in 
conjunction with the bulk storage operations. See text. 
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Live Demonstration Easily Sells 

AMPERE 

ALL-RADIANT HEAT 

WITH FLAT QUARTZ ELEMENT 

The line of Least Sales Resistance 

Model 
P-139 

Plug in the Ampere Flat Quartz 
Portable (the new ‘Gold Me- 
dallion" model), and in mo- ~ 8 
ments feel the gentle All- 

Shae 

«LOWEST COST YET! 

away. Notice the warm floors. 
There are no fans, hot spots or 
drafts. Here's All-Radiant heat 
you can feel and d trat: a 
by Ampere. eel aa = You asked for such a fan — and here it is . . . the new BAR- 

BROOK BREEZEBUILDER-K, designed with your needs in mind. 
It's easy to install and operate, presents an attractive ap- 
pearance and is /ower in price than any other Bar-Brook attic 
fan ever offered. 

Still, BREEZEBUILDER-K gives you top performance . . . up 
to 12,500 cfm with only a 1/3 H.P. motor. Comes in four 
compact sizes, with 24, 30, 36 and 42-inch fan blades. And the 
attractive aluminum shutter assembly is completely automatic, 
adds to the decor of any room. 

FEATURES 

Quiet, rubber-mounted dual ball bearings 
Permanent "sealed-in'" lubrication 
Certified air deliveries from 7,000 to 12,500 cfm 
Rubber-cushioned motor mount 
Fan guaranteed 5 years; motor and belt, | year 

OE Ee a aE Ie Maer 

Ampere is easy to sell, because 
it performs so well. 

AMPERE ALL-RADIANT BASEBOARDS 

Heating problems vanish with high comfort Ampere All- 
Radiant baseboards — they give fast even heat floor to 
ceiling — and warm floors. Recessed or surface mounted 
Model B-67 — 600W, B-107 — I1000W, B-157 — 1500 W, 
120/240-208 Volts. 

{4 AMPERE ALL-RADIANT AMP-FRA-LITE the versatile New 

BAR-BROOK’ 

BREEZEBUILDER*-K Soft indirect lighting and Flat Quartz element for All- 
Radiant heat. Each operates separately. No fans. Perfect 
for bathrooms, kitchens, nurseries or wherever wall space 
is at a premium. In gleaming chrome — 1000 Watt heat- 
ing—!50 Watt lighting Model CL-107. 

AMPERE ALL-RADIANT CEILING PANEL 

COMMERCIAL—INDUSTRIAL 
Provides volumes of All-Radiant 
heat beamed down from above 
gently and evenly over a broad 
area. Keeps floors and people 
warm in exposed areas like load- 
ing platforms, warehouses, show- 
rooms, restaurants, outdoor cafes 
and buildings or rooms with high 
ceilings and extreme exposure 
2500, 4000 Watt. 240-208 Volts. 
Model C-257. 

Six Ampere models cover any space heating application, 
anywhere, even outdoors. The secret of Ampere perform- 
ance is the Flat Quartz element. 
Write or call today for complete details on how demon- 

WRITE TODAY 
for free catalog 

showing complete 
line of fans, wall 
and ceiling shut- 

ters, and at- 
tractive prices. 

strations sell Ampere. 

_ AMPERE INDUSTRIES 

60 Boston Street Newark 3, New Jersey 

“BAR-BROOK 

MANUFACTURING CO., INC.., 

6135 Linwood Ave. Box 6638-F Shreveport, Louisiana 

*T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

MArket 2-4037 
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Dean Lalani cc tans Dales sate 

ac re il ont alarm 

ductor for equipment grounding 
purposes to be run where non- 
metallic sheath or non-metallic 
conduit is used. 

All of these provisious about di- 
rect-burial cable and non-metallic 
conduit for underground wiring in 
bulk-storage plants can be very 
misleading unless particular atten- 
tion is paid to paragraphs f and g 
of this section. Paragraph f re- 
minds us of sealing requirements 
and makes this revealing state- 
ment about permitted locations of 
buried cable: (Italics added) 
“Buried raceways under defined 
hazardous areas shall be considered 
to be within such areas.” There- 
fore, unless the underground wir- 
ing is completely outside of defined 
areas, the wiring must comply 
with explosion-proof wiring rules. 
This automatically excludes di- 
rect-burial cable underneath the 
actual hazardous areas. 

Paragraph g states, “Where gas- 
oline dispensing is carried on in 
conjunction with bulk storage op- 
erations, applicable provisions of 
section 5120 shall apply.” This 
means that if any dispensing is 
done, such as to tank trucks, serv- 
ice-station wiring rules must be 
followed. This also excludes direct- 
burial wiring. 

Disconnect switch 

for air conditioner 

QUESTION: I installed the dis- 
connect switch for an air condi- 
tioning unit inside of the metal en- 
closure just above the magnetic 
controller. The inspector ordered 
me either to install another dis- 
connect switch outside of this en- 
closure or move this one outside. 
It seems to me that as long as it is 
within sight of the motor and mo- 
tor controller it serves its in- 
tended purpose. What is your 
opinion of this? 
ANSWER: Some inspectors do ac- 

cept the type of installation which 
you have described. Others reject 
it on the basis of section 4411 
which states, “The disconnecting 
means shall be readily accessible.” 
By definition in Article 100, read- 
ily accessible means, among other 
things, capable of being reached 
quickly without the necessity of 
having to remove obstacles. Since 
the switch cannot be reached 
quickly, and since the enclosure of 
such a self-contained unit does 
present an obstacle, it is my 
opinion that the inspector is with- 
in his rights to ask for a discon- 
necting means within sight but on 
the outside of the metal enclosure 
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unless the disconnecting means at 
the panel or source of supply for 
the circuit is of the type which can 
be locked in the open position. 

On the other hand, your con- 
tention is not unreasonable. If 
there should be a fault and possi- 
bly a fire in the unit, necessitating 
that it be disconnected without 
entering the enclosure, a circuit 
breaker without locking provisions 
at the panel could be reached just 
as quickly as a switch which could 
be locked in the open position. 
And, as you say, for the safety of 
a repairman working on the unit, 
a switch inside would serve as well 
as one outside. If, however, the 
entire unit had to be removed and 
the wires disconnected for the pur- 
pose, you can see the advantage of 
a disconnecting means located out- 
side of the unit either within sight 
or of the type which can be locked 
in the open position. 

Angle iron conductors 

for overhead crane 

QUESTION: I failed to get a job 
I bid on for wiring in an overhead 
crane, and now I am beginning to 
see why. For instance, the con- 
tractor who was awarded the job 
is installing steel angle iron in- 
stead of copper buses for the run- 
way current supply. Now, I was 
under the impression that current- 
carrying conductors had to be 
copper or aluminum or silver. 
How is it that angle iron is per- 
mitted for this job? Is this 
permissible by the Code? 
ANSWER: Section 1107 states, 

“Conductors normally used to 
carry current shall be of copper 
unless otherwise provided in this 
Code. Where conductor sizes are 
given in this Code, they shall 
apply to copper conductors. If 
other materials are used, the size 
shall be changed accordingly.” 
(Note the words “unless otherwise 
provided in this Code”. In Article 
610 (Cranes and Hoists) section 
6111-b states, “Contact conductors 
along runways, crane bridges and 
monorails may be bare and may 
be of hard drawn copper, or alumi- 
num, or steel in the form of tees, 
angles, tee rails, or other stiff 
shapes.” 

The resistivity of steel and iron 
is roughly seven times that of 
copper, depending on the grade 
and softness of the steel or iron. 
Soft steel is about 96 ohms per 
mil-foot at 20 C. Commercial grade 
iron runs from about 62 to about 
65 ohms per mil-foot. Copper runs 
from about 10.2 to 10.8 depending 

upon the grade and softness, the 
higher figure being that of most 
copper conductors. Therefore, the 
steel or iron angle-shaped contact 
conductors would have to be con- 
siderably larger than copper con- 
ductors in order to carry the same 
amount of current. 

In this type of conductor, how- 
ever, mechanical strength, rather 
than current-carrying capacity, is 
usually the deciding factor in 
selecting size. A conductor with 
a cross-sectional area great enough 
to satisfy the necessary mechanical 
strength, therefore, usually has 
ample current-carrying capacity. 
The sizes for this type of construc- 
tion are generally computed and 
specified by competent and ex- 
perienced engineers. Conductors on 
such jobs, as a rule, meet Code re- 
quirements. Sometimes, of course, 
they do not and are rejected by 
the inspection authority. Steel, as 
such, however, is permitted by the 
Code for this purpose. 

Approved receptacles 

for fluorescent cords 

QUESTION: I have heard that 
certain types of fluorescent fix- 
tures can be plugged in without 
violating the Code. Is this true? 
Can the existing sockets which 
were originally installed for in- 
candescent lights be equipped with 
screw-in plug receptacles and used 
for this purpose? 
ANSWER: Fluorescent fixtures 

which are approved with cords may 
be plugged into approved type re- 
ceptacles if grounding provisions, 
where needed, are included. But 
they cannot be plugged into lamp- 
nolders. Section 4125 states, “In 
general, fluorescent fixtures when 
supported independently of the 
outlet box shall be connected 
through metal raceways or armor- 
ed conductors. This requirement 
may be waived when cord-equip- 
ped fixtures are suspended direct- 
ly below the outlet box and the 
exposed cord is not subject to 
strain or mechanical injury.” 

Section 4161 states, “Receptacles 
installed for the attachment of 
portable cords shall be rated at not 
less than 15 amperes, 125 volts, or 
10 amperes, 250 volts, and shall be 
of a type not suitable for use as 
lampholders . . .” 

Section 4156 states, ‘““Lamphold- 
ers of the screw-shell type shall 
be installed for use as lamphold- 
ers only.” Therefore, lampholders 
cannot be used for the purpose of 
plugging in fixtures or portable 
devices. 
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News of the industry 

Duke Power initiates 

“Wire-on-Time" plan 

DuKeE Power Company, which 
serves the Piedmont Carolinas, has 
initated a new plan which is giving 
“free advertising” to electrical con- 
tractors and subsquently giving them 
an opportunity for wiring work with 
a minimum of bookkeeping. 

A “Wire-On-Time” plan has been 
advertised in 27 daily newspapers, 
and there have been commercials on 
five television stations and 20 radio 
stations coordinated with this. 

The plan offered by Duke Power 
Company gives the homeowner the 
opportunity to choose his own elec- 
trical contractor for wiring work, 
with the power company handling the 
payments after credit forms have 
been approved. Ten per cent of the 
total job cost is paid to the electrical 
contractor as a down payment by the 
homeowner and after the work has 
been completed and okayed by the 
electrical inspector, Duke Power pays 
the contractor for the job. i 
Payments are then made by the 

homeowner direct to the power com- 
pany on a monthly basis, with a five 
per cent installment charge added. 

The advertisement points up elimi- 
nation of blown fuses, octopus wir- 
ing, shrinking TV, slowed-up ap- 
pliances, inadequate lighting, and in- 
adequate wiring as things to be done 

edited for Southern readers 

through the “Wire-On-Time” plan. 
The plan is proving popular with 

electrical contractors in the area. It 
eliminates the need of them carrying 
a customer on the credit books for a 
length of time and, through the na- 
ture of the advertisement, is planting 
wiring improvement ideas in the 
minds of homeowners in the area. 

Executive changes 

at Tampa Electric 

AT A MEETING of the Board of Di- 
rectors of the Tampa Electric Com- 
pany recently, Fischer S. Black was 
elected to the position of vice-presi- 
dent-administrative and James D. 
Hicks as_ vice-president-operations. 
Joseph E. Burris has been elevated 
to the position of general superin- 
tendent. 

Mr. Black, a native of Bryson City, 
N. C., comes to the Tampa Electric 
Company with a great deal of ex- 
perience in the electric utility field. 
After graduating with a degree in 
electrical engineering from the Uni- 
versity of North Carolina in 1933, he 
was employed with the Nantahala 
Power and Light Co., Bryson City. 
From 1934 to 1948 he was associated 
with the Potomac Electric Power Co., 
in Washington, D. C., first in the en- 
gineering department, then as as- 

NEW MUNICIPAL BUILDING—The city of Gonzales, Texas, recently 
dedicated their new municipal building which houses along with other 
city offices, the electric utility operation. The building is all-electric 
using four, 5-ton heat pumps. Two wnits are located at each end of the 
building. Built-in electric heaters were also installed for supplemental 
heating. The building has 7,000 square feet of space and cost $120,000. 
An attractive addition to the building is the lighted water fountain 
in the front center. The fountain was a gift to the city from the 
Walker family in memory of their grandfather, T. S. Walker, who was 
instrumental in building the first electric system in the town of Gonzales. 
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sistant system planning engineer, and 
finally as the assistant to the presi- 
dent. From 1948 until the present 
time, he has been associated with 
Electrical World, first as editor-in- 
chief and then as publisher and edi- 
tor. 

Mr. Hicks has been associated with 
the Tampa Electric Company since 
1939. He was born in Livermore, Ky., 
but spent the early years of his life 
in Pierce, Fla. He received a degree 
in electrical engineering in 1939 from 
the University of Florida. As a young 
engineer, he was employed in the 
Transmission Department, and later 
he was assigned to the Substation 
Maintenance Department. In 1945 he 
became substation maintenance fore- 
man, and several years later he be- 
came assistant transmission superin- 
tendent, then transmission superin- 
tendent, then transmission superin- 
tendent of operations. In 1959, he 
was promoted to general superin- 
tendent of operations. 

AIEE elevates Pulley 

to grade of fellow 

ELEVEN MEMBERS of the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers have 
been elevated to the grade of fellow 
for outstanding contributions to their 
profession, N. S. Hibshman, Institute 
secretary, has announced. 
Among those honored was Robert 

L. Pulley, vice-president and opera- 
ting manager, Gulf Company, Pensa- 
cola, Fla., who received the citation 
“for contributions to design, opera- 
tion, and management of electric 
power systems.” 

Florida agency firm 

expands operations 

Fay-SHAw and Co., Inc., with sales 
offices in Miami and Clearwater an- 
nounce that a Jacksonville office has 
been established and will be operated 
by Richard L. McNutt. Mr. McNutt 
has several years experience in the 
electrical field. He was formally with 
Graybar Electric Co., Jacksonville, 
and recently, has been in the manu- 
facturers’ agency business. He is a 
graduate of the University of Florida, 
School of Business Administration. 

With three offices in Florida, Fay- 
Shaw & Co., Inc., now offers a com- 
plete service to manufacturers and 
distributors. More frequent distribu- 
tor contacts can be made. Assistance 
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is given to distributor’s sales or- 
ganizations and manufacturers’ prod- 
ucts are promoted with contractors, 
engineers, and architects. 
Among the lines represented by 

Fay-Shaw & Co., Inc., are those of 
Clifton Conduit Corp., Elliott Electric 
Products Co., Tomic Sales & En- 
gineering Co., and Wincharger Corp. 

Cutler-Hammer makes 

sales reassignments 

REASSIGNMENTs for three members 
of Cutler-Hammer’s field sales staff 
were announced recently by F. A. 
Wright, general sales manager of the 
Milwaukee electrical firm. 

T, R. Christian, formerly Kansas 
City district manager, has been 
moved to Atlanta to manage sales 
in that district. 

Replacing Christian is K. L. Smith, 
who had been in charge of Cutler- 
Hammer’s branch office in Grand 
Rapids (Mich.). 

K. A. Krug of the firm’s Milwaukee 
office took over direction of sales 
efforts in Grand Rapids. 

Florida Power names 

new vice-presidents 

Wi.1aM B. SHenk, Arthur V. Ben- 
son, and William M. Pickett have 
been elected vice-presidents of Flori- 
da Power Corp., President W. J. 
Clapp has announced. 

Shenk, general sales manager will 
be vice-president in charge of sales. 
He joined FPC in 1930, and transfer- 
red to the Virginia Public Service 
Company in 1932. Returning to Flori- 
da Power Corporation in 1944 he 
joined the new business department, 
becoming director of commercial de- 
velopment in 1945. He was named 
general sales manager in 1957. 

Benson and Pickett, both division 
managers, will become  vice-pres- 
idents in division operations effective 
October 1. At this time, long-time 
vice-president J. Shirley Gracy, in 
charge of industrial relations and 

W. M. Pickett A. V. Benson 

sales, will take on the added respon- 
sibilities of over-all division opera- 
tions. Benson will assist him by su- 
pervising the Winter Park, Northern, 
Ocala, and Lake Wales divisions, and 
Pickett will supervise the St. Peters- 
burg and Clearwater divisions. On 
October 1, W. W. Wolff, present vice- 
president in charge of division opera- 
tions, will retire. 

Pickett joined the company in 1925 
as bookkeeper, served as_ district 
manager and became St. Petersburg 
division manager in 1945. Benson 
joined FPC in 1929 as serviceman, 
becoming a district manager in 1939. 
As a division manager he served 
three divisions, most recently in Win- 
ter Park. 

Duke Power announces 

personnel changes 

SEVERAL personnel changes in Duke 
Power Company’s Greenville, S.C., 
branch have been made. 

Robert F. Dorton Jr. has been 
named production and transmission 
manager and his new assistant is E. 
R. McKnight. 

H. S. Wilson, electrical superin- 
tendent at the Anderson, South Caro- 
lina branch, was named assistant to 
Greenville branch manager J. D. 
Henry. 

Joseph G. Mann, chief assistant 
distribution engineer of the Green- 
ville district, was assigned to Hick- 
ory, N.C., as assistant branch man- 
ager there. 

Dorton has been with Duke since 
1946 and is a graduate of Duke Uni- 
versity. He began in the electrical 
construction and maintenance depart- 
ment. 

McKnight joined Duke in 1937 and 
has been assistant division superin- 
tendent at both Rock Hill and Green- 
ville, S.C. He attended N.C. State. 

Wilson, a graduate of Clemson 
College, was employed by Duke as 
an engineer in the engineering de- 
partment in 1934. 

Mann, who is South Carolina’s sec- 
tional chairman of the American In- 
stitute of Electrical Engineers, has 

W. B. Shenk 

been with Duke since 1949. He is a 
graduate of Clemson College and re- 
ceived a master’s degree from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technol- 
ogy. 

Bern Dibner awarded 

honorary degree 

AN ACTIVE FIGURE in the electrical 
industry and the engineering pro- 
fession received one of the four hon- 
orary degrees conferred by the Poly- 
technic Institute of Brooklyn at its 
104th annual commencement exer- 
cises. 

The honorary degree of Doctor of 
Engineering was awarded to Bern 
Dibner, president of Burndy Corp., 

Bern Dibner 

electrical connector manufacturer 
with headquarters in Norwalk, Conn., 
and founder and director of the Burn- 
dy Library, a non-profit institution 
devoted to the history of science and 
technology, with special emphasis on 
electricity. He is an alumnus of the 
Polytechnic, from which he received 
the degree of electrical engineer (cum 
laude) in 1921. 

The doctorate was presented by Dr. 
Ernst Weber, president of the Poly- 
technic. The others who received 
honorary degrees are Richard S. 
Morse, director of Army Research and 
Development; Thomas S. Nichols, 
chairman of the board of Olin Mathie- 
son Chemical Corporation; and Her- 
bert H. Rogge, president of the 
American Car and Foundry Co. 

Aluminum conduit 

training program 

A TRAINING scHoot for electrical 
conduit specialists who will operate 
throughout the nation was held re- 
cently in Birmingham by Kaiser 
Aluminum and Chemical Sales, Inc. 

Five Kaiser Aluminum employees 
of the Electrical Conductor Division, 
drawn from different sections of the 
country, were given an intensive 
course in the latest techniques of 
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handling, bending, threading, and 
installing aluminum rigid conduit. 
They will then be given completely 
equipped mobile vans and assigned 
to areas where they will give dem- 
onstrations to electrical distributors, 
contractors, electrical engineers, and 
other interested groups. 

The vans are outfitted with all 
tools used in conduit installations and 
feature displays inside showing 
various sizes of conduit and acces- 
sory equipment. There is also a pub- 
lic address system to help the van 
operator in speaking to large groups. 

Kaiser Aluminum entered the alu- 
minum conduit business less than a 
year ago. According to R. F. Becker, 
the company’s conduit manager who 
is heading the school, the use of dem- 
onstration vans has been one of the 
company’s most effective means of 
becoming established so quickly in 
the field. 

Tristate Electrical 

reorganization told 

AT A RECENT meeting of the board 
of directors of the Tristate Electrical 
Supply Co., Inc., an important re- 
organization of the company was ef- 
fected. 

R. A. Stott, one of the concern’s 
founders, who for 25 years has been 
its president, was elected chairman 
of the board. John M. Waltersdorf 
was named president, and Herbert O. 
McCalley, treasurer. 

Other officers of the company who 
were re-elected to their positions 
were: Alvey M. Reeder and C. W. W. 
Herzog, vice-presidents and Roger C. 

FIFTY YEAR AWARD—H. S&S. 
Champion, left, manager of Service 
and Supply, Amarillo, Texas, 
presents fifty year service plaque 
to employee Arthur J. Reeb. The 
plaque was given by the National 
Industrial Service Association at 
a recent convention in Canada. 

The BEST in the WEST 

These attractive units 

are Circle A-W’s new- 

est meter and breaker 

combinations for 

apartment houses. 

Listed with Underwriter's 
Laboratories, Inc. 

100 Amp outdoor service 

equipment—pre-wired for 

economical _ installation 

and designed for ar- 

rangement in combin- 

ations to meet your 

specifications. 

See Catalog No. 8 for 
combinations and prices 
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Robinson, secretary. Mr. Robinson, 
long associated with the company, 
was for many years its treasurer. 

Mr. Stott, for a long time, has been 
a member of the National Association 
of Electrical Distributors and has 
served on its board of governors as 
well as upon numerous committees 
of the organization. Since 1916 he 
has been a member of the Institute 
of Electrical Engineers. 

Appleton announces 

new appointments 

FOLLOWING a recent board of direc- 
tors’ meeting of the Appleton Elec- 
tric Co., Arthur I. Appleton, president 
of the Chicago concern, announced 
several new executive appointments. 
Some of the appointments are to en- 
tirely new positions created to keep 
pace with the company’s growth fol- 
lowing Mr. Appleton’s election to the 
presidency. They include the follow- 
ing: 

F. W. Wehrheim was named vice- 
president directing executive level 
planning for the company’s opera- 
tions. Mr. Wehrheim has served the 
company for the past 40 years in 
various sales capacities which have 
made him a specialist in market con- 
ditions within the electrical industry. 

E. V. Aldridge, assistant vice-pres- 
ident of sales for the past three years, 
has been appointed vice-president— 

GENERAL SALES MEETING—Pictured in front of 
their new plant in suburban Chicago are the Revere 
Electric Manufacturing Company sales representa- 
tives. They met recently to preview new product, 
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A. I. Appleton [F. W. Wehrheim 

P. M. Darby J. P. Dwyer 

sales. His record in the supervision 
of the company’s sales, order, ad- 
vertising and catalog departments 
during this period piloted him to the 
new position. Mr. Aldridge has been 
employed by Appleton Electric since 
1950. 

OUTDOOR -.. 
LIGHT eee 

— 

E. V. Aldridge S. P. Lambros 

T. A. Strock G. E. Steinmetz 

S. Peter Lambros has been appoint- 
ed vice-president of administration 
and planning, a new post. Mr. Lam- 
bros is new to the Appleton Electric 
Company organization and was for- 
merly employed as an executive for 
a large manufacturer in Detroit. 

marketing, and sales plans for Revere’s line of out- 
door lighting equipment. This was the first oppor- 
tunity for many of the men to visit the company’s 
new offices, factory, and laboratory in Niles, IIl. 
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Phillips M. Darby has been ap- 
pointed general sales manager. He 
has been associated with Appleton 
Electric Company since 1948. 

John P. Dwyer has been named 
sales manager, Unilet Division. Mr. 
Dwyer’s experience with another 
well known electrical fittings manu- 
facturer led to this assignment. He 
entered the electrical field in 1950, 
shortly after his graduation from the 
University of Notre Dame. 
Thomas A. Strock has been named 

sales manager for the Reelite Di- 
vision. He joined Appleton Electric 
Company in 1955 as a field engineer 
and later served as assistant Reelite 
sales manager. Before joining Apple- 
ton, Mr. Strock represented various 
electrical distributors in and around 
the Cleveland area. 

Mr. George E. Steinmetz has been 
mamed sales manager of [Illinois 
Malleable Iron Co., another Appleton 
division which manufactures and 
sells pipe fittings. Mr. Steinmetz pre- 
viously managed the mid-western 
sales area for this division exclusive- 
ly. 

Manufacturers appoint 

new representatives 

Warp LEonarp Electric Co., Mount 
Vernon, N. Y. has announced recent- 
ly the appointment of P. J. Scanlon 
Co., as their electronic distributor di- 
vision representative in Texas. P. J. 
Scanlon Co., with offices at 2608 In- 
wood Rd., Dallas and 1704 Crawford, 
Houston, is also Ward Leonard’s in- 
dustrial representative. 

% * 

The appointment of Gerry Damon 
to represent EJS Lighting Corpora- 
tion throughout the state of Texas 
was announced recently. As the EJS 
Texas representative, Damon will 
headquarter in Dallas. 

Ross D. Thomas of Memphis, Tenn., 

Gerry Damon 

now covering Arkansas and Missis- 
sippi for EJS has extended his opera- 
tions into the state of Louisiana. Mr. 
Thomas will continue to maintain 
headquarters in Memphis. 

| y TURRET DERRICK
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Siater Electric and Manufacturing 
Co., Inc. of Glen Cove, N.Y., an- 
nounces the appointment of the Mat- 
thews and Brokaw Agency of 601 - 
5th Ave., Nashville 10, Tenn., as sales 
representatives for eastern Tennessee. 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES have been 
newly named to Allis-Chalmers In- 
dustries Group district offices in the 
South as follows: 

James M. Baldwin and Charles H. 
Honeycutt, Charlotte, N. C.; A. Hart 
Grundy, Jr., John W. McNeil, and 
Granville M. Grant, Richmond, Va.; 
G. Holman King, Abilene, Texas; and 
Lawrence E. Walker, New Orleans. 

*’- * # 

Milbank Manufacturing Co., Kan- 
sas City, Mo., has announced the ap- 
pointment of the Godfrey W. Glenn 
Sales Agency as their sales agents 
covering the states of Alabama, 
Georgia, and Northwest Florida (west 
of Apalachicola River). 

Brief news notes 

of manufacturers 

Cecit L. Cannon, for the past eight 
years a partner in Ruff and Cannon, 
manufacturers’ representatives, has 
been appointed Southern regional 
manager for Day-Brite Lighting, Inc. 
He succeeds Gordon Wells, who was 
recently appointed general sales man- 
ager of Day-Brite. 

Mr. Cannon has been active in the 
field of lighting since 1928 when he 

Cc. L. Cannon 

became lighting representative for 
Brooklyn Edison Co. Since then he 
has.been sales manager for Kurt Ver- 
sen Co., and for eleven years served 
as lighting sales manager Graybar 
Electric Co., Newark, N.J., and At- 
lanta, Ga. 

He is a graduate of Richmond Mili- 
tary Academy and Pratt Institute 
School of Architectural Design, and 
poh studied physics at Brooklyn Poly- 

Mr. Cannon has been active in the 
Illuminating Engineering Society and 
was recently elected regional vice- 
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president. He is past chairman of the 
Georgia Section and has served on 
several national committees. At pres- 
ent he is president of the Southeast- 
ern Electrical Manufacturers’ repre- 
sentatives Club. 

* ¢ & 

Tomic Sates and Engineering 
Corp., Detroit, Mich., has announced 
the appointment of C. Danny “Chuck” 
O’Connor as general sales manager. 
Mr. O’Connor’s duties will be in the 
development and coordination of all 
marketing, distribution, and sales 
activities of Tomic products. He 
brings to his new position a fifteen- 
year diversified background in sales 
promotion, merchandising, and public 
relations. 

* * 

Harris E.tectric Manufacturing Co., 
Smithville, Texas, has announced 
that their plant and facilities will be 
moved to Austin. Murray Smith, 
president of the firm, said that the 
new assembly plant will open in Oc- 
tober. The fabricating plant will cost 
an eStimated $250,000 and have a 
floor area of 60,000 square feet. 

* * *& 

SEQUOIA WIRE and Cable Company 
has announced the acquisition of their 
company by Anaconda Wire and 
Cable Company. Sequoia will operate 
as a subsidiary company maintaining 
the Sequoia name, present manage- 
ment and staff, and the Redwood 
City manufacturing and warehouse 
facilities. 

Men moving up 

in the industry 

Ray ScHULER has been appointed a 
sales engineer for the National Elec- 
tric Division, H. K. Porter Co., Inc. 
Schuler will be responsible for the 
sale of underfloor raceways, busways, 
switchgear, and other National Elec- 
tric engineered products in the mid- 
east and southeast. Prior to his pres- 
ent appointment, he was a sales spe- 
cialist in the Cincinnati district. He 
joined National Electric in 1954. 

* 

THE APPOINTMENT of P. B. Harwood 
as a senior vice-president and E. B. 
Fitzgerald as vice-president in charge 
of engineering were announced re- 
cently by Philip Ryan, president of 
Cutler-Hammer Inc., Milwaukee. 

Mr. Harwood, formerly vice-presi- 
dent in charge of engineering, plans 
to retire the latter part of this year. 
The announcement stated that Mr. 
Fitzgerald was being appointed to 
the engineering post at this time so 
that the necessary realignment of 
activities could go forward in an- 
ticipation of Harwood’s retirement. 

R. A. Haworth has been named ap- 
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Dates Ahead 

Illuminating Engineering So- 
ciety, National Technical Con- 
ference, Mark Hopkins Hotel, 
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 7- 
11, 1959. 

Edison Electric Institute, 
Meter and Service Committee 
Meeting, Wentworth - by - the - 
Sea, Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 
14-16, 1959. 

Public Utilities Association of 
the Virginias, Annual Meeting, 
The Greenbrier, White Sulphur 
Springs, W. Va., Sept. 17-20, 
1959. 

Edison Electric Institute, 
Transmission and Distribution 
Committee Meeting, Rice Hotel, 
Houston, Texas, Oct. 1-2, 1959. 

Missouri Valley Electric Assn., 
Sales and Rural Conference, 
President Hotel, Kansas City, 
Mo., Oct. 7-9, 1959. 

Florida Association of Elec- 
trical Contractors, Convention 
and 7th Annual Trade Show, 
The Robert Meyer Hotel, Jack- 
sonville, Fla., Oct. 7-10, 1959. 

International Association of 
Electrical Inspectors, Southern 
Section, 3lst Annual Meeting, 
Heidelberg Hotel, Jackson, 
Miss., Oct. 12-14, 1959. 

American Institute of Elec- 
trical Engineers, Fall General 
Meeting, Chicago, Ill., Oct. 12- 
16, 1959. 

Southeastern Electrical Ex- 
change, Engineering and Opera- 
tion Section Conference, Bilt- 
more Hotel, Atlanta, Ga., Oct., 
15-16, 1959. 

Power Distribution Conferer- 
ence, Dept. of Electrical Engi- 
neering, University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas, Oct. 26-28, 1959. 

National Electrical Contrac- 
tors Association, Annual Con- 
vention and Electrical Exposi- 
tion, Hotel Fontainebleau, Mi- 
ami, Fla., Nov. 9-12, 1959. 

Southeastern Electric Ex- 
change, Sales Conference, 
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, 
La., Nov. 16-18, 1959. 



paratus sales manager to fill the post 
vacated by Mr. Fitzgerald. In his new 
post, Haworth will supervise the sales 
of all product lines manufactured by 
the company. 

* ¢ *# 

JOHN L. PALSHAW, advertising man- 
ager, has also been appointed sales 
promotion manager for Edwards Co., 
Inc., it was announced recently. In his 
new assignment, Mr. Palshaw will be 

J. L. Palshaw 

responsible for Edwards’ catalog, di- 
rect mail, packaging, and exhibits 
program, in addition to directing the 
company’s advertising and public re- 
lations activities. He will continue as 
a member of Edwards’ market plan- 
ning committee. 

* * 8 

CrousE-Hinps Co., Syracuse, N. Y., 
announces the appointment of H. Paul 
Dees as a regional manager in the 
Gulf Division with headquarters at 

See 

H. Paul Dees 

2801 San Jacinto St., Houston, Texas. 
Under his supervision in the Houston 
region are Corpus Christi, San An- 
tonio, Austin, Beaumont, Longview, 
Lake Charles, and Texarkana. 

* * * 

RaysBro Electric Supplies, Inc., has 
announced from company head- 
quarters in Tampa, the appointment 
of Ernest Clay Morefield, as mer- 
chandise salesman, to handle a por- 
tion of the company’s territory ac- 
counts. 
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For street lighting... 

from 120 V multiple to 

10,000 V series... 

use cost-saving 

SUPERIOR CABLES 

@ High resistance to earth acids and 
alkalis 

@ High resistance to sunlight, moisture, 
weather 

2 Small diameter, lightweight 

@ Easy to splice 

Figure 8 Pole and Bracket Cable 

e High resistance to abrasion, mechan- 
ical damage 

@ Does not deteriorate with age or 
weather 

e@ Will not support combustion 

© Flexible, strips clean, speeds 
installation 

SUPERIOR CABLES are quality-engineered, pr@e 
cision manufactured and thoroughly tested. 

With these plastic insulated and jacketed cables, 
performance and economy go hand in hand. 

For low initial cost ... for less maintenance cost 
... order SUPERIOR CABLES! 

For complete information and prices, write 

SUPERIOR CABLE CORPORATION 
Hickory, North Carolina 3763 
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New products 

Pneumatic time-delay relay 

designed for d-c operation 

A PNEUMATIC time-delay relay, de- 
signed for d-c operation, has been an- 
nounced by Square D Co., 4041 North 
Richards St., Milwaukee 12, Wis. 

Compactly built, the new d-c timers 
measure only 2 15/16” by 4 27/32”. 

They are rated for pilot duty applica- 
tions up to a maximum of 600 volts, 
and provide a timing period adjust- 
able from 0.2 second to 1.0 minute. 

The new Type H d-c timing relay is 
a companion to the Square D Type A 
a-c timer. Both a-c and d-c versions 
have identical mounting hole dimen- 
sions, and are available for either on- 
delay or off-delay operation. An in- 
vertible magnet structure permits in- 
the-field conversion from one form 
of operation to the other. 
Write P-844 on reply card, page 17. 

Junction boxes designed 

for use in cramped areas 

Compact, explosion-proof, junction 
boxes for use in cramped areas 
where many conduits are involved 
are now being manufactured by Kill- 
ark Electric Manufacturing Co., Van- 
deventer and Easton, St. Louis 13, 

Mo. These boxes can be supplied 
with as many as 13 conduit hubs in 
sizes 42-inch to 1-inch. 

The junction boxes, made of a 
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non-sparking, non-corroding alumi- 
num alloy, are also available for con- 
crete mounting. They have been ap- 
proved for Class I, Groups C and D; 
Class II, Groups E, F, and G. 
Write P-845 on reply card, page 17. 

Surface attached luminaire 

has luminous side panels 

HOLOPHANE Co., Inc., 342 Madison 
Ave., New York 17, N.Y., announces 
the new surface attached 4 x 4’ 
luminaire featuring the 6024 Con- 
trolens and luminous side panels. 
The 6228 series is designed for ap- 
plication in banks, auditoriums, de- 
partment stores, offices, churches, 
libraries, lobbies; wherever high il- 
lumination is desired. 

The sides of this unit, which also 
serve as the carrying rails for the 
lenses, are integral parts made of 
fiber glass reinforced luminous plas- 
tic. This construction assures physical 
rigidity and mechanical stability. The 
use of a prismatic, acrylic T-Bar, 
which runs across the center of the 
fixture supporting each lens, pro- 
vides a luminous center strip of the 

same brightness as the lenses them- 
selves. 

Ease of installation and simple 
maintenance result from the new fix- 
ture design. Relamping is made 
simple. 
Write P-846 on reply card, page 17. 

Diffuser panels available 

in non-combustible types 

THE 3%” open cubicle, plastic Grate- 
lite louver diffuser panels from Ed- 
win F. Guth Co., 2615 Washington 
Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo., are now avail- 
able in non-combustible types. Non- 
combustible Gratelites are compres- 
sion molded of a new non-combus- 
tible plastic in 2’ x 2’ modules with 
a U.L. listed flame spread rating of 
only 25. 

This new material is an extremely 
hard plastic and will not sag, buckle, 
warp, or bend. It is scratch resistant. 
Non-combustible Gratelite is non- 
electrostatic and repels dust and dirt. 
Panels will not oxidize or blacken. 

The open cubes of the diffuser 
panels permit complete flow-of-air 
so fixtures and lamps operate cooler 
—bugs and dirt drop right through. 

Louver vanes are on %” centers and 
36” deep to provide 45 degree x 45 
degree shielding, low brightnesses, 
and high lighting efficiencies. 
Write P-847 on reply card, page 17. 

Line of fittings offered 

for use on aluminum conduit 

A COMPLETE line of aluminum fit- 
tings has been marketed by O. Z. 
Electrical Manufacturing Co. 252 
Bond St., Brooklyn, N. Y., to be used 
on aluminum conduit. The new line 
is being offered at prices comparable 
to those for standard fittings in malle- 
able iron and other metals. 

Included in the aluminum fitting 
line are O. Z. cable supports, ex- 
pansion fittings, end fittings, split 
couplings, pull box fittings, U-bolts, 
terminators and bushings. 
Write P-848 on reply card, page 17. 

Combination devices contain 

pressure-lock terminals 

INCORPORATING the use of dual 
pressure-lock terminals that permit 
looping of conductors, a complete 
line of combination wiring devices 
for new construction or rewiring has 
been introduced by General Electric 
Co., Wiring Devices Department, 
Providence 7, R. I. 

Terminals are enclosed and mark- 

 — « os 

ed for identification. Internal con- 
nections couple the devices to save 
time and materials. All devices have 
the adjustable ears which can be 
bent to compensate for differences 
in mounting box or wall levels. 
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Each combination device has added 
features besides those common with 
the line, such as break-off link con- 
necting the two switches, and/or 
separate feed by breaking out the 
link with a screwdriver. All devices 
use standard outlet plates. 
Write P-849 on reply card, page 17. 

Enclosed wiring troughs 

manufactured in four sizes 

JIC ENCLOSED wiring troughs have 
been added to their lines of wiring 
installation equipment by Keystone 
Manufacturing Co., 23328 Sherwood 
Rd., Warren, Mich. The troughs are 

available in four standard sizes— 
2% x 2% inches, 4 x 4 inches, 6 x 6 
inches, and 8 x 8 inches—and in 
lengths from one to six feet. 

Features include removable clamp- 
ing covers equipped with positive 
sealing neoprene gaskets, trough and 
covers assembled by means of semi- 
hinges one one side and pressure 
screw-type clamps on the other, 
welded seams, and external mount- 
ing feet. 
Write P-850 on reply card, page 17. 

Offset indenter connector 

has single 15-degree bend 

EASIER WIRE pulling is made pos- 
sible with the new BM-51, %” offset 
indenter connectors from the Briegel 
Method Tool Co., Galva, Il. 

Entering the box at an angle, this 
connector not only eliminates one 

bend but also directs wires into the 
box at an angle. This angle aims 
wires over the box edge and permits 
a straight line pull that minimizes 
binding and wire scraping at box edge 
and fitting throat. 
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Radiant Wall 

Panels with 

“A Size for 

Every Room” 

The SUN-TRON ELECTRIC HEATING 
principle has a newness, a 
about it thot is the very latest in 

* Distinctive Styling 

* Greater Efficiency design and function, Engineering 
. know-how h dapted psinci of 

* More Durable Construction pane vendary sh ay cathy me xa 
used in electric heating before now. 

* Most Convenient Utilization The rest is @ ner quality and more 
~ — . efficient heating unit than world 

* Simplicity of Installation . has ever known .. . with beauty thet 
‘i will actually enhance the oppeer- 

* Ultimate in Comfort ance of every room in the house. 

48x6, 30x9, 36x9, 36x14, 72x9, 36x18 
y-walnut, beige-tone, pearlized grey 

APPLICATION ENGINEERING AVAILABLE 

. . . Offers unsurpassed PROFIT opportunities. 

UJ E Write for analysis booklet of operation and installa- 
tion costs for a Sun-Tron electrically heated home in 
your own area. With this as a guide, it is possible 
to estimate most typical homes. 
Desirable territories and franchises are available. 

Sundtron 7435 W. WILSON AVE 

CHICAGO 31, ILLINOIS 
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TWO-WING 

SPRING TYPE 

FINE QUALITY and SKILLFUL WORK- 
MANSHIP are the distinguishing fea- 
tures of Arro Toggle Bolts. 

This well made toggle bolt makes fast- 
ening to tile, plaster, wall board, or any 
type of hollow construction, quick and 
sure. Its lively spring, when released, 
spreads the steel wings into open position 
—tightening develops maximum holding 
power. 

Used extensively by electricians, plumbers, 
decorators, maintenance men, sign men 
and many other tradesmen. 

SCREW HEAD  @ 

29 

THE LINE OF MASONRY 

Ac MEARE AND DRILLING DEVICES 

A-C-E EXPANSION SHIELD 

HOLD-IT EXPANSION SHIELD 

DOUBLE EXPANSION SHIELD 

LAG SCREW EXPANSION SHIELD 

= 
TWO WING TOGGLE BOLT 

TUMBLE TYPE 
TOGGLE BOLT 

oN aay ey = 

SILVER KING 
SELF DRILLING SHIELD 

MACHINE SCREW ANCHOR 

EXPANDER HAMMERLESS SETTING FOOL 

=
:
 

MAL-LEAD BOLT ANCHOR 

~ 

STUD BOLT ANCHOR © 

SPIRAL-DRIVE NAIL ANCHOR 

LEAD SCREW ANCHOR 

JUTE PLUG 

TUMBLEHEAD 
GRAVITY TYPE 
Falls into open position 
to fasten work securely 
against hollow walls. 

RIVETED HEAD 
STUD BOLT TYPE 
Falls into open po- 
sition by gravity. 

ARRO-CORE MASONRY DRILL 

SSeeececse 
ARROFIUTE CARBIDE MASONRY DRILL 

a 
FOUR-FLUTE HAND STAR DRILL 

FOUR-FLUTE DRILL erry 

SS 
TWIST DRILL POINT 

RUBBERGRIP DRILL POINT HOLDER 

Ha 

LITTLE MAJOR TURNBUCKLE 

See your industrial, 
hardware or 
electrical supplier 

ARRO EXPANSION BOLT COMPANY 

Dept. A, P. O. Box 388, Marion, Ohio 

This new all-steel offset was made 
possible by a diagonal threading de- 
velopment that allows the threads 
and collar to be put on the fitting 
body at an angle. 
Write P-851 on reply card, page 17. 

TV antenna outlet provides 

built-in convenience 

A TV ANTENNA OUTLET for low-cost, 
built-in convenience has been intro- 
duced by Bell Electric Co., 5735 S. 
Claremont Ave., Chicago 36, Ill. The 
new unit consists of a standard size 
wall plate with a polarized receptacle 

and a separate plug jack for the TV 
set itself. Called the 803-1 TV an- 
tenna lead-in plate, receptacle, and 
plug jack, it is installed as easily as 
conventional current outlets. This 
outlet makes it possible to provide 
the convenience of a TV antenna out- 
let in each room at a very nominal 
cost. 

All receptacles are connected with 
the main antenna system in the 
building. Polarized receptacle and 
plug jack assure clear picture recep- 
tion. The unit is also available in 
weatherproof type for use in patios 
and other outdoor applications. 
Write P-852 on reply card, page 17. 

Varied effects offered 

by fluorescent fixture 

SPECIAL LIGHTING effects and ceiling 
design variations are possible with 
the Series 52 and 53 fluorescent fix- 
tures manufactured by Frink Corp., 
27-01 Bridge Plaza North, Long Is- 
land City 1, N. Y. 

Both series are available in two 

basic sizes, 4 x 4 feet, and 2 x 2 feet. 
Series 53 is for shallow square sur- 
face mounting, while Series 52 is de- 
signed for recessed installation. The 
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design variations and lighting effects 
are made possible through a wide 
selection of interchangeable shield- h th 
ings. OW e 

Fixture body is die-formed, 18- 
guage, bonderized steel. Catches and e ° ® 
hinges are completely concealed. iS put in 
Write P-853 on reply card, page 17. es 

¢ Wheels in Peerless Electric Fans and Blowers must 
balance electronically perfect before they are installed in their 
scrolls. This is true no matter what the size. Permanent cor- 

Pass AND Seymour, Inc., Syracuse rections are made on the wheels at this inspection point to 
9, N.Y., has introduced a new three- insur i i 
rsp ttn Frames oy Sag apo oo ure perfect balance. The wheel balancing equipment you see 
277-volt circuits. The outlet saves here is capable of handling the largest blower wheel made. 
time and money on installation and 
maintenance because it permits feed- WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOGS! 
ing two fluorescent fixtures from 

one box Wee @D. Kee ia The outlet, No. 5762 is designed for a Biri; Wh bir: ia) 
side or back wiring and features 2 a s SY 2 
green hexagonal screws on the two 
grounding terminals for easy identi- FAN AND BLOWER DIVISION 
fication. 

Its break-off terminals permit two- g } 7 a? 0 -® 
circuit wiring. The back is fully in- THE COMPANY 
sulated and all contacts, including Also Manufacturing The Massachusetts Line® 

WARREN, OHIO 
Member of the Air Moving and Conditioning Association, Inc. (AMCA) 

New grounding outlet 

saves time and money 

grounding contact, are of the double 
grip type. 

Heavy barriers separate contacts 
of opposite polarity and grounding 
contacts. The sturdy plastic body has 
a handy strip gauge on the back. 
Write P-854 on reply card, page 17. 

Screw anchors designed for 

hollow wall construction 

EvERYTHING needed for anchoring 
screws in all kinds of materials is in- 
cluded in the No. 10 Hi “Wally” Kit 
being introduced by Holub Industries, 
Inc., 413 DeKalb Ave., Sycamore, Ill. 

The Hi Kit includes 100 “Wally” 
plastic anchors, 100 No. 10 x 1” sheet 
metal type screws and one 4” car- 
bide tipped masonry drill, all pack- 
aged in-a 7” x 3%” x 1%” trans- 
parent plastic box that can be used 
later for storing small parts, etc. 

“Wally” plastic screw anchors are 
designed especially for hollow wall 
construction, providing permanent 
mounting in materials such as plaster, 
plasterboard, and sheet rock. This 
plastic anchor can also be used in 
solid materials such as tile, brick, 
cinder block, and concrete. 
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Cut costs... 

Provide greater © 

safety 

| <—_— 

wed Mio Pe Co 

Ee” 

Transformer Hoist 

® One position base ting 
© Swivel head permits multiple 

mounting 
e Lightweight 2 piece portable 

unit (42 Ibs.) 
® Assembles easily at top of pole 
® Tested at 3000 Ibs. lift on cable 
© Uses steel cable or manila rope 

Save time with the MoPeCo hoist. 
You can install 3 transformers in 
only 30 minutes! 

Write or call 

MORRISON-PELSUE CO. 
Denver, Colorado 

2256 So. Delaware St. RAce 2-2834 

Order through your 
favorite distributor 

aa 

I 

I 

l 

I 

l 

I 

I 

l 

l 

I 

l 

i 

I 

y 

I 

I 

MOBILE HOME PARKS! 

New! 

WEATHERPROOF 

All-Purpose “FUSED” 

POWER 

OUTLETS 

MODEL P-55-F as illustrated, has a 60 amp. 250 volt, 4 wire power receptacle, pro- 
tected with a two pole 60 amp. pull out block. Also has a grounded type duplex 
receptacle protected with a separate fuse. Top hub and bottom KO's facilitate 
overhead and underground connections. Completely weatherproof. Cover closes 
completely, when in use and can be padlocked. Also, Circuit Breaker Model P-55-C 

. same as above with circuit breaker instead of fuse. 

MODEL P-55-F 

One hundred other standard models to choose from in fused or circuit breaker types 
with 15 to 60 amp. 3 and 4-wire receptacles. 
———— AT YOUR MIDWEST ELECTRIC PRODUCTS REPRESENTATIVE! — — — — 

Midwest 

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC. 

MANKATO. "MINNESOTA 

AJAX ELECTRICAL SALES CO., 1824 So. 18th St., St. Louis 4, Mo. 
EDWARD W. FISHBURNE, P. 0. Box 2407, Greensboro, N. C. 
J. W. GATCHELL CO., 407 Broadway, Kansas City 5, Mo. 
JONES-PHILIBERT & CO., 358 Sauve Rd., New Orleans 23, La. 
JOHN A. KISSH METAL PROD., 1316 N. Carroll, Dallas, Texas 
FRANK C. MePHERSON, 6417 7th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla. 
GEORGE L. WASHINGTON, 1295 N. Decatur Rd., Atlanta 6, Ga. 
4. LOUIS WEYHING, 1914 Rutherford Ave., Louisville 5, Ky. 
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FOR OUTDOOR CONSTRUCTION, INDUSTRY, FARMS, RANCHES, 

— es qe wee oe ee oe oe oe es oe we we ee oe ow ow at 
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Made of white tenite plastic, Hi 
“Wally” anchors can be used out- 
doors or indoors. They are unaffected 
by moisture and will not corrode or 
age. 
Write P-855 on reply card, page 17. 

New industrial fixture 

economically priced 

AN ECONOMICALLY-PRICED line of 
industrial lighting fixtures has been 
introduced by Wheeler-Fullerton Di- 
vision, Franklin Research Corp., 275 
Congress St., Boston, Mass. 

The 6400 fixture has a baked 
enamel finish removable reflector, 

designed to make the cleaning and 
maintenance of the light easier. 

It is equipped with two lamps and 
is a 40-watt unit. The 6400 has a 
rapid start U/L ballast and is de- 
signed for chain, stem, or surface 
mounting. 

The Wheeler-Fullerton fixture is in 
a new single-unit package, specially 
designed to reduce danger of break- 
age. 
Write P-856 on reply card, page 17. 

Wired lamp harnesses 

ready to install 

COMPLETELY WIRED, ready-to-in- 
stall harnesses or assemblies with 
different combinations of fluorescent 
lamp holders, starter sockets, switch- 
es, and even a plug-in ballast, are 

the specialty of Kulka Electric Corp., 
633-643 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
MX 

Made in various combinations, 
these harnesses meet a wide range of 
fluorescent lighting requirements. 
Either black, white, or colored plas- 
tic-covered wire of any required 
length and spacing joins the units 
and eliminates the usual wiring, sol- 
dering, and splicing. Harnesses also 
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can be supplied for incandescent 
lighting involving one or more lamp 
holders. Switches or thermal flash- 
ers can also be assembled in the har- 
nesses. 
Write P-857 on reply card, page 17. 

Aluminum reflectors with 

diffuse reflective surface 

THE NEW diffuse reflective surface 
finishes on aluminum offered by 
Kingston Industries Corp., 256 E. 
49th St., New York 17, N.Y., presents 
a new engineering design tool for 
lighting. In addition to illumination 
application, the many textured fin- 
ishes may be utilized where high lus- 
tre combined with corrosion-resist- 
ance is desired. 

With high reflectance factor of 88 
per cent, the new diffuse finishes 
produces a uniform glare-free light 
distribution. Objectionable lamp im- 
age projection and shadow areas are 
eliminated. The Kingston-Alux re- 
flectors offer total diffusion without 
the use of diffusing materials which 
tend to absorb light and store up 

lamp heat. As these reflectors can be 
used without lenses, heat dissipation 
with longer lamp life with fewer 
burnouts is obtained. If lenses are 
used a more favorable uniformity of 
light is achieved over the entire area 
of the glass. 
Write P-858 on reply card, page 17. 

Wire connector designed 

for branch circuit wiring 

A NEW WIRE connector designed to 
make it easier to join heavy gauge, 
hard wires used in branch circuit 
wiring has been introduced by Ideal 
Industries, Inc., 1027 Park Ave., 
Sycamore, Il. 
Among the features of this new 

connector are built-in-wrench, spring- 
tension grip and nylon insulating cap. 
Wings eliminate the use of a wrench 
and make it 50 per cent easier to 
screw on hard, heavy gauge wires. 
The internal tension-spring coils 
adapt to shape and size of wires and 
apply pressure so great that wires are 
actually threaded and crushed to- 
gether. Nylon insulating cap has very 

| | 

WALL INSERT 

NO MOVING PARTS 

IN CAVALIER 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC HEATERS 

Every Cavalier unit is an individual automatic heat- 

ing system all its own. It is sturdily built and has no mov- 

ing parts. This means that Cavalier heaters are trouble- 

free, have no relays, no filters, no coils, no compressors, 

no leaking gas, no expensive gas recharging, no lubri- 

cation problems, no motors to rattle, whirr or come loose 

and hence no servicing costs. 

In any sort of central heating system a failure 

means the entire home is cold and may mean emergency 

calls in the middle of the night. With Cavalier, each unit 

is a separate heating system and if one unit should fail, 

the house is still warm enough for comfort. 

Cavalier automatic electric heat can normally be 

installed at lower cost than any other automatic heating 

system. Every Cavalier heater is engineered and built to 

the highest quality standards. 

ELECTRIC BASEBOARD 
115 V. Duplex Outlets © Built-in Thermostat 

End Caps * Corner Piece 

\ 

‘UE ' \| 

\. UTONRRERINA: mh We 

PORTABLE 
2, 3, 4 KW 

BATHROOM 
1 to 5 KW 

115 and 230 volt 
Also available: FLOOR FURNACE and CABLE HEAT 

in quality construction 
’ in engineering advances 

in sales making features Same 

ELECTRIC HEATING DIVISION 

Automatic and non-automatic 

CAVALIER CORPORATION 
CHATTANOOGA 2, TENNESSEE 

Over 90 Years of Quality Products | 

ft at 

high dielectric and impact strength, 
and is semi-transparent so that you 
can actually see the splice after it is 
completed. 

The connector is available in two 
vay 
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sizes for wire combinations from four 
No. 16 through two No. 6 with one 
No. 12. 
Write P-859 on reply card, page 17. 

Underfloor wiring units 

with increased capacity 

Two new Headerduct underfloor 
wiring systems which provide greatly 
increased wiring capacity have been 
introduced by the National Electric 
Division of H. K. Porter Co., Inc., 
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Both 

systems are designed for applications 
utilizing cellular steel floors as race- 
ways for power and communications 
conductors. 
One of these systems, known as 

the 15,000 Series, provides a full 
20.294 square inches of duct capacity. 

The other, known as the 14,000 Series, 
offers a full 9.2 square inch capacity. 
Both systems can be combined in one 
installation by use of a special con- 
necting device developed by National 
Electric engineers. 

The 15,000 Series duct measures 
2% by 10 inches and is made of 14- 
gauge steel. It has removable rib- 
reinforced cover plates of die-cast 
aluminum which are designed to butt 
together to form a cover for the duct 
and also to permit quick, easy access 
to the wiring. An aluminum ex- 
trusion on either side provides a 
screed line for concrete and finish 
trim for tile. The duct is produced in 
standard lengths of 3 and 5 feet. 

The 14,000 Series duct measures 
1% by 7% inches and is made of 14- 
gauge steel. It is available with junc- 
tion unit spaced on centers ranging 
from 12 through 120 inches, as re- 
quired by the purchaser. These junc- 
tion units are designed to permit con- 
venient outside adjustment. The duct 
is furnished in 8, 9, or 10-foot stand- 
ard lengths. 

In addition, a new large-capacity 
cross box is also available with the 
new 14,000 Series system. This new 
cross box provides a large 11%4-inch 
opening which allows full access to 
all four duct exits as well as 3 by 
12-inch opening which gives optimum 
access to the cells of the floor. 
Write P-860 on reply card, page 17. 

Load center line features 

shallow-box construction 

A NEW LINE of 200 ampere load 
centers has been announced by Mur- 
ray Manufacturing Corp., 1250 At- 
lantic Ave., Brooklyn 16, N.Y. 

Load centers with main lugs are 
available with 20, 24, 30, or 40 cir- 

cuits. Double main—split bus load 
centers have 24 or 32 circuits. These 
latter contain 2 double pole, fully 
magnetic circuit breaker mains (in- 
stalled) which control 2 separate 
and equal sections. 

Boxes contain U.L.-listed con- 
nectors for copper and aluminum 

conductors, neutrals on top near main 
lugs, adjustments for flush mount- 
ings. 

Other features: shallow box con- 
struction; generous wiring room; 
ample, clean-cut knockouts. 
Write P-861 on reply card, page 17. 

One-piece pipe hanger has 

no bolts to lose or drop 

Tomic SALES and Engineering 
Corp., 602 Lafayette Bldg., Detroit 26, 
Mich., manufacturers of cable, tap-on, 
twist-in, and snap-on fittings, have 
introduced a new Speedi No-Bolt 
pipe hanger. 

Speedi No-Bolt pipe hanger No. 70 

General Sales Agents 

“SNAPER” STRAPS 
Tt. M. ® 

FOR THIN WALL & RIGID CONDUIT 

_ 

THE SNAPPER { 

SNAP ON—STAY ON 

J. J. WALSH COMPANY 

THE STANDARD... 

. « » THE ORIGINAL 

“NOB” STAPLES 
T. M. ® 

yf isa difference- Why take ae 7 

W. W. CROSS & CO.—JAFFREY, N. H.— FASTENERS SINCE 1869 

Greenville, R. |. 
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will accommodate %-inch and %- 
inch EMT, %-inch rigid, %%-inch 
flexible steel conduit as well as alumi- 
num, plastic, and liquid-tite race- 
ways. 

Speedi No-Bolt pipe hanger is a 
one-piece unit that is easy to install— 
no bolts to lose or drop, and it handles 
many types of raceways. 
Write P-862 on reply card, page 17. 

Solenoid contactor features 

compact unit construction 

Warp Leonarp Electric Co., Mount 
Vernon, N.Y., has recently announced 
a new 150 amp. standard NEMA size 
4, d-c solenoid contactor, increasing 
their present d-c contactor line from 
size 1 to 4. The new single and double 

pole units are designed for use in 
general purpose and machine tool 
controllers and for switching lamp, 
battery, and other d-c loads. 

Main features include: double 
break, silver-te-silver main contacts 
with integral magnetic blowouts, in- 
dividual molded arc resistant hoods 
and arc barriers for each pole, sole- 
noid type power plants for fast, con- 
sistent long life operation, compact 
unit construction and, a complete 
parts accessibility. 
Write P-863 on reply card, page 17. 

Box support designed for 

acoustic tile hung ceilings 

A sTuRDY new outlet box hanger 
is now available from Electrical Fit- 
tings Corp., 37-50 57th St., Woodside 
77, N.Y. The CBS hanger is designed 
especially for acoustic tile hung ceil- 
ings where junction boxes, conduit, 
or tubing must be supported in the 
ceiling. 

It fastens to ceiling channels or 
building structural members. It is 
simple to attach and holds box in 
rigid position, reducing installation 
time with conduit or steel tube. The 
box support can easily be bent or 
twisted 90 degrees to meet job condi- 

tions, yet retains original strength 
and design characteristics. Made of 
16” x 5/32” galvanized steel; with all 
screws %-20 for greater clamping 
ability. 
Write P-864 on reply card, page 17. 

Aluminum alloy housings 

range through six sizes 

CaST ALUMINUM alloy explosion 
proof and dust tight housings from 
Adalet Manufacturing Co., 14300 
Lorain Ave., Cleveland 11, Ohio, are 
now available with glass windows for 
easy reading of instruments and 

meters. They range through six sizes 
to accommodate instruments and 
meters from 3% inches round to large 
G-E types AB18 and DB18 and West- 
inghouse K24. 

These new housings have the same 
heavy wall construction as the Un- 
derwriter listed Adalet explosion 
proof, dust tight blank cover hous- 
ings. 

Cast of Adalloy, the strong, rustless, 
and sparkless aluminum alloy, Adalet 
enclosures require no specially cali- 
brated instruments or meters as re- 
quired for use in ferrous housings. 
Stocked blank the boxes are drilled 

and tapped to specification. Heavy 
wall sections also provide for the 
required 5 threads of engagement for 
conduit installation as required by 
the National Electric Code. 
Write P-865 on reply card, page 17. 

QUALIT
Y, ECO

NOMY,
 EASE

 OF IN
STALL

ATION
 

— that’s BLACKHAWK’S complete line of E.M.T. fittings 

1. Blackhawk Compression Type Rain- 
tight E.M.T. Connector of heavy steel, 
cadmium and zinc finished to eliminate 
corrosion. Sizes: 4%” to 2”. 

2. Compression Type Raintight E.M.T. 
Couplings. Blackhawk connectors and 
couplings feature full, true, perfect 
threads for ease and speed of installation. 
Sizes: %” to 2”. 

3. Blackhawk famous Snap-Straps made 
to fit thinwall conduit. Snaps _ tighter, 
holds its grip. Sizes: 4%” to 2”. 

4. Crimp type Blackhawk Offset — 
E.M.T. Connector. Scientifically formu- 
lated die cast alloy offset fittings are 
proved to be real labor-saving devices. 
Sizes: %”, %4”, 1”. 

5. Raintight Blackhawk Offset — E.M.T. 
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conectors. Sizes: 4%”, %”, 1”. 

6. Blackhawk Machined Split Steel Adap- 
tor. Will adapt any female threads to the 
same size E.M.T. No other special parts 
needed. Zinc plated. Sizes: 4%” to 2”. 

Blackhawk’s new E.M.T. fittings are a 
product of continuing Blackhawk re- 
search and automated methods of man- 
ufacture. Order a stock today from your 
electrical distributor to meet the demand 
for these quality made, E.M.T. fittings. 

ckha 
[esestries DUBUQUE, IOWA 

where the new ideas come from 
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is being used 

NOW!... 

ROCKER-GLO 

SWITCH 

Many of today’s switches are s 
primarily designed for appeal in dec- 
oration. ers are designed to meet 
the rugged use and performance called 
for by a heavy duty switch. 
es — new switch, poe C. 
com eye-appealing design wit 
heavy duty performance. So impressed 
with this combination are architects, 
aoe -_ Pa reognenn that er 

lo is already specified in lead- 
ing hotels, motels, a as eg commer- 
cial buildings and housing develop- 
ments. Rocker-Glo has high-grade 
silver alloy contacts. Its modern de- 
sign and unique construction allow 
this switch to be pressed, pushed, 
rocked or rolled into instantaneous 

Rocker-Glo h designed er- switches are desi to 
be used at full current rating on 
tungsten filament and fluorescent loads. 
Available in Despard interchangeable 
type, Despard type mounted on a stra 
and narrow rocker for tumbler switc 
lates. A specification grade switch, 
5 and 20 amps. 120/277 volts AC. 

<> Write for free Rocker-Glo 
bulletin — Dept. ES- 859. 

PASS &SEYMOUR,INC. 
SYRACUSE 9, NEW YORK 

ialties 

(60 E. 42nd St., New-York 17, N.Y. + 1440 N. Pulaski Rd., 
Chicago 51, ill.+ In Canada; Renfrew Electric Limited, 

Renfrew, Ontario 
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Technical books 

How to use computers 

“Programming Business Compu- 
ters,’ by D. D. McCracken and 
others. Published by John Wiley and 
Sons, 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, 
N. Y., 510 pages, $10.25. 

With basic theory and principles 
stressed, this new book covers pro- 
gramming from analysis to coding, 
and manages to do so without becom- 
ing entangled in a mass of equations. 
Such fundamental topics as the nature 
of the data processing problem, the 
general concept of the file, flow 
charting, and the general characteris- 
tics of electronic computers introduce 
the subject. 

The authors employ numerous ex- 
amples to explain the standard cod- 
ing techniques. These examples are 
clarified by means of a hypothetical 
computer — DATAC — which incor- 
porates the features of many ma- 
chines. “It must be recognized, of 
course, that no such mythical compu- 
ter can satisfy everybody,” the 
authors write. “Each computer man 
has his own ideas of how a ‘dream’ 
computer should be built. We natural- 
ly were not trying to design a dream 
machine.” Nevertheless, DATAC is 
widely applicable to the real thing, 
as the book goes on to show. 
“Programming Business Compu- 

ters” also examines such advanced 
techniques as principles of sorting, 
re-run timing emphasis, file organi- 
zation, automatic coding, and large 
random access storage devices. Final- 
ly, the volume summarizes the steps 
involved in establishing a computer 
application and critically examines 
the associated accounting and audit- 
ing problems. 

Mr. McCracken, author of the 
earlier “Digital Computer Program- 
ming,” is a private consultant. Mr. 
Weiss and Mr. Lee are in the com- 
puting department of the General 
Electric Company’s Phoenix office. 

Induction motors 

“Theory and Design of Small In- 
duction Motors,” by Cyril G. Veinott. 
Published by McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
327 West 41st St., New York 36, N.Y.., 
492 pages, 202 illustrations, $13.50. 

A well-known authority on motor 
design, presently serving as chief 
a-c engineer and chief engineering 
analyst for Reliance Electric and En- 
gineering Co., the author provides in 
this new work comprehensive cov- 
erage of the engineering, applica- 
tion, and design procedures that must 

for the electrical man 

be taken into account when working 
with small induction motors. 

Organized in four separate parts for 
easy reference, the book describes 
engineering principles and charac- 
teristics; treats theory and perform- 
ance calculation methods; provides 
methods and formulas for analyzing 
a given design; and shows how to de- 
sign a machine to meet specified ob- 
jectives. 
Engineering fundamentals of single- 

phase and polyphase motors—includ- 
ing capacitor and split-phase types— 
are treated in simple, non-mathema- 
tical terms. An entire section of the 
book is devoted to developing theory 
and methods of predicting the per- 
formance of an induction motor when 
its constants are known. Included is 
a discussion of calculating tools, the 
use of desk calculators in design, and 
the important role of digital compu- 
ters in electric machinery design. The 
book shows how to predict perform- 
ance when the geometry of the ma- 
chine and winding specifications are 
known, and how to determine these 
constants from test results. 
Special attention is given to the ulti- 

mate aim of design—determining the 
geometry of the machine and wind- 
ing specifications in order to meet 
desired objectives. Practical pro- 
cedures are included for designing 
laminations, stator and rotor, and for 
windings, both main and starting 
winding with or without a capacitor. 

Main emphasis is on the basic 
theory of induction motors, and 
mathematics is used only as needed 
to explain methods and develop 
formulas for the use of engineers. 

Tape recorders 

“Tape Recorder Manual, Vol. 4.” 
Published by Howard W. Sams and 
Co., 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 6, 
Ind., 160 pages 812” X 11”, $2.95 

Continuing the style of previous 
volumes in this important series. Vol- 
ume 4 contains both a special editorial 
section on the technique and prin- 
ciples of tape recording and a serv- 
ice section presenting complete in- 
formation on _ recently produced 
models of tape recorders. 

The editorial section of this volume 
provides a comprehensive discussion 
of magnetic recording tape covering 
such important topics as: the record- 
ing process, tape composition, manu- 
facturing trends, magnetic tape char- 
acteristics, test procedures, care of 
tape, and tape usage. 

This is followed by complete Pho- 
tofact service data coverage of 21 
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BETTER FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 

WALL-TO-WALL COMFORT 

WITH 

MARTIN “TWIN-FIN” ELECTRIC BASEBOARD 
Advanced Perimeter Heating 

The trend is to modern heat at Our complete line. includes port- 
lower cost—Martin Electric Heating : 

3 ables, wall heaters, surface units, 
Roller bracket element mounting 
is a Martin exclusive. bath heaters and floor furnaces 

“Twin-Fins” are rust proof, corrosion From 1 to 8 K.W. Send for complete 

proof—made of lifetime porcelain. 1959 Electric Heater CATALOG 
In 3 ft. and 6 ft. lengths. Prewired. 
In both high and low wattage per 
lineal foot. Easy to install. 

martin ‘ 

STAMPING & STOVE CO. * HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 
BACKED BY 54 YEARS EXPERIENCE MANUFACTURING HEATERS FOR THE HOME. 

M. STEPHENS “* do all these wiring jobs and more 

PRECISION MFG. INC. ; A, with just one BUCHANAN pres-SURE-tool 

ENGINEERED Just one 
FITTINGS Buchanan Splice Caps wore Termend® lugs. Just two sizes 

of all-copper Splice Caps splice from 2 #18 thru 3 #8 or 
2 #6. Just one size all-copper Termend lug terminates from 
1 #16 thru 1 #8 (or any equivalent combination of 2 or 
more wires. ) 

Fittings are self-positioning in tool and provide high 
strength, vibration- ere connections. 

<_< | 
Terminati r of wires a eA weg . or 2 #6 ° larger then #8 

Terminating 1 #16 thre 1 #8 Splicing 3 #6. 
> 

Reducer tap. Splicing 2 #4 
Aggepres Ser omeeing 2 2 218 thru 3 28 = 2 

Nyl a for terminating ved. for 600 volt Manufacturers of Quality Electrical Fittings yom ineulaters sppeove®: Sor vens on T . Its in fixtures and 
814 East 29th Street Los Angeles 11, Calif. ADams 1.9147 BD eeibetios to 108°C. (28°F) 

MANUFACTURERS mene el 
Carrying Warehouse Stock 'on-Stocking Representatives Learn | U { e ] n rs] n 
Brenner Electrical Sales W. |. Crichton iri i 
305 Velasco Riverview, Floviae — f be ee ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
Houston, Texas Tel. 40305! Bulletin 5.8 HILLSIDE, NEW JERSEY 

Richard H. Dirkes W. |. Crichton & Associates Representatives in 
4507 Troost Avenue : Miami, Florida Stocked by ATLANTA - BIRMINGHAM - CHARLOTTE, N.C. 
Kansas City 10, Missouri Tel. Wilson 7-7144 Leading Ft. WORTH - HOUSTON - JACKSONVILLE 
oi: Oh ae oe ahtae ti Electrical MIAMI - MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. 

ST. PETERSBURG - SHREVEPORT 515-A Dowd Road 317 North Iith Street Distributors 
Charlotte, N. C. St. Lovis 1, Missour: end other principal cities 
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Hydraulic Knockout 

Punch Drivers 

punch holes for 

Va!'=4" conduit 

no pre-drilling or 

step-up punching 

Save many dollars on conduit instal- 
lations with the new Green.ee One- 
Shot Knockout Punch ei My ht- 
weight, easy to carry, powerful! Fast 
pice ard tate and operation. Deep 8” 
throat lets you position punch exactly 
where sand 9 High-strength alumi- 
num ‘‘C” frame provides ample rigid- 
ity for slicing through 10-gauge steel 
with a few strokes of the hydraulic 
pump. No waste motions . . . fast, 
accurate work . . . better profits per job! 

two sizes 

No. 1732 (above) fits all Greentee 
Knockout Punches and Dies 4” - 4”. 
Weighs only 35 lb. 

No.1731 (right) fits GreenLer Knock- 
out Punches 4", 34”, and 1” with 
- erat dies. 

eighsonly15]b. 

Both models are 
used with GrEEN- 
LEE hand- or 
peyssceets ted 
ydraulic — 

Ask your distrib- 
utor for a demon- | 
stration, or write 
for descriptive 
bulletin E-292. 

A COMPLETE LINE OF KNOCKOUT TOOLS 
HAND-OR HYDRAULIC-PUMP OPERATED 

GREENLEE TOOL Co. 
GREENLEE “— Columbia Avenve Aaa 

6 

models of 1958-59 tape recorders in- 
cluding the following brand-name 
units: Bell & Howell, Bell Sound, 
Grundig Majestic, Knight, RCA Vic- 
tor, Revere, Sylvania, Telectro and 
Tower. 

Data on each model is prepared by 
laboratory analysis of the actual 

equipment in the Sams laboratories 
and includes “exploded view” dia- 
grams, electrical and mechanical 
parts list, cabinet and chassis photo- 
graphs, standard notation schematics, 
operating and maintenance instruc- 
tions, adjustments required, and 
trouble-shooting charts. 

Helpful literature 

Diagrams, outline drawings, charts, 
and graphs are contained in an eight- 
page, three-color bulletin issued by 
Superior Electric Co., Bristol, Conn., 
concerning its new 10B series power- 
stat variable transformers, Full in- 
formation about features of the 10B 
and 10B-2 is given. 
Write B-866 on reply card, page 17. 

Complete listing of electrical equip- 
ment is given in the 1959 Catalog 8 
from Circle A-W Products Co., P. O. 
Box 1171, Modesto, Calif., distributors 
for Alwalt Mfg. Co., 1706 Lapham 
Dr., Modesto, Calif. Front insert 
brings the list up-to-date with listing 
of new items. A complete list of man- 
ufacturers representatives serving dis- 
tributors is also given. 
Write B-867 on reply card, page 17. 

Complete information on all Gen- 
eral Electric room thermostats for 
heating and cooling applications are 
described in the four-page illustrated 
bulletin, GED-3585A, from General 
Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N.Y. 
Performance characteristics, features, 
installation and wiring diagrams, 
photos, and current rating of popular 
controls are given for this line. 
Write B-868 on reply card, page 17. 

Factors of application of the newest 
all-transistorized electronic computer 
system to scientific problems are de- 
scribed in a new booklet printed by 
the Datamatic Division of Minne- 
apolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 151 
Needham St., Newton Highlands, 
Mass. It outlines the speeds, capac- 
ities and over-all performance quali- 
fications of the Honeywell 800 system 
and gives specific examples of how 
its design logic and other features 
contribute to its use and economy 
in scientific computation. 
Write B-869 on reply card, page 17. 

Sterling Electric Motors, Inc., 5401 
Telegraph Rd., Los Angeles 22, Calif., 
has announced the availability of a 
complete Speed-Trol variable-speed 
drive bulletin, No. 195. 

Photographs of the company’s basic 
types of variable-speed drives, and 

available to our readers 

modifications, suggested applications, 
detailed information regarding design 
features, cutaway diagrams of the 
instrument’s operating mechanisms, 
and details concerning Sterling’s re- 
mote controls are all featured in the 
brochure. 
Write B-870 on reply card, page 17. 

“A pretty soft life for a conductor” 
is, the catch line on a comprehensive 
folder of material relating to the 
armor-grip suspension manufactured 
by Preformed Line Products Co., 
5349 St. Clair Ave. Cleveland 3, 
Ohio. Included in the folder is an at- 
tractive booklet containing numerous 
illustrations, foldouts, and diagrams 
which explain what AGS is and how 
it functions. Other booklets included 
in the package outline application 
procedure and provide detailed tech- 
nical information. 
Write B-871 on reply card. page 17. 

Benefits and economies that can re- 
sult from the use of the ACTS uni- 
versal portable oil circuit recloser 
tester are set forth in an eight-page 
bulletin issued by Multi-Amp Corp., 
465 Lehigh Ave., Union, N. J. The 
ACTS (Arc Current Time Simulator) 
can be used for acceptance and in- 
Stallation as well as maintenance 
tests. 
Write B-872 on reply card, page 17. 

Catalog 102 of Anaconda Wire & 
Cable Co., 25 Broadway, New York 
4, N. Y., contains data on design fea- 
tures, insulations available, and per- 
formance highlights of a butyl rubber 
power cable, Durasheath. Kinds of 
available construction, from 600 to 
15,000-volt conductors, are also dis- 
cussed. Ampacity and installation in- 
formation are provided to help the 
engineer specify the proper cable. 
Write B-873 on reply card, page 17. 

A 32-page catalog of de luxe metal 
wall plates, published by Bell Elec- 
tric Co., 5735 S. Claremont Ave., 
Chicago 36, Ill., completely renum- 
bers the entire line, using a new 
and simplified numbering. system. 
With the new system, dealers work- 
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MORE PROFIT 

You'll find your customers willing 
to pay more for these custom- 
crafted, 100-year guarantee 

switches. Result: higher 
dollar volume and bigger 
profits for you... And 
the installed switches 
bring repeat orders. 

EASY TO SELL 

Distinctive appearance . . . 
unique floating rocker-arm 

action . . . whisper-quiet, almost 
silent operation . . . are easy-to- 

sell quality features. 

proved 1S Amp 120V aC 
AIA File No 31-C 71 

EASY TO INSTALL 

Precision made and designed to 
connect easily and quickly in 
any position. Takes up to 
and including 10-gauge 

wire. 

NO REPLACEMENT CALLS 

Patented cam action 
and pure silver contacts 

assure maximum efficiency and 
trouble-free performance. No 
wear... no heating up... 

no costly profit-eating 
replacement calls. 

SWITCHES are available in single 
end double-pole, 3 and 4-way 
types; ond the new Twin. 
LUXURY - STYLED WALLPLATES 
come in rich ivory or brown pias- 
tic to fit all switches. Metal wall- 
plates are available in all combi- 
nations and finishes. 

Distributed Nationally Through 
Leading Electrical Wholesalers 
AGENTS ATTENTION! 

A FEW CHOICE TERRITORIES AVAILABLE 

H. J. THEILER CORP. 
Whitinsville, Mass 

ing with the Bell line can order or 
re-order any of the firm’s wall plates 
with no difficulty, it is reported. 
Write B-874 on reply card, page 17. 

Capsule facts about facilities and 
products made in each of the firms 
works are given in the 32-page 
“Better Tomorrows Begin Today at 
Allis - Chalmers” booklet recently 
made available by Allis-Chalmers 
Mfg. Co., Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

Products briefly noted include 
power generating and_ electrical 
transmission and distribution equip- 
ment. 
Write B-875 on reply card, page 17. 

A new two-color catalog describing 
a variety of standard, shallow light- 
ing troffers has been issued by Mor- 
ris Kurtzon, Inc., 1430 S. Talman, 
Chicago 8, Ill., manufacturer of light- 
ing fixtures. In addition to stock 
numbers for the troffers, informa- 
tion pertaining to number of lamps, 
watts, weights, ballasts, and installa- 
tion data is provided. 
Write B-876 on reply card, page 17. 

A new 68-page fully illustrated 
catalog of their electrical distribution 
equipment has been issued by Murray 
Manufacturing Corp., 1250 Atlantic 
Ave., Brooklyn 16, N. Y. Complete de- 
scriptions, buying and design specifi- 
cations are included on Murray “MP” 
circuit breakers and load centers, 
safety switches fusible service and 

meter mounting equipment. 
Write B-877 on reply card, page 17. 

Associated Research, Inc., 3777 W. 
Belmont Ave., Chicago 18, Ill., has 
issued a new bulletin 2-1.2, “Five 
Million Megohm Vibrotest Megohm- 
meter,” describing Model 2570, an 
instrument offering stable resistance 
measurements up to five million 
megohms. A full description is given 
of the instruments six direct-reading 
megohm ranges and other advan- 
tages. 
Write B-878 on reply card, page 17. 

Advantages offered by their pri- 
mary unit substations are discussed 
in a four-page booklet released by 
I-T-E Circuit Breaker Co., 1900 
Hamilton St., Philadelphia 30, Pa. 
The bulletin provides background on 
its line of substations to aid users in 
electric utilities and industrial firms 
in selecting integrated substation 
combinations. Sections are devoted 
to data on the three basic parts of a 
unit substation: incoming, transform- 
er, and outgoing. 
Write B-879 on reply card, page 17. 

A 20-page catalog, detailing com- 
plete price and ordering information 
on all Smithcraft recessed fluorescent 
lighting equipment has just been re- 
leased by Smithcraft Lighting, Chel- 
sea 50, Mass. Informative and easy to 
read, the new price catalog contains 
full information on Smithcraft Speed- 

ve 

a =of Quality in Electric Heating 

CEILHEAT 1S A REGISTERED TRADEMARK, 
IDENTIFYING ONLY GENUINE CEILHEAT PRODUCTS. 

The name CEILHEAT has become synonymous with electric 
radiant cable. The indystry in general now refers to radiant 
cables as ‘‘ceiling héat'’. The nation-wide acceptance of 
the brand name Ceilheat has been phenomenal dnd of 
this we are proud. We are also proud of the other quality 
heating products we manufacture. — baseboards, wall 
heotérs and portables. For'the finest in electrical heating 
equipment — specify Ceilheat by brand name. 
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ELLIOTT’S COMPLETE 

LINE OF FITTINGS 

a
,
 

ry. 

Write For Complete Catalog 
Or Contact 

FAY-SHAW CO., INC. 
(FLORIDA) 

CLearwater 3-7008 
am 

FRanklin |-0185 
Jacksonville 

Flanders 9-587! 

ARTHUR C. 
HOEY, JR. 
Box 4503 

Richmond 29, Va. 
ATlantic 
8-7130 

wet ane "Ube Co., 

“7 prem... a $s. W. 
Charlotte 3 ee °. 3, a 

ony FR §-5924-ED 2-5637 

ELLIOTT ELECTRIC 

PRODUCTS CO. 
1513 Olmstead Av.. New York 62. N. Y. 

G. M. (Gus) Hogshead 
Compan 

320 Lincoin in Streat 

200 AMPERE 

1 

\A/ 1) DSWORTH Phen UC 

omatic troffers, spot boxes, pattern 
lighting, and plaster frames, as well 
as detailed information on the Smith- 
craft Slendex recessed fixture. 
Write B-880 on reply card, page 17. 

A new 8-page bulletin on the Joy 
Lectronic Sentry mine safety device 
has been published by Joy Manufac- 
turing Co., Electrical Products Di- 
vision, 1201 Macklind Ave., St. Louis 
10, Mo. 
The Lectronic Sentry is a two-unit 

system for protection against ground 
faults and short circuits on d-c oper- 
ated off-track mining machines and 
their trailing cables. 
Write B-881 on reply card, page 17. 

Contractors tell how 

(Continued from page 52) 

fully adapted if installed out of 
the dampness area. 

A foreman on a job should also 
read specifications for the mechan- 
ical trades as well as his own in 
order to ascertain whether or not 
control wiring and _ interlocking 
conduit system are incorporated 
therein. An expensive installation 
on the part of an electrical con- 
tractor may be saved if this part 
of the work is not included under 
electrical specifications. 
Where there are two different 

electrical contractors on a job, the 
electrical contractor for the gen- 
eral construction company may 
say that he is not responsible for 
certain work. The mechanical con- 
tractor’s electricians may there- 
upon run the necessary conduit 
and wiring. When the work comes 
to light, the other contractor may 
deny or often only partially com- 
pensate for what was done, even 
though admitting it was a part of 
their job. 

There should be closer coopera- 
tion between supervision both in 
the office and on the job as well 
as in the expediting of delivery 
of necessary materials so that la- 
bor costs do not rise unnecessarily. 

Ultrasonic cleaning 
(Continued from page 76) 

and through the various parts. 
Control is obtained through the 

use of electrically operated valves 
which are placed in the system on 
the pump intake. This is necessary 
since a gear pump will build up 
high pressures in order to over- 
come resistance in the outlet but 
will only tend to pull a vacuum in 
the inlet side. By so placing the 
valves both gear pumps on each 
circulation system can run contin- 
uously and yet one can be pump- 

ing liquid and the other not. The 
electrically operated valves have 
an adjustable main flow in order 
that the intake and outlet into the 
transducer tank can be equalized 
for continuous circulation. This ad- 
justment has to be made only once 
and will remain constant without 
further adjustment. 

One three pole, six position 
switch with two off positions pro- 
vides the sequence of cleaning and 
rinse operations and controls both 
the motors and valves to provide 
the desired operation. The com- 
plete sequence is as follows: OFF, 
Cleaner Fill, Cleaner Circulate, 
Cleaner Empty, OFF, Rinse Fill, 
Rinse Circulate, Rinse Empty, and 
return to first OFF Position. 

After completion of the cleaning 
and rinse sequences, then the 
cleaned parts are removed and 
placed under a forced hot air blow- 
er which dries the parts quickly 
and evenly. If this is not done, 
solutions will tend to spot the 
parts by drying slowly and un- 
evenly. 

The size and capacity of trans- 
ducer cleaning tank chosen is de- 
pendent on the output capacity of 
the ultrasonic generator available. 
Our equipment contains a tank 
seven inches long, three and a half 
inches wide and five inches deep, 
with a capacity of a half gallon. 
This size permits the cleaning of 
such items as mechanical meter 
registers of all types, RI clocks, 
RI registers (two operations — a 
half at a time), et cetera, without 
disassembling. In addition many 
jewels, watches and watch parts, 
instruments and _ miscellaneous 
parts can be cleaned in one cycle 
rapidly and efficiently. 

Since placing this equipment in- 
to service, the speed and efficiency 
which we had hoped to have has 
been fully realized, and it is felt 
that the economical advantages to 
be gained over previously used 
equipment will far outweigh the 
modest investment. Ultrasonic 
cleaning is a modern idea which 
should become very popular due 
to these outstanding advantages, 
and as more experience is gained 
in its use, its advantages and uses 
should become a great deal more 
apparent and varied. 

Test for phototubes 
(Continued from page 70) 

them roughly which could crack a 
glass envelope or speed up the re- 
moval of light sensitive material 
from the cathode. 
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Tests very similar to this can be 
set up for the photo-voltaic and 
the photo-conductive cells to check 
the condition or to determine the 
correct electrical polarity. 

Interchangeability 

(Continued from page 74) 

of the bushing in the 23-69 kv 
class and generally to some type 
of adapter plate for bushings 115 
kv and above. The core of the 
bushing carries the current from 
the contacts of the interrupter to 
the top terminal. When the break- 
er is assembled, the bushings are 
installed and the interrupters are 
put in place and adjusted. 

For installation of the inter- 
rupiters, access is usually obtained 
by lowering the breaker tank or 
by removing a large manhole in 
the side of the tank. On large 
breakers, the interior of the tank 
has ample space for a man to work 
while installing the interrupter or 
adjusting the mechanism. 

Transformer bushing problem 

The interior of a power trans- 
former presents an entirely dif- 
ferent picture. The tank interior is 
occupied by core and coils, tap 
changers, and lead supports re- 
quired for maintaining fixed in- 
sulation distances between live 
parts. Placing all three phases of 
the apparatus in one tank further 
complicates the problem. 
Many transformers 10,000 kva 

and below (which utilize a high 
percentage of the bushings in 23- 
69 kv classes) may be shipped with 
bushings in place, but this does 
not change the problem associated 
with bushing installation into the 
apparatus. It merely transfers the 
problem from the realm of the 
user to that of the manufacturer. 

Let us imagine that a 69 kv ASA 
standard circuit breaker bushing 
is to be installed on the cover of a 
5,000 kva power transformer. The 
transformer is ready, and the bush- 
ing is lowered through the cover 
opening until the bushing mount- 
ing flange makes contact with the 
cover. Now we must connect the 
transformer high voltage lead to 
the threaded stud at the bottom 
of the bushing. At this point, the 
bushing stud under consideration 
is approximately 3 feet below the 
transformer cover inside the tank, 
and in general the only way it can 
be reached is through a cover 
manhole. The difficulties associ- 
ated with making secure, reliable 
connections under these conditions 
are obvious. 
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THERMOSTATS... 

WHITE- RODGERS 

B. THE jon k 

Use them with confidence — they’re 

specifically designed for Electric 

Heat by White-Rodgers— world’s 

largest miaker. 

Sold under the brand names of more 
Type 1A61 
World's 
Largest 
Seller 

Type 1A65 
Elegant New 
Companion 

than fifty manufacturers of quality 

electric heating equipment. 

“ WHITE-RODGERS CO., ST. LOUIS 6, MISSOURI 

Write for full color folder R 1625 

“omer” TORONTO 8, CANADA 

1959 

CATALOG 

20000 SHERWOOD AVE. -« 

NO-BOLT 

PIPE CLAMP NO. 70 

Accommodates Mote Types of Raceways! 

e Yo" and %” EMT 

® Rigid and Flexible 
Steel Conduit, Etc. 

An easy to install one-piece unit 
—no bolts to lose or drop —exclu- 

SNAPS | 

ON PIPE— ff, 

NO BOLTS 
sive locking feature. TO LOSE 
THE PRICE IS RIGHT! 

Sold Through Wholesalers Only + All Orders Shipped in 24 Hours 

TOMIC SALES & ENGINEERING CORP. 

ORIGINATORS and Manufacturers of Famous TAP-ON and TWIST-IN Fittings 
DETROIT 34, MICHIGAN 



Suntwitch 
DIVISION 

RIPLEY COMPANY, INC., MIDDLETOWN, CONN 

\ 

| 

THIEL 
AND ENGINEERING CO. 

Send for 
FREE Samples 

120 

I ~\ L 

Could not this problem be sim- 
plified somewhat by modification 
of the transformer design to ac- 
commodate the breaker bushing? 
It is true that the problem might 
be alleviated to some small extent 
by a special design of the trans- 
former, but such design modifica- 
tion would be accompanied by an 
increase in the transformer weight, 
and the basic problem of making 
reliable internal connections 
through a cover manhole would 
not be removed. It was in answer 
to this problem that the draw-lead 
construction for transformer bush- 
ings, with the cable-to-bushing 
connection made at the top ter- 
minal, was developed. 

For higher voltages (92-196 kv), 
the question was answered in 
February 1957 with an announce- 
ment that in these ratings GE 
would supply on most of its power 
transformers and circuit breakers 
bushings which were interchange- 
able between these types of appa- 
ratus with only minor field modi- 
fication. 

Changing a transformer bushing 
to a breaker bushing consisted only 
of changing the top terminal stud 
from a draw-lead device to a fixed 
terminal and removing the bottom 
terminal static shield used in 
transformers and installing the 
mounting adapter for the circuit 
breaker interrupter. Both of these 
changes could be made quickly 
without the use of special tools. 

Most of these bushings have 
three current ratings—800, 1,200, 
and 1,600 amperes—the lower 
value applying to transformer ap- 
plication with detachable cable 
and the two larger values apply- 
ing to circuit breaker operation or 
transformer operation with con- 
nection made at the lower end of 
the bushing. These bushings are 
also in accordance with standards 
of NEMA and ASA C76.1A-1958. 
The draw-lead construction for 
transformer application was _ re- 
tained and combined with the 
through-conductor construction for 
breaker application with no sacri- 
fice of desired characteristics of 
either design. 

This design has now been ex- 
tended to include bushings of the 
23-69 kv classes in a new line of 
type “U” paper-insulated, oil-filled 
construction with liquid level in- 
dication and power factor test tap 
in all ratings. 

With completion of this bushing 
program, the industry is now of- 
fered a line of interchangeable 
transformer-breaker ASA bushing 
from 23 kv to 196 kv with the most 

advanced electrical and mechanical 
design currently available. 

The successful industry stand- 
ardization of bushings of 23 kv 
and above offers both encourage- 
ment and challenge to extend ef- 
fort into applications of 15 kv and 
below. Progress in this area is in- 
evitable and will undoubtedly be 
achieved through further coopera- 
tive standardization. 

Substation economics 
(Continued from page 67) 

is added to 46-12 costs, the 115-12 
kv substation costs are lower ex- 
cept for capacities below 3,275 
kva. For loads larger than this 
value, the diversity between loads 
is small and not likely to be larger 
than extra losses in the 46-kv sys- 
tem; so for practical considera- 
tions, 1 kva of 115-46 kv capacity 
will be required for each kva of 
46-12 kv capacity. 

Figure 3 is a comparison of 12- 
kv capacity cost using 115-12 kv 
transformation as against using 
115-46 kv and 46-12 kv. For lo- 
cation under the lines, that is, 
where no line work is required, 
115-12 kv substations cost less for 
stations in excess of 3,275 kva. At 
a point five miles from the nearest 
line, the 115-12 kv substation costs 
less for capacities in excess of 
4,400 kva; for ten miles of line, 
5,600 kva; and for fifteen miles of 
line, 6,900 kva. 

The 46-12 kv curves in Figure 3 
are drawn by adding $12 per kva 
to the 46-12 kv cost; this $12 was 
then reduced by an amount to 
compensate for the difference in 
115-kv and 46-kv line construction. 
This provides a means of compar- 
ing costs for various line lengths 
without plotting new curves for 
each condition. The 115-12 kv 
curve and the 46-12 kv zero mile 
curve are actual costs of 12-kv ca- 
pacity; any line construction 
would increase these figures. (IR 
and I°X losses have not been in- 
cluded; however, they would fur- 
ther favor 115-12 kv transforma- 
tion.) 

A similar study was made of 
115 kv vs. 19 kv, 19 kv being the 
subtransmission voltage in the At- 
lanta area. In this study losses 
were considered, in view of the 
large difference between the two 
voltages. The results for this study 
indicate that for zero miles of line 
the break-even point is 4,100 kva, 
and for five miles of line it is 6,650 
kva. 

The data from the curves in 
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Markel 

- . « World’s Largest Mfg. of Port- 
able & Residential Electric Heating 
Units! 

w% BUILT-IN we PORTABLES 

% Wall Attachables ye BASEBOARDS 

Fan-Forced! Radiant! Natural Convection! 

Automatics 500 to 

& Manuals 

BASEBOARD HEETAIRES 

More Heat at Less Cost ! 

Cost less to buy ... less to install! 
Over 300 watts per ft. Simple 
mounting. Splice boxes prewired 
to elements ! 

Automatic or Manval 
in 2, 4, 6 and 8 ft. sizes. 

500 to 3000 watts. 

HEAVY-DUTY 

Fan-Forced Wall 

Insert and Wall 

Attachables! 

Series 270 
2000 to 

5000 WATTS 

RADIANT 

Wall-Insert 

HEETAIRES 
Low Cost 
Automatic & 
Manual Heaters 

Series 240-1000 
to 1500 Watts 

FREE! Colorful Folder 
on HEETAIRES! 

Write Dept. ES 

MARKEL 

Electric Products, Inc. 
LA SALLE 
Products, Inc. 

145 SENECA ST. BUFFALO 3, N. Y. 
in Canada: Markel Electric Products, Ltd. 

Fort Erie, Ontario 

Figure 3 and 4 indicate that in 
areas served either from the 115- 
kv or 46-kv system, loads in excess 
of the following should be served 
from the 115-kv system: 

Distance to 
Kva existing lines 

3,275 0 
4,400 5 
5,600 10 
6,900 15 

If the delivery point is closer to 
the 115-kv than the 46-kv line, the 
above loads should be decreased 
825 kva for each additional mile 
to the 46-kv line. If the delivery 
point is closer to the 46-kv line, 
the above loads should be in- 
creased 1,100 kva for each addi- 
tional mile to the 115-kv line. 

This study has resulted in four 
new distribution substations in 
1959 which wil! be served from 
the 115-kv system, instead of the 
subtransmission system. Also its 
most important value is that we 
should take a close look at any 
substation scheduled for the sub- 
transmission system, because if it 
can be connected to the transmis- 
sion system, one step-up transfor- 
mation will be permanently elimi- 
nated. 

Other studies 

There are many other studies 
which will produce interesting and 
attractive results. Some of these 
are: 

(1) Amount of surplus capacity 
to be provided in a new substa- 
tion. Here a comparison of carry- 
ing charges on the additional ca- 
pacity vs. cost of moving the trans- 
former should be made. This stu- 
dy should take into consideration 
rate of load growth and amount of 
overload to be expected from the 
transformer, without materially 
reducing its life. 

(2) A study of the cost of low 
impedance transformer vs. cost of 
capacitors to supply I°X loss. 

(3) A study of economic loading 
of substation transformers pointed 
toward an over-all reduction in 
surplus transformer capacity. 

Summary 

Each substation has a function 
to perform; this function should 
determine the design. Any extra 
equipment is a possible source of 
trouble and will require mainte- 
nance. Unit construction has been 
adopted in generating plants; this 
principle is applicable in substa- 
tions. In view of the reliability of 
modern equipment, it is difficult 
to decide which pieces must be 
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duplicated with spares. Spares are 
usually provided for the less ex- 
pensive equipment. The savings 
resulting from unit construction 
will finally result in a spare sub- 
station. 

Other items to be considered 
in modern substation design are: 
economical use of lightning ar- 
rester, minimum number of oil 
circuit breakers, automatic and 
supervisory control. One addi- 
tional point not mentioned earlier 
is economical use of land; land 
values in large urban areas will 
continue to increase in value, such 
that the substation lot can be a 
large part of the over-all cost. 
A most important point to con- 

sider is to take a critical look at 
the substation; do not continue to 
design it around some pet princi- 
ple which has long since become 
obsolete. 

References 
1. Economics of Design and Appli- 

cation of Transformers, E. C. Wentz, 
N. Chackan, AIEE Transactions Pa- 
per #58-109. 

2. Application of Arresters for 
Complete Lightning Protection of 
Substations, J. M. Clayton, R. W. 
Powell, AIEE Transactions Paper 
#58-1226. 

Shopping center 
(Continued from page 33) 

“For example,” said Cobb’s fore- 
man Jim Bennett,” since we didn’t 
know what kind of business was 
going into the stores, it was possi- 
ble we could get away with cir- 
cuitry designed, say, for the mini- 
mum heating and lighting load re- 
quired by a ladies’ wear shop. 

“On the other hand, that store 
might be rented to a Laundermat 
which would need to be wired for 
a 40 kw load. 

“Again, we had to break out 
and channel the finished walls to 
install the wiring, and it was al- 
ways possible we’d hit a steel 
beam or channel iron and have the 
job of breaking around it.” 

With the stores built according 
to prearranged plan, the wiring 
could not be figured in advance 
except where leases had been sign- 
ed in advance and the nature of 
the incoming business was known. 

Cortez has a total estimated 
connected load of 3,524 kw, (1,800 
for lighting and 1,700 for power) 
in which is included the heating 
load. 
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The Kresge store has a unit of 
15 kw on two circuits; 40 kw on 
two circuits, and 55 kw on a pair 
of circuits. The Belk-Lindsey store 
has a bank of strip heaters total- 
ling 60 kw, and there is a 78 kw 
installation in the Grand Union 
supermarket. While the Belk- 
Lindsey unit is the largest store 
in point of physical size, the 
supermarket has the largest con- 
nected load, 700 kw. Because of 
the hyperbolic construction, an- 
other wiring problem resulted 
since ringing the islands had to be 
done underground. 

Since the air conditioning and 
parking area lighting was hooked 
up for 480-volt distribution, the 
heating system also operates at 
this voltage. Each of the 38 stores 
has its own individual dry-type 
transformer, and the three-phase 
service was broken up so that each 
third of the stores is fed from a 
separate substation. 

The trio of stations made it pos- 
sible to use lighter wiring, lighter 
controls, and lighter switching de- 
vices. The parking lot lighting, for 
example, with 17 double poles and 
3 single poles, each carrying 
Westinghouse OV 35 luminaires 
and 1,000 watt color corrected 
mercury units, are hooked up on 
#10 wire. 

Advantages of electricity 

Architect Wyke was doubtless 
aware that the use of gas as fuel, 
would have created noxious fumes 
at the stack, to harass shoppers in 
the mall. This would have been a 
double hazard inherent in any 
heating system but electrical, in 
that the hyperbolic paraboloid 
construction created a mall 592 
feet long down through the cen- 
ter of the mart. Besides creating a 
natural draft, since the perimeters 
of the paraboloids clear the roofs 
of the stores which line them on 
both sides, the draft is augmented 
by a_ similar space _ created 
by reason of the difference in 
heights (18 to 24 feet), of the sec- 
tions of the 18 paraboloids. 

Conceivably, air currents would 
have swept noxious gas or oil fuels 
over the shopping center. This 
hazardous possibility was negated 
by the use of electricity as fuel. 

Another factor influencing its 
selection and proposed use for 
other shopping centers to be built 
by the developers is the accom- 
panying economy in the air con- 
ditioning installation. 

For example, the Belk-Lindsey 
store has 40,000 square feet on a 
single floor. Most of this is the 
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sales area where more cooling is 
required than is needed in the of- 
fices. It was a simple task to in- 
sert electric heaters into the single 
main duct where it opened into 
the offices. Blower-operated, these 
units provide the more comfortable 
temperatures needed by office per- 
sonnel. Thus extra ductwork was 
eliminated to these cubicles. 

The unit heaters are controlled 
by space stats so the heaters are 
energized only when fans are op- 
erating, with a control installed 
for the winter cycle to maintain 
a constant night temperature. 

With every one of the stores in 
this giant shopping center elec- 
trically heated, making about the 
largest such electrical installation 
on Florida’s West Coast, and with 
Cortez the forerunner of similar 
installations by Eastern Shopping 
Centers, Inc., of New York, the 
Cobb job serves as a model to help 
contractors wean builders, archi- 
tects, and specifying authorities 
away from competitive fuels. 

Code discussion 

(Continued from page 96) 

it certainly would be a problem to 
find room for the required num- 
ber of holes, supports, and clear- 
ances for such an installation, to 
say nothing of the increased cost 
in comparison to, say, Type NM 
cable. 

No contractor of today who is in 
the business to make money would 
even consider installing concealed 
knob-and-tube wiring. Hence, for 
all practical purposes, this method 
of wiring can be forgotten, for 
even repairs to such wiring in ex- 
isting buildings are usually made 
by means of more modern meth- 
ods. 

Bare conductor feeders 

Another wiring method which is 
definitely restricted by the Code 
for use as feeders only, and which 
even for feeders can be used only 
by special permission, is also be- 
coming obsolete, and that is bare- 
conductor feeders. Before the days 
of factory-built busways, bare- 
conductor feeders were not un- 
common. They are seldom seen in 
new installations today, however. 

The time involved in designing 
and installing suitable separators, 
braces, and supports for bare-con- 
ductor feeders more than offsets 
the difference in cost between such 
feeders and approved busways, not 
to mention the difficult problem of 
capacity computations. Considering 
the bracing necessary for protec- 
tion against fault currents of the 

magnitude now possible on pres- 
ent-day networks, it is pure folly 
to attempt such a task when ap- 
proved factory-made products are 
available. 

If the attempt is to be made, 
however, permission must first be 
obtained from the inspection au- 
thority having jurisdiction. If his 
permission is obtained, then com- 
pliance with Article 328 of the 
Code, of course, is mandatory. 

Section 3282 of this Article sets 
the maximum permissible current 
for bare-conductor feeders at 1,000 
amperes per square inch for con- 
ductors in unventilated enclosures 
and 1,200 amperes per square inch 
for conductors in ventilated en- 
closures. This is a good rule-of- 
thumb to have lodged in the back 
of one’s mind, but like many other 
such rules, it can lead to trouble 
if not understood. Based on d-c 
resistance, it can be applied to d-c 
feeders and to some a-c conductors 
when these conductors are not 
paralleled and when they are 
spaced and arranged for maximum 
efficiency and when they supply 
only resistance-type loads. 

Like open conductors on insu- 
lators, bare-conductor feeders for 

a-c circuits have an increase in re- 
actance when the spacing between 
conductors is increased. And in 
addition to that and to the bracing 
problem mentioned above, the 
actual arrangement or the place- 
ment of the conductors in the re- 
lationship of one phase to the other 
and to the neutral, has much to do 
with current-carrying capacity. 
When more than one conductor 

per phase is used in multiple, a 
blanket allowance for carrying ca- 
pacity per square inch of cross- 
sectional area is out of the ques- 
tion. Any electrician who believes 
that copper carries the same 
amount of current per square inch 
regardless of how it is shaped, 
used, and arranged, is having hal- 
lucinations. 

Only in direct current systems 
can carrying capacity be based en- 
tirely upon resistance, in which 
case voltage drop is directly pro- 
portional to length and inversely 
proportional to cross - sectional 
area. The voltage drop in a-c cir- 
cuits is largely reactive and de- 
pends upon power factor, fre- 
quency, shape of the conductors, 
spacings to return conductors, the 
number of phases, and the pattern 
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of phase transpositions as well as 
upon size and length of the con- 
ductors. 

In currents above 3,000 am- 
peres, very intricate interlacing 
and transpositions are necessary 
for efficiency except in extremely 
short runs. Operating tempera- 
ture, therefore, has been generally 
accepted as the only practical basis 
for bare-conductor feeder ratings; 
and for Code-grade installations, 
this temperature should be limited 
to 30 C rise over an ambient of 
40 C. 

Bare-conductor shapes should be 
considered also. Flat bars are weak 
and have uneven current distribu- 
tion. Round tubes are strong, have 
the lowest impedance to current 
flow, have less corona discharge 
(for higher voltages), and can be 
internally cooled. Fittings for such 
tubes, however, are expensive, and 
flexible terminals are sometimes 
required to prevent damaging 
strains on insulators as a result of 
expansion and contraction of the 
tubing. 

Square tubes are more rigid 
than round ones but have a lower 
current-carrying capacity, and the 
corners are subject to greater 
corona discharge in the higher 
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voltages. (Voltages are limited to 
600 volts between conductors for 
bare-conductor feeders inside of 
buildings). 

Channel-shaped conductors of- 
fer a flat surface for tap connec- 
tions, have good current distribu- 
tion, large heat dissipating sur- 
faces, and have ventilating slots, 
one above the other, along their 
lengths. Flexible terminal conduc- 
tors, where needed, are usually 
more readily adapted to channel 
construction than to round tubing. 
(Flexible connections are usually 
made with groups of stranded or 
rope-type cables connected in mul- 
tiple.) 

The magnitude of the force of 
one conductor resulting from the 
magnetic field of another is direct- 
ly proportional to the square of 
the current and to the length of 
the conductor parallel to it, and 
inversely proportional to the spac- 
ing between it and the return con- 
ductor. In the event of a short- 
circuit fault, this force becomes 
terrific and will warp the con- 
ductors and break non-resilient 
type insulators unless the con- 
ductors are rigidly braced at fre- 
quent intervals. (See illustration.) 

With readily available factory- 
assembled, laboratory-tested and 
approved busways at his disposal, 
the average electrical contractor 
should think long and hard before 
attempting to install bare-conduc- 
tor feeders of his own design for 
heavy loads, even if the local in- 
spection authority grants him per- 
mission to do so. And for small 
loads, bare-conductor feeders are 
usually not necessary. 

In the next issue, we will begin 
with a discussion of Type MI 
cable, one of the newest of wiring 
methods, in contrast to the rela- 
tively obsolete but still permissible 
methods discussed in this issue. 

Answers to Code test questions: 
(1. T sections 3202 and 5073-b) 
(2. T section 3203) (3. F section 
3207) (4. F section 3211) (5. T sec- 
tion 3214) (6. ¢ section 3281) (7. a 
section 3284) (8. a section 3286) (9. 
c section 3281) (10. b section 3282). 

Rural school 

(Continued from page 35) 

Sawyer was 
school. 

In Chattanooga, W. C. Teas Co., 
also did an electric heat job at 
Woodmore School’s four classroom 
addition. That total contract was 
$12,000, and the heating cost was 
$5,500, a 200 per cent increase in 
the contract for electrical work, 

an entirely new 

due to electric heat. Woodmore 
has electric radiant floor heat, and 
the two schools on Signal Moun- 
tain have recirculating heaters. 

Hamilton County Schools Super- 
intendent, S. P. McConnell, sees 
electric heat as something to be 
considered in any long-range pro- 
gram for rural schools. He agreed 
that when an addition becomes 
necessary for a school, there is no 
heating problem with the use of 
electric heat. 

Best salesman 

(Continued from page 38) 

In residences, we have talked ca- 
ble heating in the ceiling plaster, 
particularly in new homes. In old 
homes where conversions are 
made to electric heating, we 
recommend baseboard heating. 
We sell chiefly by personal con- 

tact. At our initial meeting with 
the homeowner, we inquire, “Have 
you thought of electric heating?” 
We do not press further at this 
first contact but put out the ques- 
tion for consideration. At a later 
contact we go into details when 
we raise the point again. Often 
when a customer shows interest, 
we take him around to a home 
with installed electric heating and 
let him question the homeowner. 

With builders, we point out the 
economy and customer satisfaction 
with electric heating. They raise 
such questions as: Will it do the 
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job? How is it accomplished? Is 
heating adequate when and where 
it is needed? How do costs compare 
with other forms of heating? 

There is only one problem I 
point out. Electric heating in the 
ceiling plaster necessitates using 
sand plaster. Sand plaster permits 
heat radiation whereas insulating 
plaster does not. Plaster has to be 
up two weeks before house occu- 
pants can turn on the heat, and 
then it can be increased only five 
degrees daily above outside tem- 
perature until maximum tempera- 
ture is reached. This avoids crack- 
ing the plaster. 
Homeowners who have lived 

with electric heating are among 
your best salesmen. They will 
trade it for no other kind. Your 
prospects are best convinced when 
you take them around to these 
homes to investigate. 

Georgia Power 

(Continued from page 37) 

The question and answer periods 
brought out several important 
points. First, employees welcomed 
the opportunity of learning the 
company’s policy on space heating. 
Because the company had not 
previously sponsored an_ all-out 
campaign on this phase of selling, 
many employees had the _ er- 
roneous idea the company neither 
approved nor encouraged space 
heating. 

Secondly, sales force personnel 
had an opportunity to note first 
hand the harm which can come 
from installations where inade- 
quate insulation and other factors 
make space heating inadvisable. 
Nearly every employee informa- 
tion session brought out such 
cases; and questioning revealed 
these units, which had aroused 
much criticism on the part of the 

owners, would never have been 
recommended under company 
standards. 

Third, the cost of space heating, 
both in installation and operation, 
was far less than the amount most 
employees had originally thought. 
Here again, the question and an- 
swer periods revealed that many 
employees’ prior knowledge of 
space heating and its costs was 
based solely on complaints from 
homeowners who had _ installed 
that type heating without sufficient 
insulation. 

The employee information pro- 
gram followed closely on the heels 
of a prior company-sponsored pro- 
gram directed at architects and 
builders. When the employee pro- 
gram was completed, the company 
soon afterward initiated a second 
phase designed to maintain the in- 
terest generated by the informa- 
tion sessions. This phase consisted 
of a heating load contest, now un- 
der way, in which vacation trips 
to Nassau and Miami and cash 
prizes totaling nearly $1,000 are 
being offered employees. 

Points are given participants 
for electric heat installations re- 
sulting from tips the employee has 
turned in to the residential sales 
engineering division, with points 
being tripled when the employee 
installs resistance heating or a heat 
pump in his own home. District 
and local managers also are given 
credit points for installation in 
their own areas resulting from em- 
ployee tips and for installations in 
their own homes. 

Morris T. Reeves, manager of 
Georgia Power’s residential sales 
division, terms the employee pro- 
gram an “outstanding success.” 

“Employees have been turning 
in prospects at the rate of 30 a 
week,” he said. “In addition, many 

employees have been going ‘all 
electric’ in building their own 
homes. We've added 48 new all- 
electric residences to our lines last 
month and 46 the month before. A 
year ago, there were only 566 all- 
electric homes on the company’s 
lines; now the figure has reached 
1,100, nearly a 100 per cent in- 
crease. We definitely feel that if 
our employees continue to serve 
in their roles as ‘auxiliary sales- 
men,’ we will have added more 
than 800 all-electric homes to 
Georgia Power lines by the end of 
this calendar year.” 

Tampa contractors 
(Continued from page 36) 

will keep the area electrical indus- 
try aware of developments in the 
field, and at the same time sell 
more installations through person- 
al contact work with builders and 
individuals by contractors and 
utility sales personnel. 

Economic comment 

(Continued from page 14) 

strike although the President does 
have injunction powers under the 
Taft-Hartley Law. It is a foregone 
conclusion that any extensive 
strike will be considered to be a 
grave threat to national security 
and will require Presidential 
action. The government policy in 
the immediate days ahead, how- 
ever, is designed to promote volun- 
tary agreement through normal 
collective bargaining procedures 
with the aid and encouragement of 
the Federal Mediation Service. 

Under such conditions, investors 
must adopt policies of watchful 
waiting, recognizing that any ma- 
jor economic dip in the immediate 
future is extremely unlikely. 
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REPRESENTING 

ALABAMA 

Birmingham 

Belcher & Assoc., Inc. 
Buchanan Elec. Prods. 

Corp. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

Bratton Sales Engineers 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Broughton Co., W. J. 
Rodale Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Chapman & Co., Cary 
Bar-Brook Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Clayton Mark & Co. 
Fullman Mfg. Co. 
Plymouth Rubber Co., Inc. 

Howarth Co., Inc., J. L. 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Johnson, Eugene 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 

Morrison, Robert S. 
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 

ARKANSAS 

Little Rock 

Nichols, N. B. 
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 
Light & Power Utilities 

Corp. 
Parker Co., Wayne G. 

Orangeburg Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Taylor Sales Co. 

Ampere Industries 
Venable, James C. 

Cavalier Corp. 
Williamson Sales Co. 

Subox, Inc. 
Young, Charles 

Lighting Dynamics, Inc. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Washington, D. C. 

Arnold, Carl F. 
Orangeburg Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Bradley Co. 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Meeks’ Son, S. J. 
Truck Equipment Co. 

FLORIDA 

Clearwater 

Fay-Shaw & Co. 
Elliott Electric Products Co. 

Midney, Karl 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Rasmussen, Elmer 
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 

Coral Gables 

Akerman, J. H. 
Briegel Method Tool Co. 

Jacksonville 

Anson Fyler Co. 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 

Belcher & Assoc., Inc. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 
Buchanan Elec. Prods. 

Corp. 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

Fay-Shaw & Co. 
Elliott Electric Products Co. 

Smith & Co., Robert P. 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Weeks, George 
Martin Stamping & 

Stove Co. 

Ft. Lauderdale 

Evans, W. T. 
Atlantic Conduit Fittings 

Co. 

Lake Wales 

Carter-Moody Agency 
B & C Metal Stamping Co. 

Caswen, Wm. H. 
Lighting Dynamics, Inc. 

Orlando 

Igon, Jim 
Cavalier Corp. 

Shannon, Ralph B. 
Berko Electric Mfg. Co. 

Miami 

Belcher & Assoc., Inc. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 
Buchanan Elec. Prods. 

Corp. 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

Chapman & Co., Cary 
Fullman Mfg. Co. 
Bar-Brook Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Clayton Mark & Co. 
Plymouth Rubber Co., Inc. 

Da Mor Sales Agency 
Circle Wire & Cable Co. 

DeBoliac Truck Equip. 
Co., Inc. 

Truck Equipment Co. 
Electrical Mfg. Sales Co. 

M. Stephens Mfg. Inc. 
Fay-Shaw & Co. 

Elliott Electric Products Co. 
Fisher, Bryan 

Frank Adam Elec. Co. 
Hopper & Assoc., Inc. 

All-Steel Equip., Inc. 
Arro Expansion Bolt Co. 
Victor Specialties 
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Lee, Charles R. & Assoc. 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Meyer-Orens Co. 
Electromode Div. 

Mt. Dora 

Ken Hill 
W. W. Cross Co. 

Riverview 

Crichton & Assoc. 
M. Stephens Mfg. Inc. 

South Miami 

Fyler Co., Anson 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 
Orangeburg Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Orlando 

Igou, Jim 
Cavalier Corp. 

St. Petersburg 

Belcher & Assoc., Inc. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 
Buchanan Elec. Prods. 

Corp. 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

McPherson, Frank C. 
Midwest Electric Products, 

Inc. 

Tallahassee 

Carter-Moody Agency, Inc. 
B & C Metal Stamping Co. 

Tampa 

Collins, John R. & Assoc. 
Blackhawk Industries 

Dowling, Graham P. 
Carol Cable Co. 
Rodale Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Tennessee Plastics, Inc. 

Smith, Robert P. 
Arvin Industries 
Standard Transformer Co. 

West Palm Beach 

DeBoliac Truck Equip. 
Co., Inc. 

Truck Equipment Co. 

MANUFACTURERS? AGENTS 

OUR ADVERTISERS 

GEORGIA 

Atlanta 

Arnold, Glenn H. 
Berko Electric Mfg. Co. 

Belcher & Assoc., Inc. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 
Buchanan Elec. Prods. 

Corp. 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

Berry-Elsberry Co., Inc. 
Elliott Elec. Prods. Co. 

Bishop Co., Wm. F. 
Carol Cable Co. 
Electromode Div. 

Camp Co., D. D. 
M. Stephens Mfg. Co. 

Chapman & Co., Cary 
Bar-Brook Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Clayton Mark & Co. 
Fullman Mfg. Co. 
Plymouth Rubber Co. 

Dewees Co., H. K. 
Superior Cable Corp. 

Goodman, Floyd 
Rodale Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Griffin & Griffin 
Blackhawk Industries 

Hayes & Noe 
Ampere Industries 

Hendrix-Sawyer, Inc. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Hooper & McCoy, Inc. 
Arro Expansion Bolt Co. 
All-Steel Equip., Inc. 
Victor Specialties 

Hinson, Walter M. 
B & C Metal Stamping Co. 
W. W. Cross Co. 

Kennon, W.N. 
Atlantic Conduit 

Fittings Co. 
Ceilheat, Inc. 

Landers Co., Morris L. 
Advance Transformer Co. 
Circle Wire & Cable Corp. 
Cornish Wire Co., Inc. 

Lehner, C. W. 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Milner & Co., W. J. 
Light & Power Utilities 

Corp. 
McFee, Chas. H. 

H. J. Theiler Corp. 
Thiel Tool & Eng. Co., Inc. 

Nash, Walter 8S. 
Briegel Method Tool Co. 

Price, Rufus 8. 
Orangeburg Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Washington, George L. 
Midwest Electric Prods., Inc. 

Wildeman, Walter W. 
The Fisher-Pierce Co. 

Avondale Estates 

Junghans, Herman 
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 

Rossville 

Ledford, L. O. 
Ceilheat, Inc. 



Kansas City 

Haizlip Co., R. L. 
Advance Transformer Co. 
Cornish Wire Co., Inc. 
M. Stephens Mfg., Inc 

Rosenstock, A. P., Jr. 
Berko Electric Mfg. Co. 

Ward Co., Charles L., The 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 

Zimmerman Sales Agency 
Helwig Co. 

Wichita 

Perfection Equipment Co. 
Truck Equipment Co. 

Zimmerman Sales Agency 
Helwig Co. 

Covington 

Bracke & Co., H. E. 
Prank Adam Elec. Co. 

Lexington 

arrington, J. H. 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

Louisville 

Bullock, Thomas W. 
Lighting Dynamics, Inc. 

Rietze & Co. 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Sales Engineering Associates 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Shouse-Reed Co. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 

Weyhing, Louis J. 
Light & Power Utilities 

Midwest Electric 
Products, Inc. 

Owensboro 

Griffin Electric Co., Inc. 
The Fisher-Pierce Co. 

LOUISIANA 

Baton Rouge 

Dealers Truck Equipment Co. 
Truck Equipment Co. 

Metairie 

Bondurant, E. K. 
Southwire Co. 

Hauk, R. C. 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 

New Orleans 

Associated Mfgrs. Agents 
Light & Power Utilities 

Corp. 
Chapman & Co., Cary 

Bar-Brook Mfg. Co. 
Clayton Mark & Co. 
Fulman Mfg. Co. 
Plymouth Rubber Co., Inc. 

Gulf Sales Agency 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Hagan Co., E. J. 
All-Steel Equip., Inc. 
B & C Metal Stamping Co. 
Carol Cable Div. 

Henderson, J. A. “Gus” 
Elliott Elec. Prods. Co. 

Jones-Philibert & Co. 
Midwest Electric 

Products, Inc. 
Orlick-Kolmeister 

Leviton Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Keller, Wm. J. 

Frank Adam Elec. Co. 
Cavalier Corp. 

Levin & Assoc., Inc. 
Briegel Method Tool Co. 
Circle Wire & Cable Corp. 
Victor Specialties 

Marx, David 
Rodale Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Murphy & Associates, W. C. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Ong, Richard 
Ceilheat, Inc. 

Ramond, Chas. K. 
Atlantic Conduit Fittings 

Co. 
Thiel Tool & Eng. Co., Inc. 

Redman, Stephen M. 
Wadsworth Electric Mfg. Co. 

Reed, Lyman C. 
The Fisher-Pierce Co. 

Rivira, M. Morin 
Lighting Dynamics, Inc. 

Shreveport 

Dealers Truck Equip. Co. 
Truck Equip. Co. 

Koch, Walter T. 
H. J. Theiler Corp. 

Williamson Sales Co. 
Subox, Inc. 

MARYLAND 

Baltimore 

Auer, Robert P. 
Fullman Mfg. Co. 

Barrington Assoc. 
Blackhawk Industries 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

Bloom Assoc., Inc. 
All-Steel Equip., Inc. 

Burg & Ellen 
Circle Wire & Cable Corp. 

Douty & Downie 
Edwin F. Guth Co. 
Pass & Seymour, Inc. 

Gerstenberg, E. A. 
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 

MacCubbin, Harry C. 
Atlantic Conduit Fittings 

Co. 
Peterson & Lowe 

Arro Expansion Bolt Co. 

Bethesda 

Anderson, R. E. 
Orangeburg Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Towson 

Buress, Roy J. 
Southwire Co. 

Clements, Geo. E. 
Carol Cable Co. 

MISSISSIPPI 

Jackson 

A-T-M Gas Equipment Co. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Cook, E. W. 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

Williamson Sales Co. 
Subox, Inc. 

MISSOURI 

Berkeley 

Skok, Thomas J. 
Helwig Co. 

Kansas City 

Bettis Co., F. A. 
Circle A-W Products Co. 
H. J. Theiler Corp. 

Fleming & Co. 
B & C Metal Stampings 
Fullman Mfg. Co. 

Gale, Douglas 
Rodale Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Goetz Co., Earl 
Bar-Brook Mfg. Co., Inc. 

MANUFACTURERS? AGENTS 

REPRESENTING OUR ADVERTISERS 

Haizlip, R. L. 
Superior Cable Corp. 

Lamb & Son, Roy 
Cavalier Corp. 

Manufacturer’s Sales Co. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

McCreary & Son, B. L. 
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 

Milardo, J. E. 
Orangeburg Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Schooler-Gorman Co. 
Arro Expansion Bolt Co. 
Carol Cable Co. 

Stromer, R. W. 
Atlantic Conduit 

Fittings Co. 
Blackhawk Industries 
Ceilheat, Inc. 

Terry Organizations, Inc., 
Wm. B. 

Plymouth Rubber Co., Inc. 
Thiel Tool & Eng. Co., Inc. 

Ward Co., Chas: L 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 

Williams & McKinley 
Sales Co. 

The Fisher-Pierce Co. 

Kirkwood 

The Ray Martin Co. 
Buchanan Electrical 

Prods. Corp 

Overland Park 

Pauler Sales, Edward A. 
All-Steel Equip. Co. 

Springfield 

Bobbs & Co., Ivan 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 

St. Clair 

Steelweld Equip. Co., Inc. 
Truck Equipment Co. 

St. Louis 

Andrews Co, Harry C. 
The Briegel Method Tool 

Co. 
Arbeiter-Steele 

Cornish Wire Co., Inc. 
Plymouth Rubber Co., Inc. 

Ajax Electrical Sales Co. 
Southwire Co. 
Midwest Electric 

Products, Inc 
Thiel Tool & Eng. Co., Inc. 

Forester, B. S. 
Ceilheat, Inc. 

Heath Co., George F. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Hisserich & Koerner Assoc. 
Light & Power Utilities 

Corp. 
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This listing of Manufacturers’ Agents is published as a convenience, and not as a part of the advertising 
contract. Every care will be taken to index correctly. However, no allowance can be made for errors, 
or for failure to insert. We will appreciate your calling to our attention any corrections or omissions 
promptly. Only manufacturers’ agents are listed here. 

Mollerus, Francis J. 
Wadsworth Elec. Mfg. 

Co., Inc. 
Myers & Son, R. E. 

M. Stephens Mfg. Inc. 
Neuner, James F. 

Arro Expansion Bolt Co. 
Rottmann, O. H. 

Frank Adam Elec. Co. 
Schuts, Elmer, Jr. 

Circle A-W Products 
Walter, F. P. 

Fullman Mfg. Co. 
Wohltman, Randolph C. 

Cirele Wire & Cable Corp. 

Webster Groves 

Hinchman, Ralph F. 
All-Steel Equip., Inc. 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Charlotte 

Baker Equipment Eng. Co. 
Truck Equipment Co. 

Chapman & Co., Cary 
Bar-Brook Mfg. Co. 
Fullman Mfg. Co. 
Clayton Mark & Co. 
Plymouth Rubber Co. 

Glenn & Larson 
The Fisher-Pierce Co. 

Hasbrouck, W. W. 
M. Stephens Mfg. Co. 

Hogshead Co., G. M. 
Elliott Elec. Prods. Co. 

Lassiter, W. H. 
Atlantic Conduit 

Fittings Co. 
Circle Wire & Cable Corp. 

Lombardi Co., E. F. 
B & C Metal Stamping Co. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 
Carol Cable Co. 

Lumpkin Co., Paul 
Cornish Wire Co., Inc. 

Rudisill Assoc., Jake 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 

Schwarz, James 
Rodale Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Greensboro 

Barber-Ayers and Associates 
Arro Expansion Bolt Co. 

Byrd, Wilson P. 
Cavalier Corp. 

Chapman & Co., Cary 
Bar-Brook Mfg. Co. 
Clayton Mark & Co. 
Fullman Mfg. Co. 
Plymouth Rubber Co. 

Fishburne, Edward W. 
Midwest Electric 

Products, Inc. 
Hoffman & Hoffman Co. 

Peerless Electric Co. 
James & Assoc. 

All-Steel Equip., Inc. 
Victor Specialties 

Miller, Max I. 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

Raleigh 

Hoffman & Hoffman Co. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

OKLAHOMA 

Jenks 

Parker Co., Wayne G. 
Atlantic Conduit 

Fittings Co. 
Orangeburg Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Lawton 

Cox, C. W. 
Southwire Co. 

Oklahoma City 

Cole Co., John H. 
Helwig Co. 

Comer Sales Co. 
Circle A-W Products Co. 

Hammon, Clyde V. 
Cavalier Corp. 
Light & Power Utilities 

Corp. 
Nulik, Tom 

All-Steel Equipment, Inc. 
Perfection Equipment Co. 

Truck Equipment Co. 

Ramsey Co., R. C. 
Ampere Industries 

Tulsa 

Lubbert, Elmer E. 
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 

Peabody Bros. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

Columbia 

Baker Equip. Eng. Co. 
Truck Equipment Co. 
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Hoffman & Hoffman Co. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Preacher, Gerald 
Light & Power Utilities 

Corp. 

Greenville 

Hoffman & Hoffman Co. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

TENNESSEE 

Chattanooga 

Craig-Owen Co. 
Electromode Div. 
Light & Power Utilities 

Corp. 
Jumper, Jim 

Martin Stamping & 
Stove Co. 

Ledford, Clyde W. 
Ripley Co., Inc. 

Sawrie, H. M. & Co. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Knoxville 

Williams, R. T. 
Thiel Tool & Eng. Co., Inc. 

Memphis 

Fitts, Lloyd D. 
B & C Metal Stamping Co. 

Flinn Engineering Co. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Gulf Sales Agency 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Richberger, 8S. W. 
Leviton Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Southland Sales Agents 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 

Stout & Co., Curtis H. 
Subox, Inc. 

Utilities Equip. Co. 
Truck Equipment Co. 

Wahlstrom, Keith 
Blackhawk Industries 

Winn, Lyman 
The Fisher-Pierce Co. 

Nashville 

Hooper & McCoy, Inc. 
All-Steel Equip., Inc. 

Matthews Agency, James 
Carol Cable Co. 
Rodale Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Sheffield Clark & Co 
H. J. Theiler Corp. 

Southland Sales Agents 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 

Townes & Co. 
Circle Wire & Cable Corp. 

TEXAS 

Armarillo 

Donahue, Frank 
Lighting Dynamics, Inc. 

Corpus Christi 

Dowdell & Co., J. R. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Dallas 

Anderson Co., Geo. E. 
Bar-Brook Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Boruch-Johnson Co. 
Light & Power Utilities Co. 

Chenault, Marvin H., Jr. 
Superior Cable Corp. 

Childers, W. T. 
H. J. Theiler Corp. 

Crockett-Lund Co. 
Cornish Wire Co., Inc. 

Dowdell & Co. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Fain Associates, Inc. 
Circle Wire & Cable Corp. 

Galvin Sales Co. 
Circle A-W Products Co. 

Glidden Eng. Equip. Co. 
Berko Electric Mfg. Co. 

Kissh, John A. 
Mid-West Electric Products, 

Inc. 
McAdams, W. H. 

Cavalier Corp. 
Meese, James H. 

Frank Adam Elec. Co. 
Miller Co., Harry A. 

B & C Metal Stamping Co. 
Morgan Co., Jack 

Plymouth Rubber Co., Inc. 
Wadsworth Elec. Mfg. 

Co., Inc. 
Musgrove, C. C. 

Jasper Blackburn Corp. 
Peabody Bros. 
Blackhawk Industries 

Randall, Jim 
All-Steel Equip., Inc. 

Robertson, Elgin B. 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Robertson & Co., Jim 
Fullman Mfg. Co. 

Valkus-Kissell Sales Agency 
Briegel Method Tool Co. 
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Ward Co., L. R. 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 
The Fisher-Pierce Co. 

Watson, Felix M. 
Arro Expansion Bolt Co. 

El Paso 

Electrical Engineering & 
Sales Corp. 

Pass and Seymour, Inc. 

McCain, J. E. 
Helwig Co. 

Fort Worth 

Dowdell & Co., J. R. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Knight, James O. 

Lighting Dynamics, Inc. 

Morton, J. E. 
Buchanan Electrical Prods. 

Corp. 

Musgrove, C. C. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 

Houston 

Brenner Elec. Sales 
Harris Elec. Mfg. Co. 
M. Stephens Mfg., Inc. 

MANUFACTURERS? 

REPRESENTING OUR A 

Clinton, Walter L. 4 
Buchanan Electrical Prods. 

Corp. 
Edwin F. Guth Co. 

Dowdeli & Co., J. R. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

Glidden Engineering & 
Equip. Co. 

Orangeburg Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Koenig Iron Works, Inc. 

Truck Equipment Co. 

McCray, W. S. 
Helwig Co. 

Musgrove, C. C. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 

Onarecker & Co., H. R. 
Thiel Tool & Eng. Co., Inc. 

Peabody Bros. 

Blackhawk Industries 

Robertson, Elgin B. 
Standard Transformer Co. 

Robertson & Co., Jim 
Fullman Mfg. Co. 

Swartz, Arthur H. 
Light & Power Utilities 

Corp. 

Walters Co., Fred 
Atlantic Conduit Fittings 

Co. 
Carol Cable Co. 

Ward Co., L. R. 
The Fanner Mfg. Co. 
The Fisher-Pierce Co. 

Williamson Sales Co. 
Subox, Inc. 

Winkler, B. L. 
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 

Lubbock 

Dowdell & Co., J. R. 
Peerless Electric Co. 

San Antonio 

Dowdell & Co., J. R. 

Peerless Electric Co. 

VIRGINIA 

Norfolk 

Trant & Co., Lawrence 
Peerless Electric Co. 

AGENTS | 

DVERTISERS 

Baker Equip. Eng. Co. 
Truck Equipment Co. 

Crews, L. J. 
Briegel Method Tool Co. 

Bradley Co., The 

Standard Transformer Co. 

Epperson, W. E. 
Ceilheat, Inc 

Fishburne, Robert W. 
B & C Metal Stamping Co. 

Mayo, Jr., Paul 
Blackhawk Industries 

Noel Co., Inc., Hugh R. 

Peerless Electric Co. 

Roach, Leo A. 
All-Steel Equip., Inc. 
Jasper Blackburn Corp. 

Simpson & Co., Paul 
H. J. Theiler Corp. 
Thiel Tool & Eng. Co., Inc. 

Sullivan, Jr., W. E. 
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 

Summerell Co., H. M. 
Berko Electric Mfg. Co. 

THE WONDERLITE 

Another Sensational 

Don-Lite By Versatile 

Harris and Economical 

Call Your 

Don-Lite Distributor 

for LOW, LOW PRICES 
Dalias Warehouse 

Henry L. Guokas Associates, 
R17-9106, TWX DL202 CA5-0766, TWX 'HO750 Memphis, Tenn. 

SMITHVILLE, TEXAS TWX, 16 PHONES 781, 782, 783 JA 17-3724 TWX ME145 

ADJUSTABLE END FOR 
CONTINUOUS RACEWAY 

Houston Warehou se 
Brenner Electrical Sales, 

305 Velasco, 
Memphis Warehouse 

Harris Electric Mfg. Co 
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This NEW Manual Starter 

has EVERYTHING! 

NEMA Sizes 0 and 1 

Two, three and four-pole 
construction 

SMALLER! Takes less space, whether it's 
built into machine or mounted externally 

SMART STYLING! Matches the streamlined 
appearance of today’s modern machines 

QWIK-MAKE, QWIK-BREAK ! Positive 
snap-action opening and closing of con- 
tacts. Longer contact life 

TRIP-FREE OVERLOAD PROTECTION! 
Impossible for operator to hold motor cir- 
cuit closed against overload 

POSITIVE PROTECTION! Starter will not 
operate without overload units installed 

LONGER LIFE! Toggle Action operating 
mechanism. Heavy-duty construction 
throughout 

EASIER INSTALLATION! Wire it without 
removing starter from enclosure. All ter- 
minals have pressure wire connectors 

EASIER 
MAINTENANCE! 

“ Off-the-Shelf” parts 
kits make normal 
maintenance and mod- 
ifications easier than 
ever. They're easy to 
buy, easy to identify, 
and faster to install 

4 a TAMPER-PROOF! 
ba Ques Deree Cover padlocking de- 

op * — vice prevents tamper- 
4 ing by unauthorized 

, 2 _ personnel. Safety latch 
Water and Dust-Tight locks "'start” button in 

Hazardous Locations | me “OF ee ' 
Flush Mounting hy, s VISIBLE INDICATION 

; OF OVERLOAD! 
Self-centering push- 
butt h h 

Write tor BULLETIN 2510 B-C ovedioad Gab Genunae 
Address Square D Company, 
4041 North Richards Street, 
Milwaukee 12, 
Wisconsin 

EC&M weavy inpustry ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT...NOW A PART OF THE SQUARE D LINE 

SQUARE J) COMPANY 
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Why BUSS FUSTATS 

give the safest, most dependable 

electrical protection for 125 volt circuits 

Type S. base prevents everfusing or tampering 

The base of a Buss Fustat is size-limiting, 

making it impossible to insert too large a 

size to protect. 

This base prevents anyone from inserting 

a substitute or material that would rob 

circuit of safe protection. 

Safe Protection remains safe .. . 

The simple mechanism of a Fustat is 

sealed in. Dust, fumes, corrosion or age 

cannot prevent a Fustat from opening safe- 

of a fuse. On ordinary short circuits, a 

Fustat’s quick action in clearing the circuit 

prevents flexible cords burning up, spray- 

ing of molten metal, starting of fires, burn- 

ing of users. And even on sustained over- 

loads as light as 25%, the Fustat will open 

in plenty of time to protect yet it will not 

open on motor starting currents and other 

harmless overloads. Their long time-lag 

makes the Fustat hang on until the over- 

load has a chance to clear itself. Needless, 

irritating interruptions of electrical service 

are eliminated without sacrifice of safety. 

ly. There are no hinges, contacts or pivots BUSS Fystats are made to the Industry Standard 
to stick or get out of order. 

20 years from now, a BUSS Fustat will 

positively open the circuit if trouble de- 

velops. There is simply nothing that could 

in any way retard or prevent its operation. 

Give the most satisfactory circuit protection 

A BUSS Fustat gives all the protection 

In 1941, the National Fire Protection 

Association established a standard for tam- 

per-resisting, size limiting fuses. Fustats 

are made to this standard. 

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGRAW-EDISON CO. 

University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo. 

BUSS fuses are made to protect - not to blow, needlessly. 

BUSS makes a complete line of fuses for home, farm, commercial, 
Tahlia alae Mellicliilelila-meliemiie iisiale miss 
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